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For an evolutionary system, continuing development is needed just in order to
maintain its fitness relative to the systems it is co-evolving with.
The Red Queen Hypothesis
Time condemns us to change. We would rather not change, but we have no
choice.
Balthasar Holz
Change has been one of the major themes in the evolution of human civilization. Differ-
ent cultures establish different mechanisms for coping with the perceived struggle between
Status – the established order of things – and Change – the chaotic, and without nec-
essarily a clear destination at times, movement. Western civilizations, influenced by the
highly organized and compartmentalized thinking of certain philosophical schools, tend in
principle to perceive change as a transitional period between states. Eastern cultures on
the other hand perceive change as a natural part of the flow of life and, in some ways, as
more important than the in-between states themselves.
This struggle between established order and chaotic movement brought about by change
did not take long to manifest in software engineering. Even as the first large scale software
projects were being developed for the early mainframes, the limited time span of the results
and the volatility of system design quickly became apparent. To quote Frederick Brooks
Jr. [1]:
Once one recognizes that [...] a redesign with changed ideas is inevitable, it
becomes useful to face the whole phenomenon of change. The first step is to
accept the fact of change as a way of life, rather than an untoward and annoying
exception.
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
“Classic” engineering disciplines have little room for change. From the moment a design
is made and the construction of the project begins, changes to project blueprints are to be
avoided at all costs. In case such a change is deemed absolutely necessary (in cost-benefit
analysis terms), then the construction halts and a redesign takes place. Since design takes
in principle much less effort than construction, this process can be repeated a number of
times in the span of a large project – assuming that it does not translate into large increases
in the construction time and cost.
Attempting to apply a similar approach in software development created – and still
creates – a lot of confusion and disappointment. This is not very surprising if one considers
the reversed relationship between design and construction time and cost in the software
domain. While in traditional engineering the construction time and cost is proportionally
dominating the one for design, in software engineering this relationship is inversed [2].
Stopping construction and returning back to the design phase may cause an increase to
the total time and cost by orders of magnitude. Software engineers have realized this
problem quite early on. Applying rigid techniques in order to limit the exposure to change
in the design of large systems has been proven limited. As pointed out by David Parnas
[3]:
Our ability to design for change depends on our ability to predict the future.
We can do so only approximately and imperfectly.
As a result, a new strategy emerged in software engineering: instead of attempting to
contain change on the system design level, better decompose the system into smaller units
that are affected to a less dramatic extent by changes.
Change in Service-Oriented Systems
This evolutionary trend calling for more decentralized systems that cope with change in
smaller scale through encapsulation and reusability, resulted in the paradigm of service
orientation [4]. The purpose of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is to address the re-
quirements of loosely-coupled, standards-based and protocol-independent distributed com-
puting, mapping enterprise information systems appropriately to the overall business pro-
cess flow [5]. Of course, as with all other efforts following the same trend (e.g. distributed
computing, object orientation, component-based systems), the SOA paradigm comes with
its own set of problems. Decomposing the system into smaller units scales down the ef-
fort of developing and coping with changes to a local, per unit basis. This decomposition
however comes with a trade-off which is expressed as an increased effort in developing and
maintaining the interconnections between units. The working assumption in this case is
that the aggregate effort across all decomposition units is less than the effort required by
a monolithic system to deal with the same situation.
The similarity of a service to an individual organism that depends on its environment
to perform certain functions invites the comparison between the evolution of services and
the evolution of organisms. While this metaphor can not be taken very far (due to the
critical differences between individual organisms and software artifacts – like the ability
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to procreate and transfer its characteristics to its successors [6]) the idea of dealing with
change as part of a natural process in the life time of services (or any other software artifact
for that matter) appears sound. The contribution of this dissertation is to define what
constitutes evolution in software services, and more importantly, how can this evolution
be constrained and kept consistent when services transit from one version to another in
piecemeal fashion.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 1.1 we motivate this research
by showing that SOA is intrinsically connected to change and by discussing the innovation
of our work. In Section 1.2 we define the goals of our research and in Section 1.3 we
define its boundaries. Section 1.4 provides a definition of our research problem based on
the context discussed in the previous sections, and the assumptions we make in dealing
with it. The methodological approach taken is discussed in Sections 1.5 and 1.6, where the
problem is decomposed into discrete research questions and the methodology for addressing
them is presented. The contributions of this work are summarized briefly in Section 1.7,
before closing the chapter with the outline of the dissertation in Section 1.8.
1.1 Motivation
Software services are subject to constant change and variation. By implementing and au-
tomatizing business processes, services are subject to continuous adaptation in order to
deal with the serious challenges of the enterprise environment. Mergers and acquisitions,
outsourcing possibilities, rapid growth, regulatory compliance and intense competitive pres-
sures are overtaxing traditional business processes and hinder innovation and alignment
with the enterprise goals and strategies [7].
With respect to these challenges, SOA is being perceived as an enabler of business
flexibility. Mergers and acquisitions for example are facilitated on two levels. On a tactical
level, SOA-based approaches integrate the core functionality through the use of eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) schemas to normalize and exchange information between parties.
On a strategic level, they adopt standardized services, with custom services developed only
for specialized requirements. This is a more efficient approach than selecting the best of
breed applications and standardizing them where and when possible [8].
SOA increases an organization’s agility by encapsulating business functions in well-
defined, reusable and visible across the organization services. These services are then
connected (composed) in order to implement core business processes. The cost of change
is decreased by minimizing the dependencies between services and allowing them to be
recomposed on demand. An organization can only fully realize these benefits, however,
if its SOA instantiation enables services to evolve independently of one another [9]. To
accommodate the volatility of the business environment it is required of services to be
able to continuously evolve and respond to environmental demands without compromising
operational and financial efficiencies [10].
In addition to the external demand for change, services have also to deal with inter-
nal evolutionary pressures. Services for example are software artifacts and as such they
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age: they grow bigger and more complicated, and as a result, their consumers experience
reduced performance and reliability [3]. Reacting to this process and stopping the dete-
rioration is as necessary as proactively accommodating change by design. Furthermore,
as producers and consumers of a language, services are subject to the evolution of the
language itself. The W3C Technical Architecture Group (TAG)1 under David Orchard
[11] attributes this evolution to fixing bugs and other errata, dealing with changing re-
quirements, providing desirable variations of the language and performing readjustments
to fit the implementation. Whatever the reasons, different versions of the language – and
therefore of the service providers and consumers that communicate in this language – will
appear over time. An appropriate evolutionary strategy is therefore required to deal with
them.
Dealing with change in a service-oriented environment includes many different issues,
from purely technical (in terms for example of message schemas to be exchanged) to or-
ganizational (e.g. managing the transitional period between different service releases in an
enterprise). As noted in [12], the services life cycle itself is characterized by its highly dy-
namic features: new services are created without any notification, providers interrupt the
provisioning of services without any indication and the functionality of services changes
overtime. Changes can happen at any stage in the service life cycle and have an unpre-
dictable impact on the service stakeholders. Being therefore able to control how changes
manifest in the service life cycle is essential for both service providers and service con-
sumers.
Furthermore, the distinct roles and the independence of service providers and consumers
in the SOA paradigm means that each entity must be considered separately when a service
is to be updated. When changes affect the service provider’s application system, service
consumers typically do not perceive the upgrade of the service immediately. The change is
usually later identified by its effect on the consuming applications. Consequently, Service-
Based Applications (SBAs) consuming an upgraded service may fail on the service client
side due to changes carried out during the service upgrade. In order therefore to manage
changes in a meaningful and effective manner, the service consumers using a service that
needs to be upgraded must also be considered when service changes are introduced at the
service provider’s side. Failure to do so will most certainly result in severe application
disruption.
Unfortunately however, the management of change in the context of service orientation
has not been discussed sufficiently so far. As we will discuss in Chapter 2, existing works
approach service change from a classic software engineering perspective trying either to
describe how services can adapt to accommodate change or to prescribe what type of
changes are allowed to a service to avoid disruptions. All of these works are based on
empirical findings and best practices to deal with change, usually relying on the specifics
of the technologies used to achieve their purposes. This modus operandi leaves these
approaches vulnerable to technological shifts and without a theoretical foundation that
transcends the minutiae of each technology they rely on. This is a need that this work is
1http://www.w3.org/2001/tag/
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geared to address. In the following sections we discuss more specifically how we approach
the management of change in services.
1.2 Aim
As described above, dealing with change in an SOA environment includes different tech-
nical and organizational issues. For this reason we focus our interest in managing service
evolution, defined in [7] as the continuous process of development of a service through a
series of consistent and unambiguous changes. Service evolution is expressed through the
creation, provisioning and decommissioning of different variations of the service called ver-
sions during its life time. These versions must be aligned with each other in such a way
as to allow a service designer to track the various modifications that have been introduced
over time and their effects on the original service. To control service development, a devel-
oper needs to know why a change was made, what its implications are, and whether the
change is complete.
An approach to managing service evolution must therefore rely on a framework that
controls and manages service changes in a uniform and consistent manner. This ensures
new and old service versions can co-exist, are reliable and well-behaved, and will not disrupt
clients that are using them. Service evolution management thus requires an understanding
of all the points of change impact, controlling service changes, tracking service versions
and reasoning about their status [13]. Service evolution management entails continuous
service re-design, re-engineering and improvement effort. This effort however should not be
disruptive for the consumers of the service and should not interfere in the way that SBAs
that use the upgraded service perform. Ideally, no radical modifications must be required
in the very fabric of existing services to accommodate change. Nevertheless, even routine
service changes, such as the introduction of new functionality, increase the propensity for
error.
Eliminating spurious results and inconsistencies that may occur due to uncontrolled
changes is thus a necessary condition for the ability of services to evolve gracefully, ensure
service stability, and handle variability in their behavior. With the above in mind, we can
classify service changes depending on their causal effects as [7]:
1. Shallow changes : Small-scale, incremental changes that are localized to a service
and/or are restricted to the consumers of that service.
2. Deep changes : Large-scale, transformational changes cascading beyond the con-
sumers of a service possibly to consumers of an entire end-to-end service chain.
Ensuring a change is shallow requires service developers to reason about the effect of the
change on the service consumers. The number, type and specific needs of the consumers is
often unknown and their dependencies on the service are transparent to the developer. This
reasoning can only be performed on the basis of a set of formal principles that define what
constitutes shallow change. A formal approach for shallow changes is currently unavailable
and this work aims to address this need. The goal of this research is therefore:
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to provide a theoretical framework for service developers so that they can develop
evolving services that constrain the effect of changes to a service so that it does
not lead to inconsistent and spurious results and does not disrupt its service
clients. In particular we shall constrain our work to addressing the effects of
shallow changes.
Deep changes on the other hand are quite intricate and according to [7], they require the
assistance of a change-oriented service life cycle to allow services to respond appropriately
to changes as they occur. This life cycle is concerned with analyzing the effects and dealing
with the ramifications of operational changes and changing compliance requirements which
rely on service composition re-engineering exercises. Due to the complexity and magnitude
of the issues involved in the management of deep changes this work is limited to shallow
changes.
1.3 Scope
An integral part of the SOA paradigm is the principle of encapsulation which dictates
the separation of concern between the description and the implementation of the service.
The former is concerned with the contractual interfaces that the service is exposing to
its clients, usually defined in document(s) of one or more of the widely accepted set of
standards, like Web Services Description Language (WSDL). The latter focuses on how
services are implemented, either as atomic or composite services. A variety of options exist
for the technologies and architectural styles to be used in implementing an atomic service.
Most of them are however firmly grounded in vendor-promoted solutions like the Java
J2EE or the Microsoft .NET environments. On the other hand, composite services are often
implemented by a combination of executable Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
service compositions, software components and service container-specific “gluing” scripts.
Due to the encapsulation of services, implementation changes are transparent to the ser-
vice consumers if they do not affect its description. Changes to the service implementation
are therefore of concern only when they have an impact on the service interfaces. Addition-
ally, despite the fact that standards like BPEL describe how service compositions can be
implemented, there are no widely-accepted standards governing service implementation in
general. Discussing therefore the evolution of service implementation would confine us to
specific technological solutions and detract from the generality of our approach. For these
reasons we scope our investigation on service evolution exclusively to service description.
Services typically evolve by accommodating a multitude of changes along the following,
non-mutually exclusive dimensions:
1. Structural changes focus on changes that occur on the service data types, messages
and operations, collectively known as the service signatures.
2. Behavioral changes affect the business protocol of a service. Business protocols spec-
ify the external messaging and perceived behavior of services (viz. the rules that
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govern the service interaction between service providers and consumers) and, in par-
ticular, the conversations that the services can participate in.
3. Policy-induced changes describe changes in policy assertions and constraints on the
invocation of the service. The offered Quality of Service (QoS) characteristics of a
service, for example, are expressed in terms of policy assertions. Policies may also
describe constraints external to those agreed by the interacting parties. These con-
straints may include universal legal requirements, sectorial requirements and contract
terms, public policies (e.g., privacy/data protection, product or service labeling, con-
sumer protection) and laws and regulations that are applicable to parts or the whole
of a service.
4. Operational changes concentrate on the spreading effects of changing the nature of
service operations. For a change in an order processing operation, for example, this
requires, among other things, the understanding of where time is consumed in the
manufacturing process, what is “normal” with respect to an event’s timeliness as
regards the deadline, and understanding standard deviations with respect to that
manufacturing process’ events and in-time performance.
Structural, behavioral and QoS-related policy-induced changes refer to the externally
observable aspects of a service (in terms of its signatures, protocols, etc.). These types of
changes have a direct and profound impact on the service interfaces and as such they will
be discussed extensively in the following chapters. Changes due to legislative, regulatory
or operational requirements on the other hand require a deeper understanding of the inner
workings of the service and the organization that provides it and for this reason they are
outside of the scope of this work.
1.4 Problem Definition & Assumptions
From the previous discussion it emerges that there is a clear necessity for ensuring that the
changes which occur while a service is evolving are shallow. A mechanism is required for
analyzing the proposed (or already applied) changes to a service and concluding whether
they are shallow or not. For this purpose we use the principle of service compatibility . The
fundamental assumption is that a change is shallow as long as it results in a service that
respects a set of predefined compatibility criteria:
Hypothesis: Changes that preserve the compatibility of services (for a given
definition of service compatibility) are shallow.
Given the diverse use and overloading of the term “compatibility” in the literature we
will refrain at this point from exhaustively defining what compatibility entails. In this sec-
tion we will use for convenience the colloquial definition of compatibility as “the capability
of orderly and efficient integration and operation with other elements in a system with no
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required modification or conversion”2. In the following chapters we will perform an inves-
tigation into different aspects of service compatibility. The purpose of this investigation is
to provide a formal definition and to identify the theoretical underpinnings of the term as
the means to achieve the goal of this work, namely:
Problem Definition: Under which conditions can services evolve while pre-
serving compatibility?
In order to properly define the boundaries of the problem we are making the following
assumptions:
1. Services are treated as black boxes with respect to their composition and/or their im-
plementation. Any change occurring to these aspects is important for this discussion
only as far as it has an effect on the externally perceived aspects of the service.
2. Everything of concern to this work can be described as a service. SBAs, resources,
etc. expose the same type of interfaces as software services. This allows us to deal
with them in a uniform manner.
3. Commonly agreed semantics have been established for the message payload in the
interactions between service providers and consumers. This means that either the
semantics of the service signatures follow an accepted set of conventions, or that they
refer to the same knowledge model, or both. Matching heterogeneous semantics in
the description of a service is outside the scope of this work.
4. Due to the encapsulation and loosely coupled properties of SOA, no information is
available externally about the operational semantics of the service, i.e. what com-
putational steps are taken by the service. Only the perceived behavior of a service
in terms of its interactions with its environment (clients and other services in the
service chain) are considered.
1.5 Research Questions
In order to provide a solution to the problem of service evolution as defined above we
decompose it into the following research questions:
1. What is the State of the Art in service evolution and how is evolution treated in
relevant research fields? What are the techniques, theories and lessons that can be
taken from the literature and the industrial practice?
2. How can evolving services be represented in a uniform manner? What are the dom-
inant trends in service interface description and how do they incorporate service
evolution?
2The American Heritage Dictionary of the English language, Fourth Edition
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3. What exactly constitutes service compatibility? A theoretical and practical definition
of compatibility in the context of services is required to allow the definition of when
evolving services are compatible.
4. What are the conditions that enable compatible service evolution? How does the
definition of service compatibility interact with the evolution of services? How is
it possible to constrain the type of changes to a service to a set of compatibility-
preserving ones? What are the benefits of this evolutionary model with respect to
the State of the Art?
5. Is service compatibility equivalent to shallow changes? Are there alternative models
of shallow changes outside of the service compatibility one? Can the restrictions to
the allowed changes to a service be relaxed? What are the benefits and disadvantages
of such a solution?
6. How can the proposed solution be validated practically? Can the theoretical results
be replicated by a prototype? What are the limitations of the proposed solution? A
proof-of-concept implementation is required in order to demonstrate the realization
of the solution. Furthermore, an evaluation of its realization with respect to existing
technologies and standards is necessary.
1.6 Research Methodology
This section outlines the methodology used to conduct this research. Conceptually, provid-
ing service developers with the means to control the evolution of services belongs to design
science [14]. In the nomenclature of design science, we aim to construct a method that
allows for the selection of compatible service versions. This method can be instantiated
into a prototype that provides a “proof by construction” of the feasibility of the designed
method. As we discussed however during the definition of the problem, the approach we
use depends on the definition of a theory for the compatibility of services. Theories are
traditionally outside the scope of design science [15] and they put emphasis on rigor at the
expense of relevance [14]. Since we aim to combine theoretical with engineering method-
ologies for developing our solution we also combine different steps in our methodological
approach.
In particular, we opted to decompose our research approach into five distinct steps:
Step 1: Problem Definition
In any research effort, the first step is to understand and properly define the problem
at hand. The short-term goal is to obtain a clear picture of the domain of the problem
and formulate a preliminary hypothesis that will allow further investigation. As research
progresses, both the definition and the hypothesis will evolve into more concrete forms. The
problem definition and the research questions discussed in this chapter are the culmination
of this effort.
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Step 2: Establishment of State of the Art
The investigation and analysis of existing literature on the defined problem domain and
on related research fields serves two purposes. First, it helps to better establish the scope
of the research that leads to further refinement of the problem definition. Second, it allows
the identification of both best practices and open issues through the categorization of
existing solutions that enables the grounding of the research in other efforts. To establish
the State of the Art, both (academic) publications and industrial efforts are considered
and presented in Chapter 2.
Step 3: Solution Design
Having established in the previous step the scope of the research and the strengths and
shortcomings of existing solutions, this step calls for the design of a solution to the problem.
This involves developing a model for the evolution of services supported by a theory for
service compatibility, as discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The theory developed is then
applied to an alternative model for the interaction and evolution of services that allows for
additional flexibility in Chapter 7.
Step 4: Validation
The validation of the solutions proposed in this work is performed at three levels. On the
first level, the formal underpinnings of the proposed solutions (it terms of the developed
model and theory) ensure its logical consistency throughout Chapters 4 to 7. On the second
level, a running scenario taken from a complex business case is presented in Chapter 3 and
used throughout this work to demonstrate the usability of the approach. Finally, on the
third level, the realization of the solution is demonstrated in Chapter 8 through a proof-of-
concept prototype that illustrates the changes required by the dominant service description
standards in order to realize the full potential of our solution.
Step 5: Evaluation
As a last step of this work, an evaluation of the proposed solution in terms of its benefits
and shortcomings is performed in Chapter 9. During this step we identify where this
approach fits in the State of the Art, and in what ways the solutions proposed progress it.
Future directions are also identified in connection with not only the problem solution but
also to possible applications of the research results to other problem domains.
These steps are not sequential tasks but rather iterative in nature, requiring revisit and
refinement as research progresses and new information is collected.
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1.7 Contributions
The results of this work address the need for a comprehensive, theoretically-supported
model for the management of service evolution. A set of theories and models that unify
different aspects of services into a common reference framework for the representation,
versioning and evolution of services has been developed for this purpose. This framework
pushes forward and redefines the State of the Art in service evolution. It achieves this
by replicating and formally validating the empirical findings and best practices for service
evolution. At the same time it outlines a number of possibilities for service evolution that
are not currently covered by existing standards and technologies.
A preliminary list of the contributions of this research is presented here. This list will
be further discussed in the closing chapter of this book. The major results of this work
with respect to the State of the Art in service evolution and service science are:
A technology-agnostic uniform formal model for the representation of service
interfaces and their different versions. The service representation model developed
seamlessly integrates the different aspects of services (structural, behavioral and non-
functional) into one model. The model is augmented with the means for versioning a
service at different granularity levels. The survey on service versioning can also be consid-
ered as an important contribution to this field.
A theory and model for the compatible evolution of services. The major contri-
bution of this work is the identification and formalization of the conditions under which
services can evolve while preserving their compatibility. The conditions are expressed as
permitted sets of changes that can occur safely to a service. Both an informal and for-
mal definition of service compatibility is provided based on a combination of type and set
theory. The theory developed is a sufficient condition for ensuring the shallow nature of
changes.
A contract-based model of service interaction and evolution. Service contracts
are introduced between service providers and consumers as bilateral agreements that specify
explicitly the expectations and obligations of both parties. Based on these contracts an
alternative evolution model is proposed that expands the permitted set of changes and
provides more flexibility in evolution – at the trade-off of increased coupling, governance
and communication overhead.
An identification of the limitations of existing specifications and technologies
with respect to service evolution, and a proposal for their improvement. The
dominant language specifications for service description were evaluated on the basis of their
support of compatible service evolution using the findings of this research as a benchmark.
As a result, a proposal for their improvement is put forward.
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1.8 Structure of the Dissertation
The structure of this work is summarized in Fig. 1.1. Chapter 1 introduces, discusses the
motivation and defines the problem and the methodology used to develop the solution.
Chapter 2 sets the background by examining related efforts in the evolution of services
and software in general. The chapter that follows (Chapter 3) presents a running scenario
based on an industrial case study that will be referred to a number of times in the following
chapters. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss how to represent a service and its evolutionary history in
terms of its versions, respectively. Using the models developed in those chapters, Chapter 6
defines service compatibility and develops a theory for the compatible evolution of services.
Chapter 7 presents an alternative model for managing the evolution of services using
bilateral agreements between service providers and consumers. Chapter 8 evaluates the
feasibility of the approach by presenting a proof-of-concept implementation, and discusses
its realization with respect to existing technologies and standards. Finally, Chapter 9
concludes by summarizing the findings, assessing them against the research questions posed
in the introduction and by briefly discussing future research directions.

































Conclusions & Future Work
Figure 1.1: Structure of the Dissertation
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Chapter 2
Background & Related Work
Those who would repeat the past must control the teaching of history.
Bene Gesserit Coda
The tendency in evolution is toward greater and greater specialization. [. . . ]
Too much knowledge has piled up in each field. And there are too many fields.
Philip K. Dick
In the following we establish the background of our work and we discuss related works
in service evolution and relevant fields. The chapter starts by investigating and discussing
evolution in software, component-based, object-oriented and workflow management sys-
tems. Then we survey the existing approaches on service evolution in order to set the
background for this work and clarify its scope. For this purpose we also discusses different
takes on (service) change management. While not necessarily in the scope of this work,
these works offer valuable lessons and techniques for constructing a proper compatible
service evolution solution. Moving on, we present the related work on the description of
services, which we need in order to discuss the respresentation, versioning and compatibil-
ity of services in the chapters that follow. We also introduce the notion of service contracts
that we will come back to in Chapter 7. The chapter closes with a brief summary of the
main points that were presented.
2.1 Software Evolution & Maintenance
Evolution in software systems has been traditionally considered as either a part or a syn-
onym of software maintenance [16]. Starting from this assumption, works on software
evolution like for example [17] and [18] expanded the classical work of Swanson et al. [19]
and [20] to build taxonomies of change. Their goal is to analyze the different aspects of
iterative change to software and diagnose/predict the factors that govern it.
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In [17] for example, a decision tree is presented that summarizes the classification
of different types of software evolution and maintenance into clusters (support interface,
documentation, software properties and business rules). Each cluster groups the decisions
to be made and associates a type of evolution/maintenance to each of them. Answering
positively to the question “Did the activities use the software as a basis for consultation?”
for example characterizes the change as consultive. Change types inside the clusters are
prioritized based on their impact, and the effort required for each change can be estimated
by navigating the tree. The authors recognize evolution and maintenance as separate
activities but they prefer to treat them as one in their categorization. In this work we focus
on the evolutionary process rather than the reactive/proactive diagnosis and intervention
approach of maintenance.
The term evolution, as reported in [17], had already appeared in the 1960s to charac-
terize the growth dynamics of software. It was popularized by Belady and Lehman when
discussing their empirical experiments on the IBM OS/360 system using a series of releases.
The insight gained by these studies is that software evolution could be systematically stud-
ied and exploited. This also resulted in three originally, and later extended to eight, laws
[21] that drive and govern the evolution of software systems:
1. Continuing change: systems must be continually changed, otherwise they become
less satisfactory to their users.
2. Increasing complexity: the evolution of a system leads to more complexity – except
if some sort of maintenance procedure is applied to it.
3. Self regulation: the evolutionary process is regulated by the system itself.
4. Conservation of organizational stability: the average effective global activity rate in
a system is invariant during a product’s life time.
5. Conservation of familiarity: the average content of successive releases of a system is
invariant during its life time.
6. Continuing growth: the offered functionality of a system keeps increasing.
7. Declining quality: the perception of the system if it evolves uncontrollably is of lower
and lower quality.
8. Feedback system: the evolution processes are multi-level, multi-loop, multi-agent
feedback systems.
The reader is referred to [22] for a recent discussion on the history and evolution of
the theory. What is important for this discussion is that evolution is treated as a process
of continuous change applied to a system that is in a feedback loop with the system itself
[21].
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As concluded by Mittermeir [23], systems evolution is driven by two forces: market
factors (or other comparable social phenomena), and technical factors (that are essen-
tially also human-controlled). Market factors are not confided to the financial aspect of
the system environment, but they may also include legislative and social changes. The
prematurity of organizations can also act as a negative factor in evolution, expressed as a
disability or reluctance to accept new types of systems. The technical factors of system
evolution are driven by the inability of the system stakeholders to control the extent to
which technological changes become commonly acceptable. This categorization essentially
confirms the necessity for evolution that we discussed in the introductory chapter.
Evolution is particularly important in distributed systems due to a complex web of
software interdependencies. As Bennet and Rajlich point out [24], attempting to apply
the conventional maintenance procedure (halt operation, edit source and re-execute) in
large distributed systems (like the ones emerging in service-oriented environments) is not
sensible. On the one hand, the difficulty of identifying which software artifacts form the
system itself is non-trivial, especially in the context of large service networks. In addition,
the matter of ownership and access to the actual source code (if any) of third-party services
that is directly linked to the encapsulation and loose coupledness promoted by service
orientation does not easily allow the application of many of the maintenance techniques
like refactoring [25] or impact analysis [26], [27]. Towards that direction Bennet and
Rajlich [24] decompose maintenance into evolution and servicing and treat the former as
an iterative development phase and the latter as the more traditional post-development
corrective, perfective and preventive actions. This distinction is respected in the context
of this work.
Drawing inspiration from the field of biology where evolution is one of the core concepts,
a number of works like [28] and [6] attempt to draw analogies with different branches of
biology and apply methods and techniques from it to software. Functional paleontology
[28] in particular studies the telephony services domain for a period of 50 years as a fossil
record of sorts. They analyze the evolutionary patterns that emerge from this record
showing the interplay between different types of features and provide evidence for the
punctuated evolution of the services domain (i.e. that of abrupt expansive phases followed
by periods of relative stability). More importantly, they demonstrate that different change
drivers operate at different speeds, resulting in unbalanced and spurious development of
certain features at the expense of others.
On the other hand [6] compares directly the biological (as perceived by the Darwinian
perspective and its descendants) and software evolution for similarities and discrepancies.
They conclude that despite the fact that many aspects of the natural kingdom are exhibited
as part of software systems, the inability of software artifacts to be identified as coherent
individuals limits the application of biological theories to software evolution – at least in
its traditional form. The individualization of software into components and services, and
the relevance of the telecommunication industry and its pioneering work on services make
both these works quite important contributors to the discussion of service evolution.
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2.2 Software Configuration Management
Software Configuration Management (SCM) is the discipline of controlling the evolution
of complex software systems [29]. SCM has contributed in major ways to software mainte-
nance and evolution [24] and for that reason it has to be taken into consideration when dis-
cussing service evolution. The term SCM denotes the discipline of control of the evolution
of complex (software) systems that since the late 90s focuses on supporting programming
in the wide [30]. Instead of focusing though on the analytical and predictive aspect of the
management of software evolution as the approaches in the section on Software Evolution
did, the emphasis here is on the coordination and support of development.
SCM systems were originally used for managing critical software, usually by a single
person on one mainframe computer. A custom system was usually developed as a result of
the need for supporting the building of different versions of the software. With the advent
of distributed computing and the popularity of operating systems like UNIX, the focus
changed in supporting large-scale development and maintenance by groups of users, which
created in turn the need for workspace management. This need was again served by mostly
ad hoc solutions. Currently, SCM systems are responsible for managing the evolution of
any kind of software, developed on any number of machines by a number of users that are
probably in distributed locations [31]. A number of tools and systems integrating explicit
process control have been developed for this purpose that the authors of [32] and more
recently [31] survey exhaustively.
In the domain of SCM, the approach proposed in this work shares a number of concep-
tual similarities with the NuMIL language by Narayanaswamy and Scacchi [33]. NuMIL is
combining SCM and software evolution techniques to deal with evolving software systems
by maintaining the integrity of their configurations while they evolve. Integrity in this con-
text is essentially equivalent to compatibility between configurations. In order to properly
define and reason on compatibility, they abstract from the particular system description
language and they use a theoretical model for describing the interfaces of the (sub)systems.
Based on these abstract descriptions and using a set of defined formal properties, they are
able to decide whether a new system configuration is compatible with the previous ones
or not. They also use the notion of upward compatibility as the means for controlling the
incremental development of software systems. Our notion of compatible service evolution
and the reasoning on it based on abstract service descriptions can be seen as the evolution
of these ideas for SOA.
Furthermore, given that services are becoming more complex to compensate for increas-
ing business needs, valuable lessons and techniques can be drawn from SCM for service
evolution management. From the aspects that have been developed under the SCM um-
brella, of particular interest for the service evolution is the product support in terms of
versioning as summarized in [31]. More specifically, versioning refers to the keeping of a
historical record of the software artifacts as they undergo change and is the fundamental
block of SCM. The reliance of SOA on the publishing of service interface descriptions
(e.g. in WSDL) and interaction protocols (in Abstract BPEL) – as we will discuss in later
sections, together with the predominant use of XML as the description language, adds an
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additional dimension to the versioning of services . In particular, it requires the promo-
tion of structured documents to first-class software objects that need to be versioned and
related to the other objects (e.g. documentation, code, test-related documents). These
documents are the only means of interaction with the service and confine for that purpose
the executable code to an internal to the service role.
Traditional SCM systems fall short in supporting distributed environments like services
in two particular aspects [34]:
1. they tend to focus on the file artifact as a first-class citizen and ignore higher levels
of abstraction and organization, and
2. they assume a centralized control with respect to the evolution of the software arti-
facts.
These shortcomings are serious obstacles in applying SCM technology “as-is” to services.
While services are usually described in terms of documents, the description of the service
may span multiple documents. Furthermore, sections of each document may be re-used for
the description of a number of different services across multiple organizations. The actual
content of each document is as such more important than the document itself. Even more
critically, the services that are used for the implementation of the service can be provided by
other departments within the organization or by other organizations altogether. Control
of the development and provision of these consumed services is in principle out of the
hands of one service developer and distributed across the different organizational units.
A distributed, content-centric approach is therefore required in supporting versioning in
SOA.
Nevertheless the methods and techniques developed for versioning in the field have
been proven irreplaceable and the tools for supporting it are pervasive. Contemporary
revision control systems like the popular CVS1 and Subversion2, or their modern dis-
tributed counterparts like GIT3, Mercurial4 and Bazaar5 (among others) are indispensable
for collaborative development of software. As such, they are very useful for controlling the
evolution of the service implementation but as discussed in Chapter 5 they are very limited
in supporting the versioning of service interfaces.
2.3 Evolution in Pre-Service Orientation Paradigms
This section is briefly discussing research fields that are tightly related to software and
service evolution for different reasons. The purpose of this discussion is to identify aspects
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2.3.1 Component-Based Systems
The difficulty of approaching the evolution of systems as a purely maintenance activity
has already appeared in the study of component engineering in general, and component
evolution in particular. For the term (software) component we use the widely accepted def-
inition of [35] as “binary units of independent production, acquisition and deployment that
interact to form a functioning system”. Components can therefore be perceived as coarse-
grained opaque software artifacts that contractually specify their provided and required
interfaces. OMG’s CORBA, Sun’s JavaBeans and Enterprise JavaBeans and Microsoft’s
COM and DCOM (subsumed by the .NET framework) infrastructure technologies have ma-
tured enough to become standardized [36]. Component-Based Systems (CBS) are driven
by the idea of industrializing the software development process by transforming it into an
assembly of existing parts. CBS are in principle geared towards dealing with change by
depending on the quick assembly of applications out of prefabricated components and the
availability of large collections of interoperable software components [37].
The survey of [38] summarizes the basic ideas and solutions for the evolution of CBS.
Evolving a component for example includes changes in both its interfaces and its imple-
mentation, with each one of these aspects having different evolutionary requirements. Due
to their composability and emphasis on reuse, components exhibit strong dependencies
with the other components that they consume. Changing a component may therefore have
implications to other components, and upgrading to a new component may require for
both versions (old and new) to be deployed in parallel while the transition takes place.
Finally, identifying and distinguishing between different versions of components require
the introduction of SCM techniques, like version identifiers incorporated into e.g. the com-
ponent meta-data. Since version identifiers do not explain what changes occurred between
versions, checking for compatibility has to be performed separately.
Historically and conceptually, CBS can be considered as a predecessor of SOA, which
in turn expands and builds on the same principles of encapsulation, independence and
unambiguous definition of interfaces. However it has to be kept in mind that components
and services are quite different in terms of coupling, binding, granularity, delivery and
communication mechanisms and overall architecture [37], [39]. The applicability of a com-
ponent evolution theory or technique as summarized by [38] for example should always be
examined carefully before adopted.
Investigations into component evolution have warned about potential pitfalls in the pro-
liferation of a distributed environment like CBS and SOA. As reported in [40] for example,
the use of components may provide short-term effectiveness but introduce long-term prob-
lems in reusability and maintainability - exactly the issues that they were meant to solve. In
addition, the cost to maintain CBS (and in particular Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
systems) equals or exceeds that of developing custom software and maintenance complexity
(and costs) increases exponentially as the number of components in the system increases
[41]. For these reasons [16] concludes that evolution in component and service oriented
systems should shift its focus from the code-changing perspective to that of the artifact-
replacement one. Our approach is facilitating this transition by providing the means for
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analyzing, evaluating and constraining the impact of such a replacement in terms of the
service interfaces.
Of particular interest and relevance to our approach are the works of [42], [43] and [44]
that discuss the evolution of components based on types. Types in this context are sets
of components that exhibit the same behavior. A (component) type system constrains
the component structure and behavior in order to guarantee the logical consistency of the
components. These works build a type system for components and on top of this system
they define a set of conditions under which components can evolve in a compatible way.
As with the other works on CBS however, their solutions can be only loosely applied
to SOA. The fine granularity required for a generic component type system and the
emphasis on preserving the operational semantics of the component during the evolution –
at the expense of the perceived behavior and interface signatures – are major obstacles for
adopting these theories unchanged in the scope of this work. In this sense they can only
be considered as conceptual predecessors of our approach.
2.3.2 Object-Oriented Databases
Due to their historical position and influence in modern system thinking, Object-Oriented
(O/O) systems are essentially the progenitors for both component- and service-orientation.
As such, research in O/O systems had to deal with many issues that later re-appeared in
different forms. O/O databases in particular, having to deal with persistent, long-lived
objects that were by necessity forced to evolve over time, have developed a number of
solutions for object evolution.
In the O/O databases literature, the problem of object evolution can be classified into
roughly two categories: schema evolution, for example modifying a class definition, and
instance evolution – e.g., migration of an instance of one class to another.
One of the pioneering works to deal with the problem of schema evolution is the ORION
system [45]. In [45] the authors present the system and establish a framework for supporting
schema evolution by defining its semantics and discussing its implementation. The work
mainly focuses on the subject of consistency of the methods in schema modifications, using
the notion of invariants as constraints on the schema evolution. Invariants are for example
governing the structure of the class lattice, the naming of classes, the class inheritance etc.
An inconsistent schema is one that violates one or more of the invariants. In particular,
the authors of [45] present a taxonomy of changes that respects the consistency of the
schema under certain conditions. This taxonomy is the result of translating the invariants
into groups of rules that must hold under all conditions while the schema is evolving.
Reasoning on these rules by using a simple set of change operators – types of changes to a
schema – allows the identification of the conditions under which changes to specific aspects
of the schema (classes, attributes, relationships etc.) are consistent.
The ideas developed for the ORION system about schema consistency are generic
enough to be applicable in different systems and for that reason they have been very
popular within the O/O database community and beyond. The O2 system [46] for exam-
ple builds on them to propose an hierarchy of schema modifications, but makes a further
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distinction of consistency into structural (for design time) and behavioral (for run time).
Schema evolution is also discussed in similar terms in the GemStone system [47]. In [48]
the authors provide a formal model based on the Z language. The proposed model is used
for determining the correctness of database schema updates and is both more general and
formal than the previous works. This work is using a similar approach for the evolution of
services, aiming though for compatibility instead of consistency.
Another major contribution of the ORION system is the development of a versioning
model for database schemas and its integration with the schema evolution model [49]. The
model identifies different type of versions (transient – ad hoc private schemas, working –
stable private schemas, and released – stable public schemas), incorporates a notification
mechanism for communicating changes to schema consumers and allows for different levels
of granularity in versioning. Approaches like [50] and [51] independently develop similar
versioning models. The integration of versioning and evolution model forms the basis of
this work too.
Furthermore, the development of models for schema evolution has created opportunities
for cross-disciplinary research. The requirement for representing and managing the history
of data objects for example led to works like [52] that use temporal databases [53] for
temporal schema versioning. In a different context, [54] presents an approach on schema
evolution that is aimed at supporting software engineering projects, with the emphasis on
class version management and class evolution control.
For a more complete presentation on schema evolution the reader can refer to [55]. As
far as instance evolution is concerned though, there is no similar comprehensive work on
it. The most relevant discussion on this matter can be found in [56], [57], [58], and [59].
The migration of running instances to a new schema is a subject that has been examined
extensively in the context of workflow and process management systems.
2.3.3 Workflow & Process Management Systems
The problem of workflow evolution is tightly associated with the notion of flexibility in
workflow systems. This stems from the need of constant refinement of processes to meet the
constraints, opportunities, and requirements of a fast-changing business environment. The
problem again has two facets [60]: static, referring to the issue of modifying the workflow
description, and dynamic, referring to the problem of managing running instances of a
workflow whose description has been modified. Simple solutions like waiting for processes
to finish before attempting modifications to their schemas, or aborting their execution
in order to implement the changes are not usually acceptable. This makes the issue of
dynamic workflow evolution very challenging.
The work on the static aspect, at least in its conception, draws heavily from the O/O
databases evolution literature. An early contribution to the dynamic aspect can be found in
[61], where change is formally modeled, and correctness criteria (fault prevention, cancel all
and consistency) are introduced. Furthermore, Casati et al. [60] propose a set of primitives
that allow generic modifications to a workflow while preserving the syntactical correctness
for both static and dynamic evolution. Additionally, they introduce a taxonomy that
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describes how running instances can be managed after a modification to the corresponding
process description. The work in [62] follows a similar approach, presenting a complete
and minimal set of change operations for modification of workflow instances, ensuring
correctness and consistency. The focus in that case is exclusively on the dynamic aspect of
the evolution, handling structural changes to running instances, but making a distinction
between permanent and ad hoc modifications. The gap between the static and dynamic
aspect of the problem is attempted to be bridged in [63], where version management and
integrated modeling of schema instance elements are being used for this purpose.
[64] focus on verifying specific properties of workflows while they are evolving (correct-
ness and consistency) and present solutions that ensure these properties. [65] present a
survey that classifies modern workflow systems based on the operational semantics of their
metamodels and the kind of correctness criteria applied to dynamic workflow changes,
based on common change problems. In the same spirit, the authors of [66] discuss a series
of change patterns and change support features that enable the systematic comparison of
existing process management technology with respect to change support.
Given the scope of this work and the focus of most workflow- and process-related ap-
proaches on the dynamic aspect of evolution there are very few techniques that can be used
in this work. The techniques of version management however present many opportunities
for adoption into service evolution.
2.4 Service Evolution & Adaptation
After discussing evolution in various relevant fields the focus now is shifted to existing
works on service evolution. The evolutionary strategy proposed by each work may vary
though, depending on how they approach the issue of compatibility in service evolution.
On the one end of the spectrum there are approaches that do not consider whether
the changes to a service version break the consumers of the service, preferring to remain
as neutral as possible [67], [68], [69] and [70]. This way they leave to the developers the
prerogative and responsibility of checking whether their changes break their consumers, but
they also maintain a high degree of flexibility in the cases they can handle. In principle
these approaches allow for multiple versions of a single service to be accessible at a time.
On the other end, there are approaches that aim to enforce non-breaking changes of
services to the extent that versioning of the service description can be simply subsumed
under one version, the active (i.e. deployed and running) one [71].
We distinguish between two categories of approaches for compatible evolution:
1. Corrective – adaptation-based approaches that actively enforce the non-breaking of
existing consumers by modifying the service, and
2. Preventive – that attempt to confine and forbid changes that would disrupt the con-
sumers (instead of fixing them). The compatible service evolution model developed
in this work falls in this category.
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The following sections summarize the most important works in service evolution and
adaptation based on this classification.
2.4.1 Corrective Approaches
Corrective approaches are initiated by a change either in the context of the service (con-
sumer requirements, laws and regulations, market dynamics, corporate strategy) or the
service itself (re-design, technological advancements). They involve different mechanisms
for adapting either the interface or the implementation of the service (or both) to the
interoperability requirements of the service consumers.
Adaptation has been introduced in the component-based software area where adapting
a component-based system means modifying one or more of its components. In prac-
tice, most components cannot be integrated directly into a system-to-be because they are
incompatible. Component adaptation aims at generating, as automatically as possible,
adapters to compensate for the mismatch between component interfaces and/or behavior.
Numerous adaptation approaches have been proposed, see for example [72], [73], [74], [75].
In [73] the authors propose a model-based adaptation approach focusing on software
interface mismatch appearing at the behavioral level. The approach takes as input the
behavioral interfaces of components to be adapted, and an adaptation contract - an abstract
description of the constraints which must be respected to make the involved components
work together. Given these two elements an adapter protocol is generated in an automatic
way. A synchronous vector method is provided for the adaptation contract language to
make explicit the interactions. The work in [74] focuses on the signature level component
adaptation such as names and parameters, and proposes a checking mechanism to find the
signature level mismatch. In [72], the authors build an approach that uses a classification
of component mismatches and identifies some patterns to be used for eliminating them.
In [75], the authors address the problem of whether incompatible component interfaces
can be made based on game theory by inserting a converter between them which satisfies
specified requirements.
Service Adaptation
Service adaptation can be further distinguished into two categories:
1. The interface adaptation of services, where the goal is to solve mismatches in the
signature and/or protocol of collaborating services by modifying the interfaces ac-
cordingly.
2. The composition adaptation, where the subject of change is the aggregation of services
constituting the composite service; in this case, either the services participating in
the composition are replaced by other, equivalent services, or the “gluing” connecting
them is modified, or both.
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[76] is an example of the first category. They present a transformation algebra that
incorporates behavioral aspects and allows pairs of consumer and provider interfaces to be
linked. They also provide an Finite State Machine (FSM)-based graphical notation and a
mediation engine that automates and implements the expression of this algebra. In [77]
the authors categorize changes that occur to the structural and behavioral representation
of the service based on whether they can be automatically adapted (or they require manual
intervention). In the former case they also show how to adapt the service interfaces using
existing data.
The PAWS (Processes with Adaptive Web Services) framework [78] provides the meth-
ods and tools for the design-time specification of the information required for run-time
adaptation of services. Each service is described as a process that is continuously opti-
mized during its execution. The most suitable service providers in the service registry are
selected based on their QoS characteristics, and they are invoked through a mediation en-
gine that handles interface mismatches and endpoint substitution. Self-healing capabilities
for detecting and repairing failures are also part of the framework.
The second category contains works like [79], [80], [81], [82] and [83], where a number
of predefined adaptation scenarios are codified in the service composition (dealing with the
“known unknowns”).
In [79], generic service templates are transformed semi-automatically into a number of
workflows per template, depending on the selection of execution path and the participating
service providers, that in turn produce a number of instances per workflow. In case of failure
(e.g. non-compliance to QoS constraints) the execution engine attempts to select another
workflow that could be used an alternative; if this is not possible then the request is passed
upstream where a new template is attempted to be made.
In [81], points of dynamic binding and rebinding defined by the designer are analyzed
into cases and transformed into proxies that will deal with these cases, adapting the BPEL
code accordingly to incorporate them. Each proxy is mapped to one abstract WSDL in-
terface. Selection between candidate services for the (re)binding is achieved by means of a
rule engine and on the basis of the rules defined by the designer. [82] also deals with the dy-
namic service selection problem using mixed integer linear programming and optimization
techniques, offering the negotiation option if no feasible solution can be achieved. Their
method is geared towards services supporting large processes with severe QoS constraints.
The work in [80] is based on Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) and relies on the
manual identification of mismatches (in signature and/or protocol). A set of transformation
templates for the automatic generation of external specification-respecting compositions is
provided that can be instantiated when a mismatch is located. AOP is also used in [83]
in order to improve the flexibility of business processes expressed in BPEL. Instead of
incorporating the adaptation scenarios to the process though, they attach them to the
process using process-related events at the level of the execution engine. These events
are intercepted during the enactment of the process and trigger (if required) alternative
scenarios to be initiated. Scenarios are attached to processes using WS-Policy, so the whole
approach is using only Web services technologies.
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An interesting extension of the composition adaptation category is the emerging work
on self-adaptation. The need for continuous reaction to change in both context and change
requirements leads to the necessity for adaptation in an automatic fashion, allowing service-
based applications to exhibit proactive instead of reactive capabilities [84].
Adapter Generation
Adapters are an alternative approach for preserving compatibility without modifying the
service itself. The basic idea is to resolve the mismatches between the expected by the
consumers and the supported by the implementation interfaces. [85], [86] for example
support the (semi-)automated generation of adapters between service interfaces and im-
plementations based on the parametric transformation of the expected and actually offered
interfaces of the service.
Interface adapters can also be layered on top of each other (e.g. in mapping chains
in [87], cross-stubs and custom handlers in [88] or chain of adapters in [89]) to “mask”
the mismatches and maintain compatibility between providers and consumers. By using
this technique, service developers deal with an ideally unique implementation endpoint
that exposes multiple versions of interfaces that are mapped to each other with adapters,
instead of multiple versions of the service. The maintenance cost then is moved to the
consistency and efficiency of the layering of the adapters and out of the service life cycle
itself.
The inverse approach for masking is advocated by [90]: a service proxy , that is, a single
unchanging interface is exposed to the consumers and adapters are required for mapping
this interface to the various implementation versions that are developed and deployed.
Multiple proxies are allowed per service in the case of incompatible versions.
The concept of self-adaptation manifests also in adapter-related approaches. [89] and
[91] for example discuss self-configuration techniques for enabling the automatic adaptation
of the adapters themselves to changes in the context or the consumer requirements. In a
similar spirit, [77] combines autonomic computing and agent technology with SOA in order
to leverage the adaptability required in modern business environment.
2.4.2 Preventive Approaches
There are a number of issues with the corrective approaches with respect to service evolu-
tion. Firstly, adaptation does not necessarily happen in response to change; it may actually
be the cause of change. For example, adaptation may be used for enabling the reuse of
services (e.g. [76]). In that respect, adaptation is one of the means by which evolution
manifests, the other being the replacement of the services used for the composition and
the redeployment of a service in case of service compositions [16].
Furthermore, the application of service adaptation techniques – both for interface and
composition – is not always possible without explicit manual intervention. In this sense
these approaches are limited in their automation. They may be successful in preserving
interoperability with a desired set of consumers, but by definition they require a number
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of modifications towards this purpose. These modifications may in turn interfere with the
operation of other services by the same organization in terms of resources (computational
and financial) and code. Service adapters avoid this risk by not requiring the redevelopment
of the service. They move however the service adaptation cost to the effort required for
developing, and more importantly, maintaining the adapters. In both cases, the benefit
of adaptation in a resource-centric environment like enterprise services should always be
weighted first against its cost.
Finally, the majority of the corrective approaches discussed above focus on the gener-
ation of the adaptation with the goal to automate the process. In their effort to do so
however they neglect to check whether the adaptation is necessary. In other words they
always assume that the change that occurred to the service is not preserving the compat-
ibility and the situation has to be ameliorated. However, this is not always true as for
example discussed in [87], [88], [89]. These approaches incorporate compatibility checks
before attempting to generate suitable adapters. This is a step that is missing in most of
the other approaches in adaptation. For these reasons, in our approach we focus on the
preventive aspect of compatible evolution.
A series of articles from the industry discuss service evolution in a preventive manner,
most commonly in conjunction with service versioning [92], [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [71],
[98], [99], [100]. They all propose a common backward compatibility-oriented strategy for
versioning: maintain multiple active service versions for major releases but cut maintenance
costs by grouping all minor releases under the latest one. Patterns of changes that respect
backward compatibility are given as guidelines, usually in the form of modifications of
WSDL files (add operation, remove operation, etc.). Implementing these guidelines in the
field is the responsibility and prerogative of service developers. The use of the namespace
mechanism inherent in XML is advocated whenever a non-backward compatible version is
required, allowing for the breaking of compatibility with the consumers. A more detailed
presentation of the techniques proposed for this purpose is included in Chapter 5, where
an in-depth survey on service versioning is performed.
The approach of [101] applies the same principles to managing service evolution. They
define versioning of (Web) services based on the compatibility analysis of changes. The
analysis is performed using a predefined taxonomy of backward compatible changes that
has to be respected in order for the service version to be compatible. Furthermore they
extend the service description and registry models (in the form of WSDL and UDDI resp.)
with versioning information and equip the registry with a notification mechanism in order
to communicate service changes to the consumers. They also show how to build a proxy for
the service client that intercepts the change notifications and updates the clients without
the need for redevelopment and redeployment.
A similar proposal is put forward by [102] for the VRESCo service environment. Ver-
sioning information is added to the service description and registry model, with the option
for the registry to notify the consumers for changes. In addition, a more comprehensive
approach in encoding the versioning history is proposed, which uses version graphs to de-
pict the relationship and status of active and past versions of the service. Furthermore,
the service proxies required for updating the service clients are using the VRESCo runtime
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architecture capabilities for dynamic invocation and rebinding. Building and deploying
them is for that reasons more efficient.
In [103], the authors are also using versioning information to discern between compat-
ible and incompatible changes to services and inform the consumers accordingly. Instead
however of using a service as the versioning unit, they group services into functional sub-
systems that contain multiple services. All services in the subsystem have the same version
identifier (that of the subsystem); if one of them changes then whole subsystem will be
updated into a new version. This supports a finer-grained approach where related services
with possibly shared resources are evolving together. In addition, this approach promotes
asynchronous updating of clients: the service consumers are always left with the decision
of when – if ever – they will move to a new (incompatible) version of the service.
The approach of [104] focuses on how to assess the backward compatibility of services
during their evolution. For thise purpose they rely on a set of loose guidelines to enforce
compatibility and they develop a system that checks automatically whether the change is
compatible or incompatible. Furthermore, by decoupling the service description elements
from the service descriptions themselves they allow for service descriptions to evolve in
different granularity levels. This offers further flexibility in the case of service compositions.
All of the above approaches take the very pragmatic road of providing a set of guidelines
for the compatible evolution of services based on existing technologies. This dependence
on guidelines however is limited in expressivity and portability in other technologies since
it relies on the specifics of e.g. a particular version of WSDL. For this reason, the W3C
TAG has produced a theory for the compatible evolution of languages in general [105],
and XML in particular [106]. The basis of the theory is the comparison in set-theoretical
terms of the languages produced and consumed by each party. Evolution is enabled by
distinguishing between the defined language (the one that is explicitly defined in language
syntax constraints) and the accepted language (the one that is allowed by the language con-
straints). Whereas the defined language must always be understandeable by the language
consumer, the accepted language does not necessarily have to be understood. As long as
the accepted language is a super-set of the defined language in both language producing
and consuming sides the language can evolve in a compatible way. Applying this theory
to different evolutionary scenarios results in a set of compatibility-preserving strategies for
the evolution of language producers and consumers [11].
In [13], we propose a similar approach by abstracting from the particular technology
used for the implementation of services. We present a theoretical framework that not only
replicates, extends and explains the outcome of the majority of the approaches discussed
above, but also provides a formal foundation on which the effect of changes to the interface
of service can be reasoned on. For that purpose we present a service description model
which is supported by a meta-model. The formalization of this model allows for the
introduction of a versioning scheme for the artifacts of a service description. Reasoning on
the compatibility of service versions is also performed on the basis of the model.
While in [13] we discuss the fundamentals of the framework for compatible evolution,
we focus exclusively on the structural aspect of services. In [107], we extend the framework
to the behavioral and QoS-related aspects of service description and we update it to cover
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compatibility for that aspects accordingly. In addition, we introduce the notion of T-shaped
changes as changes that respect the compatibility of service versions and we show how to
reason on whether a change is T-shaped or not. We also present a series of change patterns
that are classified as T-shaped and discuss the limitations and impact of our approach with
respect to its implementation in existing technologies. The following chapters are drawing
heavily from this work.
2.5 Service Change Management
A brief presentation of approaches on service change management follows. These ap-
proaches are focusing on how to manage change with respect to service stakeholders,
domains of responsibility, propagation of change or the contractually-controlled decom-
missioning of versions. While outside the scope of this work, they nevertheless present
some interesting solutions for the problems of version management and communicating
and coordinating change that will be useful when service versioning is going to be dis-
cussed.
The work in [108] and [109] focuses on identifying the stakeholders of change and the
way they affect the evolutionary process of the service. For that reason they develop
a generic service reference architecture which models the different aspects of a service
(implementation, execution environment, etc.). The responsibilities of the stakeholders
are classified into distinct roles (provider, developer, integrator, user and broker) and for
each role a domain of responsibility is assigned in terms of the reference architecture. Based
on the reference architecture and the interaction of roles, they develop an impact analysis
technique for notifying interested parties about changes that occurred. For this purpose
they develop the infrastructure for hosting different instances of a service, together with
their historical meta-data. They allow both the notification of the service stakeholders for
changes based on their role (push mode) and the querying of the infrastructure by the
stakeholders for change-related information (pull mode).
The SOA roles model proposed by [110] works in a similar fashion: roles that are
relevant to the evolution of services and unique characteristics of SOA systems have been
identified by the authors. The assignment of responsibilities to roles though has been
performed empirically through the use of questionnaires instead of the prescriptive manner
of [108] and the focus of the work is on verifying this assignment.
In [111] and [112] the authors present a modern take on SCM by updating it for cross-
domain configuration and change management. In particular they look at SBAs that
depend on services from different domains and develop a distributed architecture for ser-
vice management. Each domain exposes a set of configuration items that are accessed by
standard technologies (e.g. REpresentational State Transfer (REST)ful services and Atom6
feeds). Service users are through this way able to discover and trace the evolution of the
configuration items relevant to their SBAs. They also propose an approach for the es-
tablishment of a change process which helps transitioning a system between states while
6The Atom Syndication Format RFC 4287 http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4287
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minimizing the impact of change. The responsibility for identifying potentially affected
clients is removed from the initiator of change; instead a decentralized change coordina-
tion mechanism is used. The mechanism enforces the change and informs the consumers
depending on their role (e.g. if they are simple clients or co-owners of the service). A
voting protocol, similar to a two-phase commit transaction, is used for the approval and
verification of a change.
The work of [113] takes a different direction for the cross-organizational management
of change. They investigate different evolutionary scenarios with respect to the timing
of the release of each version (e.g. sequential vs. overlapping with transitional periods)
and propose different strategies for the notification of the service consumers based on
each scenario. In addition they provide a technique for estimating the time needed before
decommissioning a version based on information from the consumers and the dependencies
with other services. For that purpose they assume the existence of contracts between
service producers and consumers that clearly define the allowed “grace” period between
the replacement of one version by another.
In [114] they develop further this technique by introducing a probabilistic estimator for
the time required for adapting a service to external and internal changes. This estimator
can be used both for improving the decommissioning times reported to the consumers
and for managing the resources required for the adaptation of the service itself in a more
efficient way. In a relevant effort, [115] present an approach for calculating the fitness
of a service in an evolving service network [116]. The goal is to help service providers
decide whether and when they should replace or decommission a particular service version
depending on its performance in the network.
2.6 Service Description
Services need to be described in a consistent and universally understandable manner. In
this way services can be published by service providers and discovered by service clients
and developers. They can further be assembled into manageable hierarchies of composite
services that are orchestrated to deliver value-added service solutions and composite ap-
plications [39]. XML, the de facto data standard for contemporary (Web) services, lacks
the constructs necessary for describing the functional and non-functional characteristics of
a service. For that reason, higher level standards are required for the description of the
service interfaces.
Component-Based Systems (CBS) have recognized the need for such a interface descrip-
tion model quite early in their development. Major component frameworks like CORBA
and DCOM came up with their own Interface Definition Languages (IDLs) that ensure
that component providers and consumers (in SOA terminology) are able to communicate
and interoperate. They allowed the definition of the operations that the component can
perform, together with the input and output parameters for these operations and possible
exceptions (following the example set by O/O languages like Java or C++). In a widely
cited article, Beugnard et al. [117] argue that the description model of components should
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in addition include a clear specification of the behavior of the component (in terms of pre-
and post-conditions), its synchronizations (with respect to the sequencing and timing of
method calls) and its QoS properties.
In the following we briefly review the dominating languages for the description of service
interfaces.
2.6.1 Web Services Description Languages
The aptly-named Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is an XML-based specifica-
tion schema for describing the interfaces of a Web service. It allows the specification of the
operations, message protocols, data types for the messages payload, binding information to
specific wiring protocols and address information for locating the Web service. Backed by
a simple meta-model (as discussed in [10]) it specifies the syntax and grammar to describe
services as a collection of communicating endpoints. It groups messages (incoming and
outgoing) into operations (the processing activities to be performed by the services) and
operations into interfaces. It also allows to define bindings for each interface and protocol
combination, and to attach a network address to each one of these combinations.
The simplicity of the language specification, together with a very strong industrial
support in terms of tools and implementations have made WSDL the dominant standard
for the description of services, despite its disadvantages. WSDL for example is able to
describe only the structural aspect of a service and lacks native support for behavioral and
non-functional description aspects. Other specifications in the Web Service technological
stack (also known as WS-* ) like Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [118], and
WS-Policy[119] have been created to ameliorate this deficit.
BPEL has recently emerged as the standard for defining and managing business process
activities and business interaction protocols in terms of Web services. It is an XML-
based flow language for the specification of processes and interaction protocols, supporting
complex business processes and transactions. A BPEL process is a container for declaring
the activities to be executed and the relationships to external partners, declarations of
process data and handlers for various purposes. BPEL offers the possibility to compose
Web services into a new Web service and define the business logic between each of these
service interactions. Each service interaction can be regarded as a communication with
a (business) partner; links to each partner are expressed as typed connectors on top of
WSDL interfaces.
The WS-Policy specification defines a common framework and model for services to
annotate their interface description with policies referring to domain-specific capabilities,
requirements and general characteristics. Policies are expressed as assertions that manifest
either as requirements and capabilities of the exchanged messages (e.g. authentication
scheme, transportation protocol), or as service selection- and use-specific information (e.g.
QoS characteristics). For the purposes of this work this latter facility is more important.
WS-Policy is built on top of XML, XML Schema and WSDL and allows for algorithms
that determine which policy alternative to apply depending on the context of the service.
Outside the WS-* stack, efforts like the Web Service Offerings Language (WSOL) and
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the Semantic Web service description language OWL-S (formerly known as DAML-S) are
providing description models of services that go beyond the structural description. WSOL
is an XML-based language that extends WSDL by enabling the specification of multiple
classes of service for one (Web) service [120]. A class of service is determined by its func-
tional and non-functional constraints, simple access rights, pricing and relationships with
other service offerings of the same service. OWL-S7 is an OWL ontology that incorporates
three interrelated ontologies suitable for the description of the operational and functional
semantics, and the functional description of a service (the latter by using WSDL).
2.6.2 Other Initiatives
The SeSCE project8 has produced a layered service representation scheme that is concep-
tually close to the work presented in this work [121]. A service is described in facets , with
each facet covering a particular aspect of services. There are five types of facets supported:
service description and service signatures (corresponding to the structural aspect of service
representation), operation semantics and behavioral specification (covering the behavioral
aspect), and QoS (equivalent to the non-functional layer). Each facet specification is con-
tained in a different model, but all models are connected by a common meta-model for
service representation.
Furthermore, initiatives like the OASIS SOA Reference Architecture [122] and the
CBDI-SAE Meta Model for SOA [123] provide representation models that are better
equipped for covering the various aspects of service representation. The OASIS SOA
Reference Architecture aims at a) showing how SOA-based systems can effectively enable
participants to interact with services with appropriate capabilities, b) participants to have
a clearly understood level of confidence during their interactions with SOA-based systems,
and c) for SOA-based systems to be scalable as required in each occasion. The Reference
Architecture defines three conceptual views: service ecosystem, realization and ownership.
Service description falls under the realization view.
No specific technologies are used for the description of a service as in the case of
WSDL and BPEL. The Reference Architecture provides a multi-layered Service Description
Model which connects the description of a service with its functionalities, stakeholders and
participants. The Service Description Model informs the participants of what services exist,
and under which conditions can these services be used. The service description defines or
references the information needed to use, deploy, manage and otherwise control a service.
This includes not only the structural and behavioral aspects of service description but also
non-functional characteristics like service reachability, policies and contracts associated
with the service.
The CBDI-SAE Meta Model for SOA follows a similar approach in defining the critical
SOA concepts that are used as part of the CBDI Service Architecture and Engineering
methodology [123]. Architectural concepts are grouped into a number of packages (tech-
7OWL-S: Semantic Markup for Web Services http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
8http://www.secse-project.eu/
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nology, organization, policy, service, business modeling, specification, implementation, so-
lution modeling, and deployment and runtime). As with OASIS SOA Reference Architec-
ture views, the Meta Model conceptualizes the key components of many different aspects
of SOA. Service description is covered in the specification package, which, as above, ag-
gregates structural, behavioral and non-functional aspects of the service description under
one model.
What makes these initiatives very interesting is that despite being developed separately
they share a great deal of commonalities between them. They all recognize the need for
a model of service description that encompasses structural, behavioral and non-functional
aspects. They use Unified Modeling Language (UML) [124] as the modeling and commu-
nication language for defining their models. They all are technology-agnostic, providing
higher level of abstractions in modeling a service but they cover nevertheless most of the
basic information provided by the WS-* specifications, providing implicit mappings to the
meta-models of the WS-* standards. Based on these commonalities, in Chapter 4 we pro-
pose a model for service representation that combines the key concepts of these initiatives
with the meta-models of the WS-* specifications in a formal setting.
2.7 Service Contracts
In legal terms, a contract is “an agreement between two or more parties, that if it contains
the elements of a valid legal agreement is enforceable by law or by binding arbitration9”.
By expanding and modifying this notion, the term ’contract’ has been used with different
meanings in different fields.
The Eiffel language [125] for example explicitly codifies and enforces the obligations and
benefits of objects and their consumers in a bilateral manner. The obligations and benefits
are expressed as logical assertions in a pre- and post-condition format (as we already have
discussed for the behavioral aspect of service representation). A class invariance mechanism
ensures that all instances of an object will behave in the same manner, and an inheritance
mechanism allows for the generalization and specialization of the contracts in sync with
the objects they constrain.
The idea of imposing software contracts that specify the commitments and expectations
of the software artifact in order to ensure its performance has been also applied to CBS.
Beugnard et al. [117] for example are discussing four levels of contracts (basic, behavioral,
synchronization and QoS – roughly corresponding to the three layers of service representa-
tion). In both cases of object- and component-orientation though contracts are essentially
defined unilaterally – without the involvement of the consumer. The published contract in
that sense is a set of terms that have to be agreed upon by the other party in order to use
the service.
This originally led to the perception that WSDL files are a type of service contract (see
for example [126] and [94]). Due to the limited, structure-oriented information contained
in a WSDL document, the notion of contracts was extended to cover also the rules and
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract
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conditions that need to be fulfilled by any requester wanting to interact with the service
[127]. As we will establish in Chapter 4 however, all these aspects are already contained
in our model of service representation. For that reason we prefer to use contracts in their
bilateral agreement notion.
In this respect the work presented in Chapter 7 of this dissertation is influenced by
the work on consumer-driven contracts [9]. Consumer-driven contracts incorporate to the
service representation the obligations of the provider with respect to the service consumers.
Contracts can express the consumer expectations through simple means like spreadsheets,
or more sophisticated ones like WS-Policy statements. A similar, but not equivalent, notion
is the Service Level Agreement (SLA) documents that ensure that a service performs within
an acceptable range (and/or what the penalties are for stepping out of this range). [128],
[129] and [130] for example discuss different approaches in forming a contract (in the form
of an SLA) between service providers and potential service consumers.
For the purposes of this work, a service contractis a bilateral agreement between service
provider and consumer that formalizes the details of the provisioning of service (contents,
protocols, delivery process, quality characteristics etc.) in a way that meets the mutual
understandings and expectations of both parties [131], [132]. A contract in this context
is an intermediary between providers and consumers, expressed in the form of a service
representation. Service contracts, as discussed in Chapter 7, facilitate the independent
(that is, shallow) evolution of both parties at the expense of an increase in coupling and
overhead.
2.8 Summary
Evolution as a concept has appeared in software engineering quite early on and has mani-
fested in different forms while the field was moving from systems to objects, to components,
and finally, to services engineering. Traditionally, evolution has been considered a part or
an equivalent to maintenance. The move away from monolithic systems and towards large
distributed systems that are continuously updated has refocused its scope. In this context
evolution is the process of iterative change to a system, while being in a feedback loop with
the system itself. The need for management of change in this process is being expressed
in different ways depending on the field that it is applied.
Software Configuration Management for example, aims at controlling the software de-
velopment processes for large complex systems. For that reason evolution is expressed
through the coordination and support of development. The concept of versioning, i.e.
keeping track of the history of software artifacts, is the basis on which this is achieved.
Since it is inconceivable to discuss an evolutionary process without its historical records,
the tools and techniques developed for SCM have influenced the work discussed in the
following chapters to a great extent.
In a similar fashion, Object-Oriented and Component-Based systems are very useful in
this discussion. O/O databases in particular offer very mature theories and techniques for
dealing with the evolution of services as persistent long-lived objects. Ideas like invariance
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(resistance to change) and consistency (conformance to the rules that govern the evolu-
tion) are essential for dealing with the compatibility of services. CBS, being the closest
conceptually and historically to SOA, have important lessons to offer with respect to the
classic techniques from software engineering that can (or not, in some cases) be applied
to services. Research in that field is also warning us about potential pitfalls in reusability
and maintainability due to the effort and cost of maintaining large distributed systems.
Evolution in workflow and process management on the other hand, while interesting in its
own sake, is largely out of scope of this work due to its focus to migration of instances of
workflows and processes.
There are very few approaches that discuss service evolution outside the scope of com-
patibility. By contrast, there are many different ones for compatible service evolution; we
classified them in corrective and preventive approaches. Corrective approaches are advo-
cating the adaptation of the service itself or the semi-automatically (at best) generation of
adapters in order to preserve the compatibility with service consumers. While very useful,
most of them do not examine whether it is necessary to actually adapt the service and even
worse, they do not take into account the cost of adaptation for the service provider. Pre-
ventive approaches are constraining evolution to compatible only changes, usually based
on guidelines on what constitutes compatibility. The approach discussed in this work is
in the latter category, but instead of relying on guidelines for compatibility it discusses a
theory for reasoning on compatibility.
Furthermore, we briefly surveyed the State of the Art in two subjects that will be
discussed more extensively in following chapters: service description and service contracts.
For service description we established the domination of industry and academia by WSDL,
which also created the need for languages like BPEL and WS-Policy to provide descriptions
for non-structural aspects of the service description. The meta-models of these languages,
in conjunction with initiatives like the OASIS SOA Reference Architecture and the CBDI-
SAE Meta Model for SOA, form the basis for our service representation model (Chapter
4). On the other hand, for our model of service contracts (Chapter 7) we opted to diverge
from the perception of contract as a formal description of the service and return to the root
of the term (that is, of bilateral agreements between service producers and consumers).
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Chapter 3
Running Scenario
These gigantic, complex, interconnected technological systems overwhelm hu-
man values and defy human control. Change is possible in the system only if it
does not conflict with primary technical values such as efficiency or large-scale
integration.
George Basalla
I hate change! It’s too disruptive! When things are different, you have to think
about the change and deal with it! I like things to stay the same, so I can take
everything for granted!
Calvin and Hobbes on the (de)merits of change
3.1 Description of the Scenario
In order to explain our work in a practical setting we chose to use the Automotive Purchase
Order Processing Scenario for demonstration purposes. The scenario is being developed
and used as one of the validation scenarios in the S-Cube Network of Excellence1 [133]. The
scenario is based on the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model that provides
abstract guidelines for building supply chains2. SCOR is a cross-industry, standardized
supply-chain reference model that enables companies to analyze and improve their supply-
chain operations by helping them to communicate information across the enterprise and
measure performance objectively. The SCOR model comprises of four levels of processes
(scope, configurations, business activities and implementation, respectively).
This Automotive Purchase Order Processing Scenario is an example of how to realize
SCOR level 3 activities using SOA-based processes for an enterprise in the automobile
industry called Automobile Incorporation (a.k.a. AutoInc). AutoInc consists of different
1http://www.s-cube-network.eu/
2https://www.supply-chain.org/
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business units, e.g. Sales, Logistics, Manufacturing, etc., and collaborates with external
partners like suppliers, banks and transport carriers. A fragment of the scenario in Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) notation3 showing the interaction of the different
business units of AutoInc is depicted in Fig. 3.1. For the complete BPMN model the reader
is referred to [133].
The scenario is triggered when a customer or retailer submits a Purchase Order to
the online order management system of the AutoInc Sales unit. The Purchase Order
is verified for syntactical correctness and sufficient information. If the order verification
is successful, the order is forwarded to the Customer Relationship Management unit for
assignment of a treatment policy depending on the size of the order and the history of the
customer with AutoInc, before it is passed back to Sales. Based on the treatment policy
a pricing schema is selected and applied to calculate the cost of the order. Following on,
planning of the inventory release is performed by the Enterprise Resource Planning unit,
followed by the planning of the shipment of goods by the AutoInc Logistics unit. The
calculated shipment cost and the pricing information calculated in the previous steps are
aggregated into the final cost of the order and renegotiation is performed if necessary before
initiating the servicing of the order. Payment is handled by the AutoInc Financial unit;
after both shipment and payment have finished successfully the Purchase Order is closed
in the system.
The scenario therefore contains a number of different activities to be performed, de-
picted in UML activity diagram notation [124] in Fig. 3.2. In the following we assume that
the various activities in Fig. 3.2 are implemented as a series of services forming a service
chain. Using a more “traditional” view of the chain, each business unit implements their
own sets of services (sometimes by using services offered by a third party) and contribute
them to the chain. The coordination of the chain for the enactment of the process is per-
formed by the Sales unit; each unit though still maintains the control of their services since
they can participate in other processes too.
3.2 The Purchase Order Processing Service
Since the scenario discussed above involves a number of services with a varying degree
of complexity in their interactions with other services we opted to focus on one of them.
This allows us to explain the concepts developed throughout the rest of this work based
on a concrete and clearly bounded example rather than an abstract and open-ended one.
It also gives the opportunity to discuss the interplay between the theoretical foundations
of this approach and the technological limitations imposed by the dominant SOA-related
standards.
For that purpose we chose the service supporting the “Receive purchase order” activ-
ity in Fig. 3.2, that is, the entry point to the process. We will refer to this service as
PopService from this moment on. While being comparatively simple in comparison to
some of the other services in the chain, PopService is subtly critical: in case of failure or
3http://www.bpmn.org/
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Figure 3.1: Automotive Purchase Order Processing Scenario – BPMN Model (fragment)
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Figure 3.2: Automotive Purchase Order Processing Scenario – UML Activity Diagram
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underperformance, and due to its position at the interface of the chain with the customers
of AutoInc, the whole chain will either fail or underperform in turn. Other services in
the chain, like for example the shipment planning, can be replaced or temporarily taken
off the chain without affecting the customers. Removing the receiving of purchase orders
though, even for the time it takes to adapt to a new version, has a significant impact on
the customers.
Listing 3.1 contains the WSDL file for the service. Starting from its port types,
PopService is communicating with its consumers in an asynchronous manner through
the receivePO and receivePOCallBack operations. The actual protocol for communicat-
ing with the service is defined in BPEL in Listing 3.2 where the two-step interaction with
the consumers is explicitly defined. The consumer is supposed to invoke the receivePO
operation with the Purchase Order document, codified by the PODocument data type, and
wait for the call back invocation receivePOCallBack from the service side with the ac-
knowledgement of the order receipt.
We opted for a very simple message payload for the operations of the service which
will facilitate the demonstration of the theoretical constructs we develop. Having a more
complicated message payload, while not adding any particular value to the example (since
the focus is not on the business modeling of the process), would only divert the attention
from the application of the theory itself and towards to the superficial complexity of the
scenario. The definition of the payload for the POMessage and POMessageAck messages
was kept also as simple as possible for the same reasons. PODocument, corresponding to
the Purchase Order document, is comprised of two simple strings for the order and delivery
information (OrderInfo and DeliveryInfo). From these two only the order information
is obligatory; in case that the delivery info is missing then the service queries the customer
database of AutoInc and updates the Purchase Order with the last used address of the
customer.
Finally, for the non-functional aspect of the PopService and given the absence of a
widely acceptable standard for the characterization of non-functional properties we use the
the S-Cube Quality Reference Model (QRM)4 [134]. In particular, the QRM characteristics
used for the definition of the PopService non-functional properties are:
• Availability: Availability of the service provided to customers. This is the degree of
availability of the service relative to a maximum availability of 24 hours, seven days
a week.
• Latency: Time passed from the arrival of the service request until the end of its
execution/service.
• Reliability: The ability of a service to perform its required functions under stated
conditions for a specified period of time. It is the overall measure of a service to
maintain its service quality.
4See Chapter 4 for more information on the description of non-functional service characteristics.
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Property Value
Availability Average 92%, minimum 80% and maximum 95% of the time
Latency Minimum 15 secs, maximum 30 secs
Reliability Minimum 90% across the board
Authentication HMAC-SHA1 signature
Data Encryption Base64Binary
Table 3.1: PopService Non-functional Properties (version 1.0)
• Authentication: Authentication is the process of verifying that a potential partner in
a conversation is capable of representing a person or organization.
• Data Encryption: Refers to the algorithms adopted for protecting data from mali-
cious access. As one algorithm may be better than another one, it also reflects the
efficiency of the data encryption algorithms and mechanisms.
Table 3.1 contains the published non-functional characteristics of the PopService
using the terms defined by the QRM.
In particular, latency is expected to vary between 15 and 30 seconds. Availability varies
between 80 and 95% from the maximum possible availability of 24 hours, 7 days a week,
with an average of 92% across the board. Reliability is at minimum 90% for the same
conditions. The data encryption is using a Base64Binary XML Schema encoding [135]
which uses an HMAC-SHA1 type signature for authentication.
3.3 Evolutionary Scenarios
Since the goal of this work is to study the evolution of services it is only natural to perceive
PopService as subject to change. In order to illustrate possible evolutionary paths that
the service can take during its life time we describe three change scenarios . For each
scenario we provide first a high-level view of the motivation of the particular change; then
we describe its (hypothetical) impact to the service and finally we show how the scenarios
are affecting the WSDL and BPEL files and the non-functional properties of the service.
3.3.1 Change Scenario I
Motivation: During the operation of the PopService it was found out that too many
errors originated in the handling of the delivery information. Many new customers were
omitting this information and they were required to provide this information separately at
a later stage. Returning customers wanted a delivery to a different address than the last
used one and communicated this information when the process had already proceeded at
later stages causing disruption. In addition, it was found out that due to the topology of
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Property Value
Latency Minimum 7.5 secs, maximum 15 secs
Reliability Minimum 81% across the board
Table 3.2: PopService Non-functional Properties – Change Scenario I
the AutoInc systems, a big part of the response time was spent in querying the customer
database to retrieve the delivery information.
Impact: A new version of the PopService was designed that asks customers to obli-
gatorily provide the delivery information along with the purchase order. Furthermore, in
order to streamline and accelerate the servicing time of each order it was decided that
the service will also forward the delivery information to the Logistics unit to verify that
the address does not contain an error and that it points to an existing place. The re-
sult of the removal of the customer database query and the invocation of a service in the
Logistics subsystem resulted in the PopService having worse reliability by 10% (due to
communication faults) but better latency by 50% on average.
Outcome: The DeliveryInfo element has to be obligatory in the structural description
of the service (Listing 3.3). The rest of the WSDL file remains as is.
<xsd:complexType name="PODocument">
<xsd : sequence>
<xsd :e l ement name="OrderInfo" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd :e l ement name="DeliveryInfo" type="xsd:string"/>
</ xsd : s equence>
</xsd:complexType>
Listing 3.3: PopService WSDL – Change Scenario I (PODocument only)
The latency and reliability non-functional properties change to the values shown in
Table 3.2.
3.3.2 Change Scenario II
Motivation: A new customer of PopService requests to use a synchronous commu-
nication pattern with the service for application safety reasons. Due to the amount of
expected orders coming from this customer it is decided that the service should provide
both synchronous and asynchronous interfaces.
Impact: The new signatures for the synchronous interaction had to be added to the
existing signatures. The synchronous operation will use the same message types as the
asynchronous one since they are meant to carry the same payload. Furthermore, the
communication protocol of the service has to be enhanced by a new input option, allowing
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the customer to decide which type of communication to use, and a new exit point to match
the new communication style. The rest of the process is left unaffected.
Outcome: A new operation and wrapping port type for the synchronous communication
as shown in Listing 3.4 was added to the WSDL of the service. receivePOSync reuses the
same messages as its asynchronous counterpart receivePO in Listing 3.1.
<portType name="POPServicePortType2">
<opera t ion name="receivePOSync">
<input name="poMessage" message="tns:POMessage"/>
<output name="poMessageAck" message="tns:POMessageAck"/>
</ opera t i on>
</portType>
Listing 3.4: PopService WSDL – Change Scenario II
The BPEL file of PopService had to be enhanced by a new partner link for the
synchronous operation. Furthermore, the simple sequence/receive in Listing 3.2 had to be
replaced by a pick activity that acts as a multiple option receive. Depending on whether
the synchronous or asynchronous version of the operation was invoked, the appropriate
response scheme is used (i.e. with a reply activity instead of the call back invocation for
the synchronous part). These changes are depicted in Listing 3.5.
3.3.3 Change Scenario III
Motivation: Due to new regulations being implemented, every incoming and outgo-
ing message from the service must contain a time stamp which is recorded in a separate
database for auditing purposes. The regulation comes into effect after six months; until
then all services in AutoInc’s portfolio must comply with it. In effect, this means that
previous versions of the services will be active but in “to be deprecated” status for the
next six months, after which they will be replaced by their new versions.
Impact: All the message schemas of the AutoInc services (including PopService) must
be updated so that they include time stamps. New versions of the services will replace
the existing ones (irrespective of whether they break their consumers or not) by the dep-
recation date. The recording of the time stamps increases the latency of the service but
not significantly, so for this reason changes to non-functional properties are not included
in this scenario.
Outcome: The WSDL description of the PopService is enhanced with time stamp
information for the PODocument and POMessageAck elements (Listing 3.6). A new
Information Type element, TimeStamp, is created for that purpose.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>












<xsd :e l ement name="OrderInfo" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd :e l ement name="DeliveryInfo" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0"/>












< !−− receivePO i s used f o r invok ing the s e r v i c e −−>
<portType name="POPServicePortType">
<opera t ion name="receivePO">
<input name="poMessage" message="tns:POMessage"/>
</ opera t i on>
</portType>
< !−− receivePOCal lBack i s used f o r the c a l l back invoca t i on by the s e r v i c e .
The opera t ion i s expec ted to be implemented by the c l i e n t . −−>
<portType name="POPServiceCallBackPortType">
<opera t ion name="receivePOCallBack">
<output name="poCallBack" message="tns:POMessageAck"/>
</ opera t i on>
</portType>
</ d e f i n i t i o n s>
Listing 3.1: PopService WSDL file (version 1.0)
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>














<v a r i a b l e s>
<v a r i a b l e name="PO" messageType="ns:POMessage"/>
<v a r i a b l e name="POAck" messageType="ns:POMessageAck"/>
. . .
</ v a r i a b l e s>
<sequence>
< !−− Wait f o r input from the c l i e n t −−>
<r e c e i v e name="ReceivePO" partnerLink="Client"
opera t ion="receivePO" portType="ns:POPServicePortType"
v a r i a b l e="PO" c r e a t e I n s t a n c e="yes"/>
< !−− Process the purchase order message −−>
. . .
< !−− Ca l l back the c l i e n t wi th the acknowledgement message −−>
<invoke name="SubmitPOAck" partnerLink="Client"
opera t ion="receivePOCallBack" portType="ns:POPServiceCallBackPortType"
i nputVar iab l e="POAck"/>
</ sequence>
</ proce s s>
Listing 3.2: PopService BPEL file (version 1.0)








<v a r i a b l e s>
<v a r i a b l e name="PO" messageType="ns:POMessage"/>
<v a r i a b l e name="POAck" messageType="ns:POMessageAck"/>
. . .
</ v a r i a b l e s>
< !−− Wait f o r input −−>
<pick>
< !−− I f the asynchronous opera t ion was invoked −−>
<onMessage partnerLink="Client" opera t ion="receivePO"
portType="ns:POPServicePortType" v a r i a b l e="PO">
<sequence>
. . .
< !−− Ca l l back the asynchronous c l i e n t wi th the acknowledgement −−>
<invoke name="SubmitPOAck" partnerLink="Client"
opera t ion="receivePOCallBack" portType="ns:POPServiceCallBackPortType"
i nputVar iab l e="POAck"/>
</ sequence>
</onMessage>
< !−− I f the synchronous opera t ion was invoked −−>
<onMessage partnerLink="Client2" opera t ion="receivePOSync"
portType="ns:POPServicePortType2" v a r i a b l e="PO">
<sequence>
. . .
< !−− Reply to the c l i e n t wi th the acknowledgement −−>
<r ep ly name="ReplyPOAck" partnerLink="Client2"
opera t ion="receivePOSync" portType="ns:POPServicePortType2"




</ proce s s>
Listing 3.5: PopService BPEL – Change Scenario II





<xsd :e l ement name="OrderInfo" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd :e l ement name="DeliveryInfo" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd :e l ement name="TimeStamp" type="tns:TimeStamp"/>
</ xsd : s equence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:s impleType name="TimeStamp">












<opera t ion name="receivePO">
<input name="poMessage" message="tns:POMessage"/>
</ opera t i on>
</portType>
<portType name="POPServiceCallBackPortType">
<opera t ion name="receivePOCallBack">
<output name="poCallBack" message="tns:POMessageAck"/>
</ opera t i on>
</portType>
Listing 3.6: PopService WSDL fragment – Change Scenario III
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Service Representation
Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth?
Declare, if thou hast understanding.
Job 38:4, as quoted by Jim Gray and Andreas Reuter
A map is not the territory.
A map covers not all the territory.
A map is self-reflexive.
Alfred Korzybski
In Chapter 2 we presented some of the major languages for service description. We also
discussed initiatives like the SOA Reference Architecture and the CBDI-SAE Meta Model
for SOA that abstract away from specific technological solutions in service description.
They provide higher level description models of services that incorporate different aspects
of service interfaces and offer implicit mappings to the meta-models of the WS-* standards.
This allows for their instantiation into concrete service descriptions if required.
These initiatives provided us with the inspiration to abstract from the specifics of a
particular description language like e.g. WSDL or WSOL and try to discern what are
the basic ingredients in service description. For that purpose we went through the meta-
models proposed by these initiatives and combined them with the meta-models of WSDL
and BPEL in order to identify and model their common elements. The result is a service
representation model first introduced in [13] which was consequently updated and will be
presented in the rest of this chapter. In order to establish a grounding between the WS-
* technologies and our model we provide mappings between the elements of our model
and the constructs of WSDL, BPEL and WS-Policy (for the structural, behavioral and
non-functional aspects of service representation, respectively).
In the following sections we start by discussing informally the basic concepts of the
model and the connections to existing standards and technologies. We then proceed to
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formalize the service description model into a formal notation suitable for the represen-
tation of services. This notation forms the basis for the versioning model and the service
compatibility theory that is presented in the chapters that follow.
4.1 Abstract Service Description Model
In order to represent a service in our model we use the notion of Abstract Service
Descriptions (ASDs). Each ASD is a representation of the interfaces of a service and
respects a particular meta-model depicted as a UML class diagram [124] in Fig. 4.1.
This meta-model divides constructs in three layers: a structural, a behavioral and a non-
functional layer. The ASD Meta-model aggregates information from the service description
meta-models previously discussed and acts as a foundation from which all possible service
descriptions can be generated, or, alternatively, can be validated against.
The building blocks of the ASD model are called elements – informational constructs
representing the building blocks of the service. Each element may have one or more prop-
erties defining its purpose and role in the ASD, and attributes, i.e. variables that hold
instance-specific information like the currency to be used in a particular transaction. Each
property has a predefined property domain of allowed values. Elements are connected to
each other with relationships signifying the syntactical and semantic dependencies between
them. Elements and relationships are collectively referred to as records . Fig. 4.1 shows the
classes of elements, called concepts, and their relationships. It also contains the defined
property domains out of which the properties of the elements are drawing values, denoted
as enumerations in UML notation.
In the following we look into each of the layers in the ASD Meta-model and explain
the elements, their relationships, and their purpose in the ASD model.
4.1.1 Structural Layer
The structural layer of the ASD, depicted in the lower part of Fig. 4.1, contains the method
signatures and their message parameters required for the interaction of the clients with the
service. In particular, it includes the following concepts:
• Information Type is a wrapper for the XML Schema1 complex and simple data
types that are used as parts of the message exchange. For representing simple data
types, each Information Type contains the valueType and valueRange properties.
valueRange expresses the allowed range of values for each Information Type (or
N/A if one is not defined). valueType belongs to the DataType property domain
which contains the usual simple data types from XML Schema like int, double,
string, etc. The document value is used for complex data types. Since complex
types may contain both simple and other complex types, the actual content of the
complex types is expressed through the (optional) reflexive association relationship
1XML Schema version 1.1 http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
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Figure 4.1: The ASD Meta-model
with other Information Types. No information is explicitly stored about the partic-
ular structure of the type (e.g. the sequence of the nested elements inside a complex
type).
• Message corresponds to the WSDL message and message part elements. It is the
container of the message payload and for that purpose its property role draws values
from the MessageRole property domain. MessageRole contains the three basic roles
that a message can play in an interaction with a consumer: input, output and fault
(that is, an exception-like output). A Message must contain at least one Information
Type for “storing” the message content.
• Operation represents the basic interaction point of the clients with the service in the
form of a discrete functionality to be performed. It contains one or more Messages,
as defined by the semantics of its pattern. The MessagePattern property do-
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main in Fig. 4.1 contains the four interaction patterns with a service (one-way,
notification, request-response and solicit-response) as defined in WSDL 1.*
[39]. Each interaction pattern binds the number and properties of the Messages it is
related to. request-response for example would mean that the Operation would
be connected to (at least) two Messages, one with property input and one with
output (and optionally one with property fault). More powerful interaction pat-
terns, or even customly defined ones, as provided by WSDL 2.0 and discussed in the
Adjuncts section of the specification2 can also be used here, as long as their semantics
are reflected accordingly in the relationship of the Operation with its Messages. A
’robust-in-only’ message pattern for example would have signify that there will be
exactly one Message of with property input and so on.
While the ASD Meta-model we presented in [13] contained also an Endpoint concept in
order to model service binding endpoints, the version of the Meta-model that will be used
in the rest of this work does not contain it. This is purely for reasons of simplifying the
conversation and presentation of the examples and avoid complications due to the interplay
between service description and service deployment.
4.1.2 Behavioral Layer
The behavioral layer contains the records describing the perceived behavior of the service
in terms of exchanges of messages grouped under service operations, and the conditions
under which message exchanges may occur.
A number of different techniques have been proposed for describing and reasoning on the
exchange of messages, such as business protocols based on finite state machines [136, 137]
or deterministic finite automata [138], formal languages like TLA+ [139], communication
action schemas [76], workflows [85], automata [140, 86], timed protocols [141], [142] and
Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS)-like constructs [143], [144]. To define the con-
ditions under which legitimate message exchanges may occur, a notation for the behavioral
description of services (called (behavioral) contracts), which is very similar conceptually
to our approach for describing a service, has been proposed in [144]. For that reason we
rely on that work for the definition of behavioral description and show how the necessary
constructs for applying it are incorporated into our model.
Behavioral contracts σ under [144] use three operators: continues with “.”, external
choice “+” and internal choice “⊕”. The behavioral contract σ1 = a1.a2 means that after
action a1 is performed then it is followed by action a2. σ2 = a1 + a2 signifies that the
external party (the service client) chooses which action to perform (a1 or a2 but not both)
whereas for σ3 = a1 ⊕ a2, it is the service that decides which action is to be performed.
Furthermore, actions are distinguished to input (to the service) denoted by a simple action
a and output type (from the service to the client) actions denoted by barred actions a. If
not specified explicitly it is assumed that an action can be either input or output type.
2WSDL Version 2.0 Part 2: Adjuncts http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl20-adjuncts
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The middle layer of the ASD Meta-model in Fig. 4.1 contains the following correspond-
ing concepts:
• Activity for actions ai. Activity defines a specific type of action to be performed
on the basis of an operation. It corresponds to the basic BPEL activities (invoke,
receive, reply), as defined in the Action property domain. Each Activity is
related to one Operation (in the structural layer), signifying that the activity is to
be performed on this functionality. Activities with receive property are of input
type, whereas Activities with property invoke or reply are of output type.
• Protocol for behavioral contracts σ. A Protocol maps to the structured activities
of BPEL (sequence, pick, if and flow). The actual content of the protocol is defined
through its sType stereotyped relation with an Activity or another Protocol, or
both. sType has possible names follows, eChoice and iChoice corresponding to the
operators ., + and ⊕, for the sequence, pick and if activities respectively. The BPEL
flow activity is given by the interleaving of all possible actions that can be performed
as part of each (sub)protocol; as a shorthand for this interleaving the ‖ operator is
added to the basic operators by [144] and mapped to the parallel property in the
sType here.
Dealing with operational pre- and post-conditions in order to represent the conditions
under which the message exchanges can occur on the other hand is more straightforward.
Towards this goal we update the classic extension of behavioral specification by [145] and
[125], which describes the behavior of an object in terms of pre- and post-conditions. The
conditions are expressed in the same manner as [146] as relatively simple logical expressions
like pre.elems 6= {} denoting a non-empty list of input elements. For the purposes of
this discussion we will assume that these coditions are codified as groups of expressions
that must be in a specific (boolean) status. The ASD Meta-model contains the following
concepts required for this purpose:
• Constraint elements allow for the definition of specific conditions to be satisfied.
Each Constraint is defined by a logical expression in simple string format, and
the status that the expression must hold when evaluated (that is either true or
false).
• Operation Conditions group Constraints together and define whether they are
to be used as pre- or post-conditions as defined in the ConditionRole property
domain for protocols (in the same layer) or operations (in the structural layer).
4.1.3 Non-functional Layer
The non-functional layer consists of QoS characteristics in the forms of assertions that are
associated with evolving services. As pointed out by [121], there exists no standard for
specifying the QoS attributes of (Web) services. For that reason approaches like WSOL
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[120] and Q-WSDL [147] extend WSDL with QoS information that is described based on
a predefined ontology of QoS dimensions. While early works like [148], [149] and [150]
investigate the possibilities for representation of the non-functional service aspect, the
lack of a commonly accepted standard for QoS description has forced researchers into ad-
hoc QoS representation solutions based on the requirements of the application they are
discussing (cf. [129] and [130]). The reader is further referred to [151] for an in-depth
survey of the various efforts on service quality description.
In order to address this particular lack of standards, the S-Cube Quality Reference
Model (QRM) [134] documents, consolidates and aligns the definitions of quality charac-
teristics from diverse domains (service engineering, software engineering, business pro-
cess management and grid computing) in the form of a quality taxonomy. It aggre-
gates quality characteristics into categories like performance, dependability, security, data-,
configuration- and infrastructure-related quality, usability, cost, etc. It identifies specific
dimensions for each category, providing for an hierarchical organization of the QoS char-
acteristics. Performance for example contains response time and throughput; latency is a
type of response time, and execution time and queue delay time are forms of latency.
For the purposes of this work we focus on ordinal QoS dimensions [130] in the S-Cube
QRM, i.e. QoS dimensions whose values can be ordered according to some predefined
criteria. The ASD notation can also be used to express non-ordinal dimensions like security
[135] or privacy [152]. The theory developed in the following chapters for reasoning on the
compatibility of service versions though requires the ordinality of the records and for that
reason we do not consider them in the following discussion.
More specifically, in [153], we adopted a simplified version of WS-Policy [119] for the
description of QoS-related expressions. The concepts for these elements and their property-
domains are depicted on the upper layer of Fig. 4.1:
• Assertions contain statements about the acceptable and expected value ranges
of ordinal QoS dimensions like availability, response time, throughput etc. Each
Assertion contains for this purpose a value, holding the defined value range (e.g.
between 95% and 99% of the time for availability). Each value refers to a specific
dimension that has a dimtype in the DimensionType property domain, denoting its
behavior with respect to the ordering of its values. Monotonic dimensions order their
values with increasing order; Antitonic order them in decreasing order.
Furthermore, each Assertion has a role property, drawing from the Intention do-
main3. An assertion can be a promise by the service to respect the stated value range
(for each dimension), as for example in the case of promised availability. Otherwise,
the assertion is an obligation that the service is expecting to be (externally) ful-
filled, as in the case of a price to be paid per invocation of the service, or a particular
authentication mechanism to be used. An Assertion (roughly) corresponds to a
policy assertion of WS-Policy.
3The Intention domain here is used to denote the intended role of each assertion; in that sense it
deviates from the Requirement Engineering definition of intention as a goal to be fulfilled as e.g. in [146].
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• AssertionSets, like policy alternatives of WS-Policy, organize Assertions by group-
ing them into simple (non-nested) logical expressions through the lType stereotyped
relationship. While WS-Policy allows for two types of logical expressions (exactly
one or all), we prefer to use conjunctions and disjunctions for lType since they have
more clear semantics. Nevertheless, the lType property domain that has values AND
and OR in Fig. 4.1, can be extended accordingly to cover the logical expressions of
WS-Policy.
• Profiles group AssertionSets together is a similar manner using lType and allow
for alternative sets of assertions as required for example in differentiated QoS profiles
[154]. In that sense they are equivalent to policies in WS-Policy and they can be
assigned to protocols (in the behavioral layer) or operations (in the structural layer).
4.1.4 Summary
Table 4.1 summarizes the previous presentation, organizing the ASD records according to
the layer they belong to and mapping them to the corresponding WS-* stack specification
artifact. An ASD record is either an element or a relationship. “N/A” entries signify that
a respective artifact for the record is not available in the WS-* stack. The lack of such
mapping does not affect the overall model since they can either be omitted or deduced
from the other mappings in a trivial fashion.
Since WS-Policy expresses policy assertions and alternatives directly as logical expres-
sions using the wspolicy:All and wspolicy:ExactlyOne constructs in Table 4.1 we can
only show an indirect mapping with Assertion and AssertionSet, respectively. While
there are such similar aspects of the description languages that are not covered by the
mapping (e.g. organization of operations into specific port types or event handling) the
provided concepts are more than sufficient for modeling the basic description constructs
for service interfaces. A similar mapping as in Table 4.1 can be produced to other service
description models as the SeCSE model.
4.2 Formalization of the ASD
The following section presents the theoretical aspect of the ASD notation. A formal spec-
ification notation based on type theory [155] is used for this purpose. The discussion on
the foundation of the formalism is based on the structural layer following [13] before being
extended to cover also the other layers. The POPService defined in the previous chapter
is used for illustrative purposes.
4.2.1 Structural Layer
An ASD consists of elements and their relationships, formally defined as follows:
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Table 4.1: ASD records summary
Definition 1
An element e is a tuple
e := (name : string, (atti,i≥1 : attribute)
∗, (prj,j≥1 : property)
∗)
A relationship r(es, et) between elements es (the source element) and et (the
target element) is a tuple
r(es, et) := (names : string, namet : string, rel : relation,mul : multiplicity)
where:
• name, names, namet are the unique element identifiers of elements e, es, et respec-
tively (of type string) e.g. RequestMessage.
• (atti, i = 1, . . . ,m)∗ a set of zero or more generic types of attributes (int, char, string,
etc.) – for example currency : string, denoting the currency to be used in the scope
of a specific message.
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• (prj, j = 1, . . . , n)∗ a set of zero or more properties, that is, attributes with predefined
value ranges and characteristics. Properties contain information about the elements
as defined by their concept and belong to a property domain. The messagePattern
to be used for an operation is an example of a property domain, containing properties
like one-way, request-response, etc.
• rel is the type of relation between the elements (aggregation, composition or associ-
ation with the semantics defined below).
• mul is the multiplicity of the relationship, defined as mul := [mincrd,maxcrd] where
mincrd,maxcrd ∈ N (the set of natural numbers) is the minimum and maximum
respectively multiplicities allowed for each member of the relationship, as denoted in
Fig. 4.1.
In order to show relationships between elements we define the formal semantics of the
relationships composition, aggregation, and association between elements x and y in the
UML class diagram notation [13]:
1. Composition c: ∀y,∃!x : r(x, y) = r(x, y, c, . . . ); y can belong in exactly one compo-
sition relationship with x. Additionally, deleting x deletes also y (cascading delete).
2. Aggregation a: ∀y,∃x : r(x, y) = r(x, y, a, . . . ); y may participate in more than one
aggregation relationships with x. Deletion of x deletes also y, but only if there are
no other relationships of this type in which y participates.
3. Association s: ∃y,∃x : r(x, y) = r(x, y, s, . . . ); No further restrictions on the partici-
pation and the existence of y.
Extending the formalization to the other layers, as the following sections discuss, re-
quires to add some layer-specific relationships in order to encode the semantics of the
layer. These three relationship types though are sufficient for describing the dependencies
between the elements of the structural layer.
In order to illustrate how the formalization works let’s assume the POPService intro-
duced in Listing 3.1 and focus on the messages and data types definition part reproduced
for convenience in Listing 4.1. As indicated by Table 4.1, the purchase order document
type PODocument and its wrapping message POMessage map to the ASD Meta-model con-
cepts Information Type and Message, respectively. The following elements are therefore
contained in the ASD of the service:
epod = (name = PODocument, valueType = document, valueRange = N/A) (4.1)
i.e., there are no attributes, valueType is ’document’ and valueRange is undefined; in a
similar fashion,
emsg = (name = POMessage, role = input) (4.2)
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<xsd :e l ement name="OrderInfo" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd :e l ement name="DeliveryInfo" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0"/>
</ xsd : s equence>
</xsd:complexType>
</ xsd:schema>




Listing 4.1: POPService version 1.0 structural fragment
We can equivalently write these elements in shorthand notation as: epod =
(PODocument, document) and emsg = (POMessage, input), respectively.
Since the epod element must contain exactly one order description item Order Info but
it may only contain one delivery description item Delivery Info, the respective elements
are
eoi = (OrderInfo, string) (4.3)
and
edi = (DeliveryInfo, string) (4.4)
and the multiplicities of the relationship between epod and eoi, edi elements must be [1, 1]
and [0, 1] respectively. The relationships of the epod element are therefore written in this
notation as:
r(epod, eoi) = (names = PODocument, namet = OrderInfo, rel = s,mul = [1, 1]) (4.5)
and, in shorthand:
r(epod, edi) = (PODocument,DeliveryInfo, s, [0, 1]) (4.6)
Similarly, the relationship between emsg and epod is
r(emsg, epod) = (POMessage, PODocument, a, [1, 1]) (4.7)
Expressions (4.1)-(4.7) are the ASD notation equivalent of the service fragment in Listing
4.1. The rest of the service description in Listing 3.1 can be expressed in a similar fashion
using the notation explained above: epoack is the Message element representing the response
message, eres is the Information Type element holding the message payload (a string) and
r(epoack, eres) the aggregation relationship connecting them.
The notation presented above for the structural layer acts as the foundation on which
the other layers are formalized. Defining the formal notation for the behavioral and non-
functional layers is performed by adding layer-specific semantics to the elements and rela-
tionships of the structural layer (where necessary), as presented in the following sections.
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4.2.2 Behavioral Layer
Elements of the behavioral layer are following Definition 1 without particular deviations.
The basic difference in the formalization of the behavioral layer with respect to the struc-
tural layer is the special treatment of the sType stereotyped relationship, which corresponds
to the operators .,+,⊕, ‖ for the behavioral contracts. While the formalization of relation-
ships in Definition 1 remains the same, the types of relationships to be used (a, c, s) has
to be extended to cover also the follows, eChoice, iChoice and parallel relationships
(resp.) between Protocol- and Activity-type elements. Activities are also marked with
information whether they are input or output type.
A sequence of a message reception followed by a reply activity (that is, a synchronous
communication pattern between service producer and consumer) for example in the behav-
ioral contract notation is expressed by the contract σ1 = arcv.arpl. The same expression in
ASD notation is:
eprt1 = (name = seq1)
ercv1 = (name = rcv1, act = receive)
erpl1 = (name = rpl1, act = reply)
r(eprt1 , ercv1) = (seq1, rcv1, follows, [1, 1])
r(eprt1 , erpl1) = (seq1, rpl1, follows, [1, 1])
where eprt1 is a Protocol element and ercv1 , erpl1 are Activity elements. The follows
relationship here between ercv1 and erpl1 signifies that the activities they represent are
connected by the . operator under protocol eprt1 . σ2 = aact1 +aact2 is in turn r(eprt2 , eact1) =
(prt2, act1, eChoice, [1, 1]) and r(eprt2 , eact2) = (prt2, act2, eChoice, [1, 1]) and so on.
Denoting a behavioral contract σ3 = (a1.a2) + (a1 + a2) in this notation requires three
protocols: an eprt1 protocol as before to denote the (a1.a2) (sub)contract, an eprt2 sim-
ilarly for the (a1 + a2) subcontract and an additional protocol eprt3 with relationships
r(eprt3 , eprt1) = (prt3, prt1, eChoice, [1, 1]) and r(eprt3 , eprt2) = (prt3, prt2, eChoice, [1, 1])
for connecting the two subcontracts together.
In a similar fashion we can always map any Protocol element eprt and its rela-
tionships to other Protocol elements (r(eprt, eprti)) and/or Activity elements
(r(eprt, eactj)) to the respective behavioral contract σ(eprt).
Using the mapping between BPEL and the behavioral contracts notation discussed above
and summarized in Table 4.1 allows for transforming a BPEL behavioral description into
an equivalent expression in the ASD notation.
For example, the protocol described in Listing 3.2 and partially reproduced in
Listing 4.2 for convenience maps to the behavioral contract expression σ(esequence) =
aReceivePO.aSubmitPOAck, which, following the previous presentation, maps to the ASD ele-
ments and relationships
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<sequence>
<r e c e i v e name="ReceivePO" partnerLink="Client"
opera t ion="receivePO" portType="ns:POPServicePortType"
v a r i a b l e="PO" c r e a t e I n s t a n c e="yes"/>
. . .
<invoke name="SubmitPOAck" partnerLink="Client"
opera t ion="receivePOCallBack" portType="ns:POPServiceCallBackPortType"
i nputVar iab l e="POAck"/>
</ sequence>
Listing 4.2: POPService version 1.0 behavioral fragment
esequence = (sequence)
eReceivePO = (ReceivePO, receive)
eSubmitPOAck = (SubmitPOAck, invoke)
r(esequence, eReceivePO) = (sequence,ReceivePO, follows, [1, 1])
r(esequence, eSubmitPOAck) = (sequence, SubmitPOAck, follows, [1, 1])
(4.8)
Expression set (4.8) is the equivalent of Listing 4.2 in ASD notation. Operation
Conditions and Constraint elements and their relationships are covered by the discussion
on the structural layer since they use only the basic relationships.
4.2.3 Non-functional Layer
Describing elements in the non-functional layer is performed in a similar manner as above.
Again, the only modification of the foundation of the formalism is the inclusion of the lType
relationships AND and OR in Definition 1. A relationship of this type is to be interpreted
as a logical expression connecting the source element with (all) target elements.
Using the ASD notation, any element eassert of Assertion type is defined as a tuple
eassert := (name : string, dimension, dimtype : dimensiontype, value, role : intention)
For the values of the QoS properties of the POPService as defined in Table 3.1 for
example we have:
eassert1 = (assert1, availability,monotonic, [80, 95], promise)
eassert2 = (assert2, latency, antitonic, [15, 30], promise)
eassert3 = (assert3, reliability,monotonic, [90, 100], promise)
(4.9)
Since we are using ordinal dimensions we can not express the authentication and data
encryption properties of Table 3.1 and for that reason they are excluded from this presenta-
tion. All assertions refer to the promise of the service to provide QoS characteristics within
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the defined value ranges and for that reason all have the promise role. Expressing the
grouping of assertions (4.9) under an assertion set (e.g. aset1 = assert1∧assert2∧assert3
in the example) is denoted in a similar manner that was used for the behavioral layer by
relating the assertion elements eassert1 , eassert2 , eassert3 with the assertion set element easet1
using a conjunction:
easet1 = (aset1)
r(easet1 , eassert1) = (aset1, assert1, AND, [1, 1])
r(easet1 , eassert2) = (aset1, assert2, AND, [1, 1])
r(easet1 , eassert3) = (aset1, assert3, AND, [1, 1])
(4.10)
POPService offers only one profile to its consumers epfl1 , containing exactly one
assertion set (easet1):
epfl1 = (pfl1)
r(epfl1 , easet1) = (aset1, assert1, OR, [1, 1]) (by convention)
(4.11)
Combinations of disjunctions and conjunctions and more complex logical expressions
can be denoted in the ASD notation in a similar manner. It has to be noted that by using
lType relationships it would be possible to decompose Constraints from the behavioral
layer into more fine-grained expressions similar to the Assertion elements of this layer.
For this presentation though we prefer to keep them separate and simplify the discussion.
4.2.4 Formal Definition of ASD
The foundation and the extension of the ASD formalism to cover all the description layers
of a service allows the formal definition of a service description artifact as:
Definition 2
The Abstract Service Description of a service s is the set
D := {ei, rj|i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1}
of its elements and relationships for all layers. The members of D – either
elements or relationships – are jointly called the records of the ASD.
By combining Expressions (4.1)-(4.7) for the structural layer, (4.8) for the behavioral,
and (4.9)-(4.11) for the non-functional layer, the ASD D of the PopService for example
comprises of the elements
• epod, emsg, eoi, edi, eres, epoack for the structural,
• esequence, eReceivePO, eSubmitPOAck for the behavioral,
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• and eassert1 , eassert2 , eassert3 , easet1 , epfl1 for the non-functional layer,
and their relationships
• r(epod, eoi), r(epod, edi), r(emsg, epod), r(eres, epoack),
• r(esequence, eReceivePO), r(esequence, eSubmitPOAck),
• and r(easet1 , eassert1), r(easet1 , eassert2), r(easet1 , eassert3), r(epfl1 , easet1),
respectively.
4.2.5 ASD Consistency
Since services are subject to change it is easy to envision situations where changes to a
service leave its ASD in a logically inconsistent state. Deleting all the messages that an
operation is using for example should not be allowed since then the operation would not
be able to interact with the service consumers. For that reason in [13], and influenced by
[45], we defined a series of invariants that must hold at every state of the evolution of an
ASD. In ASD model terms these invariants are:
INV1 D |= D (Validity of the ASD): An ASD D must always be valid with respect to the
ASD Meta-model D, i.e., only elements and relationships with the defined property
domains, relationship type and multiplicities in the ASD Meta-model are allowed.
This also includes the preservation of the semantics of the relationships, as defined
in Section 4.2.1.
INV2 ∀ei ∈ D,∃ej ∈ D / r(ei, ej) ∈ D ∨ r(ej, ei) ∈ D (Reachability of Elements): All
elements must participate in at least one relationship with another element. If there
are elements without any relationships in the schema then they are automatically
deleted.
INV3 Property Preservation: If there is a property prj of the element es that constraints
the multiplicity of the relationship r(es, et) of the element and/or the properties of
the related elements et, then this constraint must be respected at all times.
A consistent (or equivalently a well-formed) ASD has to respect these invariants:
Definition 3
An ASD D is called consistent iff it respects invariants INV1-INV3.
For example, reducing the payload of a Message element by deleting one of the
Information Type elements that it is related to is considered consistent. Deleting all
of the Information Types that it is related to however leaves the ASD in an inconsistent
state, since it violates INV1: this relationship must have multiplicity at least 1 (1..N as
shown in Fig. 4.1).
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While so far in the discussion in this chapter there was no notion of change in the
service representation, the consistency checking provides an essential tool for managing the
evolution of services. It must be noted here that all ASDs used in the following discussions
are assumed consistent according to Definition 3.
4.3 Discussion
The previous sections presented the ASD representation model as an abstraction over
existing service description models. In particular, the ASD comes with a meta-model that
aggregates the concepts found in widely adopted technologies like WSDL and BPEL, with
the ones from higher-level description models like the OASIS SOA Reference Architecture
and the CBDI-SAE Meta Model for SOA. The ASD model is not meant to provide a new
language for the description of services like WSOL or OWL-S but rather to provide a
technology-agnostic formalism for the representation of services.
There are two reasons that such a formalism is necessary. First of all it allows to
abstract away from the specifics of the particular languages (their “syntactic sugar”). The
ASD Meta-model in Fig. 4.1 for example covers both versions 1.1 and 2.0 of WSDL and
the formalism introduced does not require any modification for the transition to the latest
version of WSDL. Furthermore, the foundation of the formalism on a setting based on
type theory allows the application and extension of a wealth of existing work from object-
oriented languages theory (and beyond) that otherwise had to be reinvented. The ASD
notation presented above is the basis for the service version and service compatibility
models that are discussed in the following chapters.
4.4 Summary
A technology-agnostic representation model of services allows us to abstract away from the
details of a particular service description language. Furthermore it provide us with the basis
on which a theory can be built for reasoning on the evolution of services. For this purpose
in this chapter we developed the Abstract Service Description (ASD) representation model.
Each ASD is a representation of the interfaces of a service and is composed of elements and
relationships that together are collectively known as records. Classes of elements and their
relationships are depicted as concepts (and their relationships) in the ASD Meta-model
(Fig. 4.1).
The ASD Meta-model spans three layers of service description: structural, behavioral
and non-functional. The structural layer contains the service signatures, the behavioral
the service protocols and the operational constraints, and the non-functional the adver-
tised QoS characteristics of the service. In the previous sections we defined the concepts
and relationships in each layer by using UML notation, documenting their semantics and
providing mappings to constructs of WS-* languages. We then defined a formal notation
for the ASD model that is representing elements and relationships as tuples of labeled
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records and defined ASD consistency in this notation. This will allow us in Chapter 6
to apply and extend the type theory to ASD models in order to control the evolution of




Normally, nothing changes except our understanding of what may be involved
with the change.
Robert S. Arnold and Shawn A. Bohner
Change is not defined in a sequence of succeeding frames, but in a matrix of
frames that each occupy the same space and moment.
Balthasar Holz
The previous chapter presented a formal model for the representation of service in-
terfaces. Each Abstract Service Description (ASD), in the way that it was defined, is
essentially atemporal, that is, outside the scope of the evolutionary process. Even though
there may be more than one ASDs for a service that differ in one or more elements or
relationships, there is no connection between them and no way to discern the process that
created them. Furthermore, a service consumer is not able to perceive a service change
only until after a conflict has occurred.
The field of Software Configuration Management (SCM) has, as we discussed in Chapter
2, developed the notion of versioning for these purposes. Versioning is the fundamental
block of SCM and consists of keeping a historical record of software artifacts as they undergo
a series of changes. This chapter examines at a greater depth what SCM techniques and
theories have been developed for versioning and how they are relevant to service versioning.
Following on, it examines in depth the existing approaches in service versioning as discussed
briefly in Chapter 2. The purpose of this examination is to evaluate these approaches with
respect to how sufficient they are for supporting the recording of service evolution. Based
on the conclusions of this survey we present a formal model for the versioning of ASDs
which enables the discussion in the next chapter on the compatible evolution of services.
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5.1 Versioning in SCM
A standard practice in Software Configuration Management is to issue unique Version
IDentifiers (VIDs) each time an artifact changes in order to be able to identify it. Capturing
the relations that may exist between uniquely identified artifacts in a structured way is the
purpose of the version control function of all SCM systems [30]. Following the definitions
of [32], this information is organized into version models. A version model defines the
artifacts to be versioned, the versions’ identification and organization, and the operations
for retrieving existing and constructing new versions. Software artifacts and their relations
constitute the product space – while their versions are organized in the version space. A
specific version model is characterized by
• the way the version space is structured,
• the decision of which versions of the objects are accessible externally (from the con-
sumer’s point of view) or internally (for development purposes),
• the relationships connecting the version spaces for different artifacts, and
• the way the reconstruction of old and new versions is supported.
A version v of an evolving artifact1, also called a versioned artifact, represents a par-
ticular state in its evolutionary process. Every version is characterised formally by a pair
v := (ps, vs), where ps and vs denote a state in the product space and a point in its version
space, respectively. Each version is uniquely identified by a VID that is usually generated
automatically. Depending on the approach used, VIDs can be unique numbers, strings
or complex expressions. The difference between two artifact versions is called their delta.
Delta size can range from very small to very large depending on the amount of changes
that were applied to the evolving artifact.
Version control functionality depends on the definition of set V of all versions vi, i ≥ 1
of an artifact. Historically, there are two options for defining V : either by extensional or by
intensional versioning [32]. Extensional versioning means that V is defined by enumerating
its constituents, that is V := {vi | i ≥ 1}. Each time a change occurs to a version vi of an
artifact, a new version vi+1 is created and added to its versioned space V . In intensional
versioning , instead of enumerating the different versions, V is defined by predicate: V :=
{v | c(v)}. The predicate c defines the constraints to be satisfied by all members of V
and a particular version v is constructed in response to a query q. While the versioning
approaches appear to be orthogonal, in reality they can be combined into an integrated
version model that assigns specific queries to versions so that either way of retrieving
versioned artifacts can work [32].
Classic SCM systems group related versioned artifacts into sets called version groups
or version graphs and manage the evolution of these sets [31]. The items inside a version
1An artifact can be a file, a class definition, a piece of documentation, a configuration script or any
other software item that is used for the building and running a software system. The actual granularity
of version control may vary, depending on the scope and purpose of the system that implements it.
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group are organized into directed acyclic graphs, with each arc representing a successor
relationship. Typically three types of successor relations exist:
1. Revision-of, recording sequential or historical lines of development,
2. Variant-of, recording parallel or simultaneously active versions of the same item,
3. Merge, indicating the convergence of the variants into one version.
This scheme is also known as the classic revision/variant/merge version model that
appears in many version control systems such as CVS and Subversion. Calculating the
deltas for two given versions, also known as the diff operation, can be performed in many
different ways, from comparing lines of code to more sophisticated semantics-based com-
parisons. This information is critical for merging versions in a version group. Despite the
fact that there are many advanced techniques for this purpose, commercial SCM systems
have been reluctant in adopting them since they prefer to remain neutral with respect to
the types of artifacts to be versioned [31].
Change set versioning is an alternative, more modern, version model. While in the
classic versioning model the first-class citizens are the versioned artifacts and the changes
are derived by calculating their deltas, in change set versioning it is the changes that are
the first-class citizens. Sets of changes in terms of deltas to a baseline version are stored,
usually in the form of a version tree, instead of recording sets of versioned items. If required,
a version of an artifact is reconstructed from the change set. The two version models are
therefore essentially implementing the two different approaches in representing the version
space (extensional and intensional versioning, respectively).
They both come with their own advantages and disadvantages: change set versioning for
example is very flexible with respect to handling multiple changes across multiple artifacts.
Grouping the changes independently of where they occur allows for a more efficient handling
of multiple versioned artifacts since there is no need to traverse the product space in order
to identify the relations between multiple versioned artifacts (as the classic version model
would require). Additionally, it is very easy to build new, not previously envisioned and
designed versions out of possible combinations of change sets. Nevertheless, not all versions
produced this way make sense due to possible overlaps and conflicts in the deltas that result
in irregular artifacts. Furthermore, it is not always possible to combine deltas; closed and
proprietary binary objects for example have to be excluded from this process. Finally, the
change set approach does not scale gracefully with the number of artifacts and changes.
The classic version model on the other hand, while much less flexible and more de-
manding in terms of storage space for all the versioned artifacts, has been much easier to
use. In combination with its scale-free behavior with respect to the number of artifacts
and changes it became the standard model for industrial systems. A compromise of sorts
was eventually reached when realized that the functionality of change sets can be incor-
porated into classic SCM systems by using their diff and merge facilities, with the artifact
type to be compared as a parameter [31]. This idea has proven very popular with the
contemporary revision control systems.
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There are many works, both academic and industrial, focusing on the structure of
the version space, the relations between versioned artifacts and the retrieval of versions
from the version space. There hasn’t been much investigation though on the separation
between publicly and privately visible versioned artifacts. Most approaches do not even
consider this as an issue, assuming it can be solved by using some sort of access control
on the version control system. For service-oriented systems though, where implementation
is cleanly separated from interface definition and may even be developed and owned by
completely different stakeholders, this is an essential feature. For that purpose in the
following we survey existing approaches in service versioning – with an emphasis on the
version model for service interfaces.
5.2 Survey of Existing Approaches
The goal of this section is to highlight the best practices in recording the historical aspect
of the evolution of services, as exhibited by the proposed techniques and design patterns
from both an academic as well as an industrial research perspective. The results of this
investigation, with respect to the versioning of the service interfaces are contained in the
following sections.
The necessity for versioning support for the service life cycle development has been
identified in a number of early industry articles (e.g. [156]). Following the separation of
interface from implementation in services [39], there are two dimensions in service version-
ing:
1. Implementation versioning : versioning support for the code, resources, configuration
files and documentation of a service.
2. Interface versioning : versioning support for the service description, i.e. the artifacts
that describe the interaction of the service with its environment (e.g. definitions of
data types in XML Schema and WSDL and Abstract BPEL documents), as discussed
in the previous chapter.
The versioning of the service implementation is by definition an SCM issue and as such
the techniques from this domain can be applied almost verbatim to it. Contemporary
SCM systems, such as SVN, Subversion and Mercurial as presented in Chapter 2 and
in this chapter, can be used for this purpose. Service implementation is assumed to be
already in place for the purposes of the following discussion on service versioning – but as
an enterprise-internal, non-visible to the consumers, service infrastructure.
While the versioning of implementation is an internal to the development process is-
sue and has to be opaque to the consumers of the service, the versioning of the service
description is on the other hand a very public affair and it comes with a different set of
requirements. Versioning of service interfaces requires fine-grained control on the manage-
ment of change for the service description artifacts. This level of control is not provided
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by version control systems since they remain non-specific about the artifacts they man-
age. Moreover, version control systems require all parties involved to adopt a common
versioning software solution. This assumption is not realistic for a technologically mixed
environment like SOA.
In order to identify service interfaces versioning requirements we conducted a thorough
investigation of the existing literature on the subject. Given the limited amount of relevant
publications in the field we considered both academic as well as industrial research articles
appearing in major technology and SOA outlets like IBM developerWorks2, Microsoft’s
MSDN library3, InfoQ magazine4 and SOA World5.
Table 5.1 summarizes and classifies a number of different approaches on the versioning
of service interfaces; the different aspects of versioning and the content of the table will
be further discussed in the following sections. Table 5.1 classifies the versioning of service
interfaces according to three categories: the service versioning method, the service version-
ing strategy, and the change identification model. The different methods and strategies
ensure that old and new services versions can co-exist in a well-behaved manner and will
not break clients that are using them, while the change identification model defines how
service changes are identified according to their pattern of interaction with the consumers.
5.2.1 Version Identifiers and Version Space
Service interfaces are exposed to the consumers of the service, who in turn depend on them
for the interaction with the service. This dependence demands that any type of change
to service interfaces has to be explicitly visible and understandable by its consumers. A
simple change like the changing of a data type from float to integer for example may break
the assumptions based on which the consumer communicates with the service [93].
For that purpose, and using widely-accepted SCM practices, versioning approaches
distinguish between breaking and non-breaking changes. The former constitute major
releases and the latter minor ones. Naming a version usually follows the Major#.Minor#
scheme where the sequential major release version number precedes the minor one; version
“1.3” for example denotes the 3rd minor version of the 1st major release. An alternative
naming scheme uses a release date stamp instead of the sequence identifier [67].
Neither naming scheme from the proposed though provides information about the posi-
tion of the versions in the version graph [32], i.e. whether version “1.3” has been developed
e.g. in parallel with version “1.2” using version “1.1” as a baseline or whether it is an iter-
ation on the latter. This information is stored on a higher level, as part of the developer’s
versioning control system, and is accessible to the service consumers most commonly via the
documentation of the service (if at all). In the VRESCo approach [102] however the version
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approach [69] the versioning graph can be reconstructed using the custom meta-data of
the annotated service description files.
5.2.2 Versioning Methods
It has been a common observation throughout all the approaches examined that despite
of the importance of service evolution, major Web services standards do not contain any
native support for versioning. This has started to change with the discussion in the WSDL
2.0 primer [157] about versioning, compatibility and extensibility (as it will be discussed in
the following chapter) but it is still true that versioning in Web services is being supported
through the mechanisms offered by XML and XML Schema.
In particular, we can distinguish between the following service versioning methods:
1. New XML namespaces for each (major) version – marked with “XML namespace”
in Table 5.1.
2. VIDs unambiguously naming a version.
3. A combination of the above.
Approaches that follow the new XML namespace technique intentionally break the
consumers of the service by assigning a different namespace to either the service itself
or to its data types that disrupts the binding of the service on the consumer side. New
namespaces are therefore meant to be used only if a major version of a service is deployed.
On the other hand, VIDs are used either as attributes (either in the root element of the
document or in each element separately) or as part of the (endpoint) URL – or even in
the name of the service itself. In the latter case the effect is the same as in changing the
namespace in that it breaks a consumer using the service. The former cases require the
consumers to be somehow able to process the versioning information and understand the
implications of the naming scheme for their application. Both approaches usually rely on
the Major#.Minor# naming scheme either directly as a VID or by incorporating it into the
namespace itself. They are not mutually exclusive and as evidenced by Table 5.1, they can
be used in conjunction for versioning control.
Listing 5.1 contains some examples of how these two approaches can be combined to
serve Change Scenario I of PopService. In particular, the first two instances of element
PODocument refer to the same namespace, stating that they are under major version 1;
their minor version identifiers (1.0 and 1.1) are added as a version attribute directly to
the element, denoting that the two versions can be accepted by any consumer bound to that
namespace. The third version of the element though belongs to a new major version and
for that purpose, it uses a different namespace with its minor version identifier numbering
modified accordingly (2.0).
Table 5.1 furthermore illustrates that some of the approaches to service interface ver-
sioning use a service registry mechanism like UDDI [158] or the VRESCo registry [102]
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<PODocument xmlns="http://fnord.autoinc.com/PurchaseOrderProcessing/1"
version="1.0">




<OrderInfo> . . . </ OrderInfo>




<OrderInfo> . . . </ OrderInfo>
<D e l i v e r y I n f o> . . . </ D e l i v e r y I n f o>
<ns :De l iveryCode xmlns :ns="http://dne.com/DeliveryPlanning"> . . . </
ns :De l iveryCode>
</PODocument>
Listing 5.1: Versioning examples of PopService in XML
for storing and controlling the versioning information - either as an alternative or comple-
mentary to the XML-based techniques discussed above. For this purpose they propose the
addition of versioning metadata in the service description model that the registry is using.
In the case of UDDI this means that the tModel data structure, which contains the techni-
cal description of the service and provides a pointer to the service interface definition (i.e.
a WSDL portType), has to be supplemented accordingly. This can be achieved by using
either a simple VID as above, or with more information about the versioning history of the
service - marked in either case as “tModel extension” in the table. The programmatic API
of a UDDI registry has to be modified accordingly to accommodate storing and querying
this information.











</ l o g i c S e r v i c e>
Listing 5.2: Versioning example of PopService using UDDI tModel
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Listing 5.2 (adapted from [101]) shows how the versioning information can be added
to an abstract service description (with key uddi:autoinc.com.PO) to denote different
versions of the service. The assumption here is that each service version should have a
different portType, and each tModel represents one of these versions by pointing to it. It
is left to the service consumer to access this information in the UDDI registry and decide
which version is suitable for his purposes.
5.2.3 Versioning Strategies
Depending on the goal of each approach with respect to the preservation of compatibility
with consumers, the versioning strategy proposed may vary.
On the one end of the spectrum lie approaches that do not consider whether the changes
to a service version disrupt the consumers of the service, preferring to remain as neutral
as possible (e.g. [67], [68], [69] and [70]). In that way, they leave to the developers the
prerogative and responsibility of checking whether their changes “break“ their consumers,
but they also maintain a high degree of flexibility in the cases they can handle. In principle
these approaches allow for multiple versions of a single service to be accessible at a time.
On the other end lie approaches that aim to enforce non-breaking changes of services
– to the extent that versioning of the service interfaces can be ideally subsumed under
one version, the active (i.e. deployed and running) one [71]. A special case of this idea
is proposed by [96] where there are two versions active at all times: the current one and
the old version which will be deprecated within a given time period. A predefined URL
toggling mechanism is used to identify which version is the current and which is the old
one.
The majority of the approaches are located somewhere between these two ends; in
principle they propose a common backward compatibility-oriented strategy for versioning:
maintain multiple active service versions for major releases but cut maintenance costs by
grouping all minor releases under the latest one. The cost of maintenance therefore varies
in proportion to the number of active versions at a time. The creation of a major version,
apart from breaking existing consumers, also increases the effort required for managing the
service portfolio.
For that reason the approaches marked with Deprecation in the table take special
interest in discussing different decommissioning strategies for non-active versions of the
service. Despite the differences in the details, the common denominator is the decrease of
number of active versions to the absolute minimum required to serve the service clients.
Usually a grace period is given before decommissioning a service version and, depending
on the change identification model used, either the clients are notified in advance or they
have to “discover” for themselves this information.
5.2.4 Change Identification Model
In a similar fashion to versioning strategies, the model used to identify service changes may
vary according to predefined patterns. These can be classified to one (or more in the case
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of [99] and [103]) of the following categories according to their mode of operation:
• Client : Both non-breaking and breaking changes result in new versions and the
identification of the existence of a new version is left to the consumer. The consumer
is then required to adapt to the new version if necessary.
• Notification: The consumer is explicitly notified for the existence of a new version
and asked to take action, usually within a given time period. The most common
method of this type requires the subscription of the service consumers to some sort
of informational service that will notify them when required.
• Transparent : Approaches that enforce non-breaking changes do not have to inform
their consumers of changes since in theory the changes are transparent to them. In
reality though, some of these approaches allow their clients to identify a new version
using one of the methods above.
Some the approaches propose both the client and the notification model and they are
marked in Table 5.1 accordingly.
5.2.5 Findings
In the previous sections we analyzed and presented service versioning as an essential requi-
site of service evolution. Different approaches, mainly empirical, were presented in order to
illustrate the State of the Art in the field. The findings of this investigation are summarized
as follows:
1. Naming and identifying the service versions can be achieved through the use of VIDs,
either directly in the XML document(s) describing the service or indirectly in service
registry metadata (or both).
2. The dependence of service consumers on the service description makes the versioning
information critical for the consumption of the service. Breaking the capacity of a
service client to use a service is easily performed through a change in the namespace
and/or the service description.
3. The extensional versioning model is adopted by all the investigated approaches.
4. The structure of the version space is not directly available to the consumers and it
can be only reconstructed from the documentation of the service or from the service
registry (if available).
5. The majority of the approaches try to balance the maintenance cost of multiple
versions with the necessity for supporting an as wide as possible range of clients.
Parallel active versions are only advised for major releases and minor releases are to
be folded into the latest version.
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6. A grace period is necessary before decommissioning a service version, giving the time
to the consumers of the service either to adapt or to migrate to the new version.
7. While not necessary to explicitly communicate (minor) versions to the service con-
sumers, the option for notifying them can be useful in case of major releases in order
to facilitate their migration.
The natural fit of VIDs and the ease of their use in XML (Schema), in conjunction with
the XML namespace disambiguation mechanism, are more than sufficient for recording
and communicating the different versions of the service to the consumers. This low-level
mechanism prevailed over a more sophisticated organization of the version space that would
allow to record and communicate the dependencies of the service versions explicitly.
Looking at the historical progression of the versioning techniques throughout almost a
decade of articles on the subject it can been concluded that little innovation has occurred.
The reasons for this rigidity can be traced to the exclusion of a versioning mechanism
from the most popular (Web) services language specifications like WSDL and BPEL. The
reluctance of the implementers of the standards to get locked in by specific version con-
trol schemes and the pervasiveness of revision control systems like CVS or Subversion
for development-purposes versioning have dissuaded the specification bodies from pushing
toward standard versioning solutions.
It is indicative of the maturing of the field though that the WSDL 2.0 specification
contains a discussion on different approaches on versioning. This discussion is tightly
connected with the issue of compatibility and it will be visited upon in the following
chapter. In order to a) facilitate the presentation of the service compatibility theory
we have developed, and b) to illuminate the connection between the practices of service
versioning and the SCM versioning theories and techniques we present in the following a
formal ASD version model.
5.3 The Versioned ASD Model
In the previous chapter we defined the ASD D as the set of all of its records (elements
or relationships). Each record in the ASD of the service is able to evolve at its own rate.
Assuming for example a mostly stable communication protocol between service providers
and clients with evolving requirements, then operation elements will change much less often
than their message payloads. As the description of a service can change, we need a way
to keep track of the different versions of the ASD records. Furthermore we also require
the means for uniquely identifying a particular version of the ASD. For this purpose we
develop an ASD versioning model using the SCM principles presented in this chapter.
5.3.1 Versioned Abstract Service Descriptions
The ASD of a service evolves as the service itself evolves. Each record d of the ASD evolves
at its own rate and the evolution of D is expressed through the changes occurring to its
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constituent records. We need a way to uniquely identify and record the evolution of each
record in an ASD; in other words we need versioned records and versioned ASDs. For that
purpose let us assume the set VD containing version identifiers for all records in an ASD
D. For each record d ∈ D, v(d) ∈ VD is its VID. The identifier can be a unique number,
a release identifier, a release-specific namespace or any other combination as discussed in
the previous sections. A versioned record is therefore the couple
vd := (d, v(d)), d ∈ D, v(d) ∈ VD
A change to record vd results to a new version v
′
d = (d
′, v′(d)) with v′(d) 6= v(d),
that is, with a different VID from the previous version. For the purposes of this work
we only consider linear versioning histories. Parallel versions of records (as in the case of
the branch operation in SCM terms) are assumed to be able to be collapsed into a single
history, assigning them suitable VIDs. While techniques like version graphs can be used to
reflect the structure of the historical dependencies of each record, they are as we discussed
in the previous section outside of the visibility of the service consumer. In that sense they
have little added value for our purposes and they are not considered here.
Without loss of generality we therefore assume that v′(d) > v(d), denoting a “later”
version of the record (containing a greater release number, a timestamp that is in the future,
a new namespace etc.). v′′d would denote an even later version of d: v
′′(d) > v′(d) > v(d)
and so on. An ASD enriched with this versioning information is called a Versioned ASD :
Definition 4
A Versioned ASD is the set of all versioned records
S := {(d, v(d)) | ∀d ∈ D, v(d) ∈ VD}
It is also possible to assign a VID to the versioned ASD itself by including its identifiers
in VD. v(S) therefore denotes the version identifier characterizing S. v(S) however is just
a convention for naming the versions of the ASD; S is actually uniquely identified by the
versioned records (d, v(d)) it contains. In a similar spirit to versioned records, we write
S ′ to denote a new version of S. S ′ is essentially a shorthand for one of the following
situations:
1. ∃vd ∈ S, v′d ∈ S ′ : d ≡ d′ ∧ v′(d) > v(d), that is, there exists at least one versioned
record with a later version identifier in S ′ than its respective record in S (signifying
a modification of the record).
2. ∃v′d ∈ S ′ : @vd ∈ S, d ≡ d′ ∧ v′(d) > v(d), i.e. S ′ contains a versioned record v′d for
a record d′ that is not included in D – meaning that a new record was added to the
service ASD.
3. ∃vd ∈ S : @v′d ∈ S ′, d ≡ d′ ∧ v′(d) > v(d), in similar fashion, S ′ does not contain
any versioned record for a record d that is included in D – the record was therefore
removed from the service ASD.
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4. Any combination of the above.
Using these events as a high level description of the modifications to the ASD allows
us to define the deltas, that is, the difference between two (or more) versions of an ASD
using some basic operators.
5.3.2 Representing the Version Deltas
We will use three fundamental operators to describe the changes occurring to service de-
scriptions: add for the addition of record, del for the removal of a record, and mod for
the modification of the record (addition/removal of attributes or properties and so on).
Combinations of these fundamental operators can be further used to produce more ad-
vanced operators like the renaming of a record. By applying these fundamental operators
to a (versioned) service description S and for a record s we get the respective change
primitives :
1. add(s,S) := S ∪ {s} (addition of record)
2. del(s,S) := S − {s} (removal of record)
3. mod(s,S) := S ∪{s′}−{s} (modification of existing record by replacement with new
version of the record)
Depending on whether s is an element or a relationship, the change primitives are
expanded accordingly: add(e,S) and add(r(es, et),S) for example signify the addition of
an element e or a relationship r(es, et) to S, respectively. The evolution of services rarely
occurs in simple increments and usually encompasses a number of changes to the service
description that occur simultaneously. For that reason we define a change set as the
fundamental degree of change to a service description:
Definition 5
A change set ∆S is a set of change primitives
∆S := {operator(si,S) | operator ∈ {add, del,mod}}
that when applied to a service description S results in a new version of the
service S ′, signified by S ′ = S ◦∆S.
Corollary: It can be easily observed that among the change sets there are classes of equiv-
alence. The change sets ∆S1 = {add(s′,S), del(s,S)} and ∆S2 = {del(s,S), add(s′,S)}
for example when applied to a service description S have the same effect: the removal of
an existing record (s) and the addition of a new record (s′ - which can be used e.g. for
renaming a record).
Versions of services can therefore be expressed in terms of the change sets that are
required for reconstructing a version from a baseline (original) version, following the con-
ventions of SCM.
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5.4 Summary
The field of SCM has developed a number of techniques for recording the historical as-
pect of the evolution of software. Version models capture the relations existing between
different versions of software artifacts. As part of the version model, a version space or-
ganizes the versioning history and relates the versions of the artifacts using their unique
version identifiers. While there are different approaches on how the version space should be
structured, the most successful in terms of acceptance and tool support is the extensional
versioning that requires the storing each version of the versioned artifacts separately. Delta
calculation and version merging functionalities are performed on the basis of these versions
if required.
While SCM focuses on supporting the development of software through versioning,
service versioning focuses on the identification and representation of different versions of
service interfaces in order to support service consumers. This emphasis on the publicly
versioned artifacts required solutions that are closer to the service representation than to
service implementation. A series of industrial (mainly) and academic (to a lesser extent)
articles have discussed this issue and while they differ in the details of their proposals, they
also share a great deal of overlap in the employed techniques.
This uniformity of approaches, coming from different technological vendors and unre-
lated academic research groups, convinced us that the fundamentals of service (interfaces)
versioning have been already established. Our contribution in this effort is to identify,
classify and present them so that they are easily accessible. Furthermore, we established
a connection between the formal model developed in the previous chapter for service de-
scription and the techniques produced by SCM. Essentially we introduced the temporal
aspect in service descriptions and we showed how to identify and relate different versions
of ASDs and/or of their records. This connection is fundamental in developing a theory
for compatible service evolution since it enables the unambiguous identification of different
versions of an ASD in the development continuum. In the discussion that follows we always
use the versioned ASD S instead of the non-versioned D; unless otherwise specified, every
time the term ASD is used it is implied that it is versioned.
Chapter 6
Compatible Service Evolution
Evolution will take its course. And that course has generally been downward.
J.B.S. Haldane
Nothing is built on stone; all is built on sand, but we must build as if the sand
were stone.
Jorge Luis Borges
The previous chapters presented our proposal for a service representation and service
versioning model. Having established the means to abstractly describe and uniquely iden-
tify a service in the version continuum, this chapter focuses on answering the next two
main research questions of this work. More specifically, it defines what exactly constitutes
service compatibility and what are the conditions that enable compatible service evolution.
It also evaluates the presented solutions with respect to the relevant approaches on service
evolution.
6.1 Service Compatibility
As discussed in the introductory chapter, compatibility is one of the terms that have been
overloaded with many different meanings in the literature. We therefore need to give an
unambiguous definition of the term, preferably by adopting and if necessary adapting one of
the existing definitions to avoid further confusion. In the sections that follow we start with
an informal discussion on compatibility that we then use to provide a formal definition of
the term. Finally, we look into how the different preventive approaches for service evolution
presented in the related work (Chapter 2) are supporting the compatibility of services.
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6.1.1 Introduction to Compatibility
For the purposes of this discussion we will extend the definition for component compat-
ibility given in [159] and separate compatibility into two distinct dimensions: horizontal
compatibility (or service interoperability) and vertical compatibility (also known as sub-
stitutability or replaceability). More specifically:
Horizontal compatibility or interoperability of two services expresses the fact
that the services can participate successfully in an interaction as service
provider and service consumer.
Horizontal compatibility manifests in that sense as a co-dependence relation between
two interacting parties (services in the general case). The underlying assumption is that
there is at least one context under which the two services can fulfill their roles. The term
context here refers to a configuration of the environment in terms of the execution state of
both service provider and service consumer, along with the status of their resources, and
for a particular message exchange history. This assumption is implicit in the definition of
the vertical dimension, and permeates all the definitions, formal and informal that follow:
Vertical compatibility or substitutability (from the provider’s perspective) or
replaceability (from the consumer’s perspective) of service versions expresses
the requirements that allow the replacement of one version by another in a
given context.
The combination of the two compatibility dimensions leads to the notion of T-shaped
changes as depicted in Fig. 6.1. In the figure, the positioning of the two dimensions is
illustrated by means of simple example. In the example of Fig. 6.1, overlapping hexagons
denote compatible service versions. Service S1 is horizontally compatible with S2, meaning
that S1 interoperates with S2 – either as a consumer or a provider or both. Similarly, S2
is horizontally compatible with service S3. There exist two more versions of service S2
denoted by S ′2 and S
′′
2 , that while vertically compatible with each other (and horizontally
compatible with S ′3) they are nevertheless incompatible with S2 as denoted by the gap




2 . This signifies the existence of a major release of S2 (namely S
′
2),
followed by a minor release of S ′2 (namely S
′′
2 ), that broke the interoperability of S2 with
S1 and S3.
The two dimensions are therefore intrinsically interrelated leading to T-shaped compat-
ibility : substitutability and replaceability can be perceived as the property of preservation of
interoperability for internalized changes to one or both of the interacting parties (providers
or consumers). This enables referring simply to compatibility and denoting both aspects.
If compatibility, either on the vertical or the horizontal dimension, or both, is achieved
under all possible contexts then it is called strict substitutability/replaceability and inter-
operability, or strict compatibility, respectively.
Compatibility is traditionally further decomposed into backward and forward . A def-
inition of forward and backward compatibility with respect to languages in general and
message exchanges between producers and consumers in particular is given in [106]:
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Figure 6.1: Horizontal and Vertical Compatibility
Forward compatibility means that a new version of a message producer can be
deployed without the need for updating the message consumer(s). Backward
compatibility means that a new version of a message consumer can be deployed
without the need for updating the message producer. Full compatibility is the
combination of both forward and backward compatibility.
The roles of message producers and consumers can be assigned in different ways for
service producers and consumers depending on the message exchange pattern that they
use (in WSDL 2.0 terms [157]) and which defines the sequence and cardinality of abstract
messages listed in an operation. For a simple request for example, the service consumers act
as message producers since they generate the message that is in turn received (consumed)
by the service provider; the inverse statement holds for the simple response. For patterns
like request-response the roles are swapped between stages: for the request stage the roles
are as in the simple request; for the response phase the service provider becomes the
message producer and the service consumer the message consumer. More complicated
patterns can be decomposed in simple requests and responses in a similar fashion.
6.1.2 Formal Definition of Service Compatibility
For the formalization of the compatibility between any two services we assume that each
service (version) is represented in the (versioned) Abstract Service Description (ASD) no-
tation that we presented in Chapters 4 and 51. The theoretical constructs that follow can
1While the definitions in this section use the ASD as the representation model of the service, the
formalization discussed is equally applicable to any other representation model.
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be defined in the same way for unversioned ASDs D. Since we need to be able to discern
between different versions of an ASD, we will be using versioned ASDs S for the ensuing
discussion. An ASD S is comprised of records s that represent the conceptual dependen-
cies inside the service description. Records can be either elements or their relationships
and they span the three layers of service description, that is structural, behavioral and
non-functional.
Based on this assumption, we can take advantage of the existence of a subtyping re-
lation or variations thereof, that allows us to (partially) order different records based on
their characteristics for defining compatibility. Subtyping allows us to decide whether two
records participate in a specialization/generalization relation and whether (under certain
conditions that will be discussed in the following sections of this chapter) one record can
replace another. We will be using the notation s ≤ s′ to denote that record s is a subtype
of record s′, irrespective of whether s is a structural, behavioral or non-functional record.
In order now to formally define backward, forward and full compatibility of two service
versions we will first define a distribution of the set S into two proper subsets Spro and Sreq
representing the set of records for which the service acts as a producer and a consumer (of
messages) respectively [131]:
Definition 6
Spro is the set of output-type records of a service description and Sreq is the
set of input-type records.




We define three cases of compatibility:
• Forward: S <f S ′ ⇔ ∀s ∈ Spro,∃s′ ∈ S ′pro, s′ ≤ s (covariance of output).
• Backward: S <b S ′ ⇔ ∀s′ ∈ S ′req,∃s ∈ Sreq, s ≤ s′ (contravariance of
input).
• Full: S <c S ′ ⇔ S <f S ′ ∧ S <b S ′.
These definitions are in line with both traditional type theory [160] and with the
language-producing set theory-based approach proposed in [106]. Given the fact that the
service description subset Spro represents the language produced by the service, then this
definition of forward compatibility is equivalent to the informal definition given above. The
same holds for the definition of backward compatibility. It has to be noted that Definition
7 is only a sufficient (and not necessary) condition for shallow changes. As we discuss
in the following chapter, depending on the clients, and with some extra overhead, more
leeway can be provided in the modification of the service ASD without an effect to them.
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This requires however a reasoning on a per-consumer basis and an additional managerial
and infrastructural overhead, that are not desirable in the general case.
Definition 7 provides the general condition for the preservation of compatibility that
we accept as equivalent to confinement to shallow changes for the purposes of this chapter.
Armed with this definition we can reason directly on new versions S ′,S ′,S ′′, . . . of the
service, comparing them on a record to record basis for deciding on their compatibility.
The implications of this reasoning will be better illustrated in the following sections
where we will discuss the concepts of compatible evolution of services. In the meantime, we
will first present some well-established techniques for supporting the forward and backward
compatibility for (Web) services.
6.1.3 Supporting Techniques
Compatibility is a concept that is closely related in practice to versioning: almost all the
approaches presented for preventive service evolution in Chapter 2 are present in Table
5.1 (containing the classification of versioning approaches) and take into account at least
backward compatible changes for versioning. Backward compatibility in this context is a
mechanism for distinguishing between major and minor releases: as long as the changes
applied to a service lead to backward compatible versions of the service they can be con-
sidered minor releases, otherwise they are major. Some of these approaches discuss in
addition techniques for forward compatibility, expressed as extensibility:
Extensibility for Forward Compatibility
Extensibility is the property of a language to allow information that is not defined in the
current version of the language [106]. Extensibility therefore is a relevant notion to both
versioning and compatibility: whereas versions can be either compatible or incompatible
(centralized) changes to the service, extensions are by definition compatible (decentralized)
additions to an existing service [161].
XML and XML Schema, the linguistic foundation for Web services, allow for extensibil-
ity through the use of wildcards , a mechanism for defining “open” namespaces and allowing
elements from them to appear in an XML document. Listing 6.1 shows an example of an
XML schema definition that uses the xsd:any namespace to allow for the extension of the
name element with e.g. a middle name.
XML extensibility is in that sense an enabler of forward compatibility as evidenced by
(some of) the approaches for preventive evolution. More specifically, [94], [71], [98], [99]
essentially re-use the techniques summarized in [106] to show how providers can update
their message schemas without breaking their consumers. The underlying assumption in all
cases is that the additional data can be safely ignored during the processing of a message,
without any effect on the semantics of the message. This constrains the design of the
future elements significantly. The extensibility techniques discussed here can be seriously
hindered though by the XML Schema 1.0 specification inclusion of the Unique Particle
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<xsd:complexType name="name">
<xsd : sequence>
<xsd :e l ement name="first" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd :e l ement name="last" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:any namespace="##any" processContents="lax"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</ xsd : s equence>
<xsd :anyAttr ibute />
</xsd:complexType>
Listing 6.1: Example of Schema Extensibility
Change Backwards Compatible
Add (Optional) Message Data Types to Input Yes




Modify Operation (Includes renaming and changing pa-
rameters, parameter order and message exchange pattern.)
No
Modify Message Data Types No
Modify Service Implementation (As long as it has no effect
on the service interfaces.)
Yes
Table 6.1: Guidelines for Backward Compatible Changes
Attribution (UPA) rule but this is corrected in XML Schema 1.1 specification (the reader
is referred to [98] for a technical discussion on the UPA rule).
Preservation Guidelines for Backward Compatibility
Almost all the preventive approaches discussed in Chapter 2 for service evolution are incor-
porating in one form or another the notion of backward compatibility. The usual approach
for defining what constitutes a backward compatible change to a service is to enumerate all
possible compatible changes. This results to a list of permissible and prohibited changes,
usually but not exclusively, to the WSDL document describing the service. This list re-
flects a combination of common sense, technological limitations and empirical findings that
results into a set of best practices – guidelines to be followed and not necessarily undis-
puted rules. These guidelines are presented in Table 6.1, aggregating the guidelines from
[93], [96] and [99]. All the changes in Table 6.1 are expressed in terms of modifications to
WSDL and XML Schema elements.
In summary, the only backward compatible changes are additions of optional elements
(data types or operations) or modifications of the service implementation (as long as it
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does not affect the WSDL document per se). The removal or any kind of modification
to an operation element is strictly prohibited, as is the modification of the message data
types (with the exception of addition of optional data types).
This guideline-based approach is easily applicable and requires minimum support infras-
tructure and for that reason it is widely accepted, despite being very restrictive. However,
it exhibits certain disadvantages, the main of which is that it depends on service developers
for deciding what is compatible and what is not and acting accordingly. Even if these rules
are codified and embedded into a service development/versioning tool as for example in the
case of [104], they will always be limited by two factors: their dependency on the particular
technology used (WSDL in this case) and their lack of a robust theoretical foundation. The
first factor means that if a technological shift in implementing services occurs (in case for
example WSDL 2.0 becomes widely accepted), then these rules must be recreated. The
second factor on the other hand signifies that their correctness can not be formally verified
(i.e. proved) but only validated through use.
For these reasons in our approach we are extending the reasoning behind the backward
compatible guidelines and we enhance it by showing how these rules can be generated as
the result of a theory for the control of evolution.
6.2 Type Theory for Abstract Service Descriptions
The definition of service compatibility we discussed in the previous sections relies on type
theory, and in particular in the subtyping relation to distinguish between compatible and
non-compatible services (Definition 7). While we briefly discussed what the subtype rela-
tion would entail with respect to the ASD formal model presented in Chapter 4, we did
not fully define it. This is the purpose of this section – starting from a brief introduction
to type theory and then proceeding to define subtyping for the records of each layer in a
service ASD.
6.2.1 A Short Introduction to Type Theory
In the following we introduce the type theory basics using the seminal work of Cardelli
and Wegner [160] as a source.
Types in the mathematical sense are sets of objects that exhibit similar behavior. Ob-
jects of a certain type are respecting the properties defined by the data type. Type systems
impose restrictions on the objects structure and their interaction with other objects and
in that sense they ensure the logical consistency of objects. Type systems usually include
an inference mechanism that is used for deriving valid, consistent objects.
Type systems are monomorphic or polymorphic; monomorphic means that each object
can be of one and only one type, whereas polymorphic means that some of the objects
can be of more than one type. Polymorphism can be universal (applicable to an infinite
number of types in a uniform way) or ad-hoc (i.e. it works only for a certain finite set of
different and potentially unrelated objects).
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The notion of subtyping we referred to in Section 6.1.2 is a type of parametric polymor-
phism called inclusion. It essentially boils down to the fact that every object of a subtype
can be used in the context of a supertype (and is therefore compatible with it). A square
for example is a subtype of shape (since it has all the properties of a shape, plus some
extra ones – the fact that it is a polygon with four equal sides and angles). Since types are
sets, subtypes can be perceived as subsets: if τ1 ≤ τ2, that is, τ1 is a subtype of τ2, then
it holds that T1 ⊆ T2 where T1 and T2 are the sets of all types of τ1 and τ2 respectively,
ordered by inclusion (T1 and T2 are also called the type lattices of τ1 and τ2).
Each object is a record in the sense of [155], that is, a finite association of values
to labels, denoted as a set {a1 = value1, a2 = value2, . . . } where each expression a1 =
value1, a2 = value2, . . . has a type τ1, τ2, . . . . This property allows us to define record
types as labeled sets of types with distinct labels {a1 : τ1, a2 : τ2, . . . }. A subtype in this
context is therefore defined as the ≤ relation:
Definition 8
For record types τ and τ ′ it holds that:
• ι ≤ ι : basic types like integers and strings are subtypes of themselves.
• τ1 ≤ τ ′1, . . . , τn ≤ τ ′n ⇒ {a1 : τ1, . . . , an+m : τn+m} ≤ {a1 : τ ′1, . . . , an : τ ′n} :
a record type τ = {a1 : τ1, . . . , an+m : τn+m} is called a subtype of another
record type τ ′ = {a1 : τ ′1, . . . , an : τ ′n} if it has all the typed labels of
τ ′, and possibly m more, and the common labels are also in a subtyping
relation (pair-wise). τ ′ is respectively called a super-type of τ .
This basic definition is used at the basis for the application of type theory to the service
records we defined in Chapter 4. A service record (either an element or a relationship) is a
tuple (and therefore a type of set) containing typed labels and their values. We can, and
we do apply the same principles for subtyping the records of a service description as the
criterion for compatibility between them.
On a relevant note, while Definition 8 covers the syntactic aspects of objects, it is not
sufficient for comparing objects based on their behavior. For that reason a number of
important works in the ’90s, like [145], [125], [162], extended the notion of subtyping to
the behavioral semantics of objects using pre- and post-conditions. The subtype relation
in that context ensures that the subtype objects preserves the behavior of the supertype
objects. With respect to the behavioral layer of service representation, it is feasible to
adapt these theories in our model.
Furthermore, a more appropriate definition of subtyping for behavioral protocols (mes-
sage exchanges) is provided in [144]; since the formalization of the behavioral layer in
Chapter 4 was done on the basis of that work it is possible to reuse their definition for our
purposes. In addition, in [153], we defined subtyping for the non-functional layer of service
representation. The following sections are going to elaborate further on the definitions of
subtyping for the structural, behavioral and non-functional records.
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For the presentation of our approach on type theory we use the same logical organization
as in Chapter 4. In particular, we start by defining subtyping for the structural layer of
the ASD descriptions which acts as the foundation of the ASD model. Then we extend
the definitions appropriately to the behavioral and non-functional aspects of services.
6.2.2 Structural Subtyping
As a first step for defining a type theory of ASD records we start by modifying Definition
8 to fit the more specific definition of what constitutes a record in the ASD model. More
specifically, by their definition, each element and relationship are types themselves. We
can therefore compare two elements or relationships by extending the subtyping relation
as follows:
Definition 9
(Structural) Subtyping of elements and relationships
1. For e = (name, att1, . . . , attk, pr1, . . . , prl) and e
′ =




1, . . . , pr
′
n), we define the subtype relation
between e and e′ as:
e ≤ e′ ⇔ name ≡ name′ ∧
k > m, atti ≤ att′i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m ∧
l > n, prj ≤ pr′j, 1 ≤ j ≤ l
that is, they have the same (or equivalent – more on that later) name iden-
tifier, and e′ has less attributes and properties than e, but the ones it has
are more generic (super-types) of the respective attributes and properties
of e. By definition it holds that (e = ∅) ≤ e′.








′,mul′) we define the subtype relation between r
and r′ as:
r(es, et) ≤ r(e′s, e′t)⇔ es ≤ e′s ∧ et ≤ e′t ∧ rel = rel′ ∧mul ⊆ mul′
that is, the elements e′s, e
′
t participating in the (new) relationship are
super-types of es, et respectively (and therefore names ≡ name′s, namet ≡
name′t) and the multiplicity domain of the relationship is a super-set of
the respective one in the old relationship. We assume by definition that
(r(es, et) = ∅) ≤ r(e′s, e′t)⇔
{
es 6= ∅ ∧mul′ = [0, N ′], N ′ ≥ 1
es = ∅ ∧ et = ∅
(either an optional relationship is added to an existing element or a rela-
tionship is added to a new element).
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Corollary: The subtyping relation is by its definition a partial order (that is, it is
reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric).
In the general case, the equivalence name ≡ name′ can be interpreted as synonymy,
hyponymy or another similar semantic relationship. For the purposes of this work we do
not consider the semantics of each record and equivalence is thus reduced to equality. The
two elements should therefore have the same name identifier.
With respect to the attributes atti and the properties in the property domain DataType
of Information Type it holds that
int ≤ double ≤ · · · ≤ string ≤ document
It also holds that
one− way ≤ request− response ∧ notification ≤ solicit− response
for the properties of the MessagePattern property domain in the Operation concept. This
allows us to modify not only the message payload but also the interaction protocol of the
service operations under certain conditions that we discuss in the following. Both of these
options are not allowed by the preservation guidelines in Table 6.1. This comes as a natural
and sound extension to current approaches to service compatibility. For the properties of
the MessageRole property domain of Messages though, the subtyping relation holds only
for equality (that is, input ≤ input, output ≤ output and fault ≤ fault)2. This means
that the role of a message can not be changed without breaking compatibility.
<xsd:complexType name="PODocument">
<xsd : sequence>
<xsd :e l ement name="OrderInfo" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd :e l ement name="DeliveryInfo" type="xsd:string"/>
</ xsd : s equence>
</xsd:complexType>
Listing 6.2: PopService WSDL – Change Scenario I
Consider for example the new version for the Change Scenario I of the PopService in
Listing 3.3 and repeated in Listing 6.2 for convenience. The scenario requires the delivery
information to be obligatorily submitted together with the purchase order (instead of
optionally as in the previous version in Listing 3.1, as indicated by the minOccurs="0"
attribute value). The r(epod, edi) = (PODocument,DeliveryInfo, s, [0, 1]) relationship (as
defined in Section 4.2.1) is therefore replaced in the service description S ′ of the service
by the relationship r′(epod, edi) = (PODocument,DeliveryInfo, s, [1, 1]). From Definition
9 it holds that r′(epod, edi) ≤ r(epod, edi) since
2This also holds for all the other property domains in Fig. 4.1, except if explicitly stated otherwise in
the discussion that follows.
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• epod ≤ epod ∧ edi ≤ edi : epod, edi are unchanged and by the reflexive property of
subtyping they are subtypes of themselves,
• rel′ = rel = s : the type of the relationship is also unchanged, and
• epod 6= ∅ ∧mul′ ⊆ mul, since [1, 1] ⊆ [0, 1].
r′(epod, edi) is therefore a subtype of r(epod, edi). This should be expected: an optional data
type in the message schema is more generic than the same message schema with the data
type as mandatory.
6.2.3 Behavioral Subtyping
In Chapter 4 we explained that we rely on the formalization of behavioral contracts (based
in turn on the CCS calculus) provided by [143] and [144] for the description of the behavioral
layer. The main reason for selecting this notation for the behavioral records is that it comes
with a definition of behavioral subcontract relation  that checks the compatibility of two
behavioral contracts. A behavioral contract σ is a subcontract of contract σ′ iff σ manifests
less interacting capabilities than σ′. For example, it holds that a⊕ b  a (where ⊕ signifies
the internal choice operator) since every client that can interact successfully with a service
that chooses when to provide a or b does also with one that offers systematically a3.
Applying the subtyping relation and checking for compatibility between versions of
records in the behavioral layer is therefore reduced to mapping them to the respective
behavioral contracts and applying the behavioral subcontracting relation  between them.
This is achieved by overloading the semantics of the subtyping relation for Protocol ele-
ments and adding the following condition in Definition 9:
Definition 10
Protocol Subtyping
Any Protocol element eprt is a subtype of another Protocol element e
′
prt iff
their behavioral contracts are in a subcontract relation, that is:
eprt ≤ e′prt ⇔ σ(eprt)  σ(e′prt)
The addition of an option of synchronous communication mode to the input of PopSer-
vice initiated by Change Scenario II in Chapter 3 for example results in a protocol that is
a supertype of the initial protocol of the service. In Chapter 4 we showed that the BPEL
3The full formalization, together with the construction of the proofs for what constitutes more or less
interacting capabilities is presented at length in [144]. For the purposes of this discussion we rely on the
intuitive definition of the term.
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description of the service as depicted in Listing 3.2 is mapped to the ASD records:
esequence = (sequence)
eReceivePO = (ReceivePO, receive)
eSubmitPOAck = (SubmitPOAck, invoke)
r(esequence, eReceivePO) = (sequence,ReceivePO, follows, [1, 1])
r(esequence, eSubmitPOAck) = (sequence, SubmitPOAck, follows, [1, 1])
that are equivalent to the behavioral contract σ(esequence) = aReceivePO.aSubmitPOAck.
<pick>
<onMessage partnerLink="Client" opera t ion="receivePO"




opera t ion="receivePOCallBack" portType="ns:POPServiceCallBackPortType"
i nputVar iab l e="POAck"/>
</ sequence>
</onMessage>
<onMessage partnerLink="Client2" opera t ion="receivePOSync"
portType="ns:POPServicePortType2" v a r i a b l e="PO">
<sequence>
. . .
<r ep ly name="ReplyPOAck" partnerLink="Client2"
opera t ion="receivePOSync" portType="ns:POPServicePortType2"




Listing 6.3: PopService BPEL – Change Scenario II
The BPEL description of the PopService in Change Scenario II, partially repeated
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in Listing 6.3 for convenience, is mapped to the ASD records:
e′pick = (pick)
e′seq1 = (seq1)
eReceivePO = (ReceivePO, receive)
eSubmitPOAck = (SubmitPOAck, invoke)
r′(e′seq1 , eReceivePO) = (seq1, ReceivePO, follows, [1, 1])
r′(e′seq1 , eSubmitPOAck) = (seq1, SubmitPOAck, follows, [1, 1])
e′seq2 = (seq2)
e′ReceivePOSync = (ReceivePOSync, receive)
e′ReplyPOAck = (ReplyPOAck, reply)
r′(eseq2 , eReceivePO) = (seq2, ReceivePO, follows, [1, 1])








) = (pick, seq2, eChoice, [1, 1])
The equivalent expression in behavioral contracts is
σ(e′pick) = (aReceivePO.aSubmitPOAck) + (aReceivePOSync.aReplyPOAck)
from which it can be seen that σ(esequence)  σ(e′pick) since σ(e′pick) contains σ(esequence) and
allows for further interactions. Therefore, and according to Definition 10 we can conclude
that esequence ≤ e′pick. This means that a client that works with protocol esequence can also
work without a problem with protocol e′pick.
Reasoning on the Operation Conditions and Constraint elements and their
relationships, in the way we presented them in Chapter 4, is sufficiently cov-
ered by Definition 9. Adding new Constraints e′coni = (coni, expressioni, true)
and e′conj = (conj, expressionj, true) to an existing Operation Conditions element
eopcon = (opcon, pre−) for example, creates additional relationships r′(eopcon, e′coni) =




) = (opcon, conj, c, [1, 1]) for which we know that





eopcon 6= ∅ ∧ [1, 1] 6= [0, N ], N ≥ 1.
6.2.4 Non-functional Subtyping
Extending the subtyping relation as defined in Definition 9 in the model of description
of QoS dimensions we assumed in Chapter 4 requires two things: providing operators for
ordering the value ranges for each assertion element with respect to how general/specific
they are, and handling the special semantics of the assertion sets that combine assertions
using disjunctions and conjunctions. For the former we base the ordering of assertions on
the nature of their dimension (i.e. whether it is monotonic or antitonic) and we use the
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relations already defined in Allen’s Interval Algebra [163] for relatively positioning intervals
(here value ranges) on a dimension [153]. For the latter we use the simple observation that
an assertion set with more conjunctions is more restrictive (i.e. more specific) than one
with less, while the reverse is true for disjunctions.
More specifically, and given the fact that any Assertion element is a tuple
easrt := (name, dimension, dimtype : dimensionType, value, role : Intention)
we define the following relations between assertion values:
= value is equal to length and overlaps totally with value′,
s value starts together with value′ but finishes before it,
f value starts after value′ but it finishes together with it,
m value meets value′ at its finishing point (value finishes when value′ starts),
o value partially overlaps with value′ – having started before value′,
< value takes place before value′.
The inversions si, fi,mi, oi, > signify that the roles of value and value′ are reversed
(value>value′ e.g. means that value′ takes places before value, etc.) For value ranges
[7.5, 15] and [15, 30] for example it holds that [7.5, 15] m [15, 30] and [15, 30] mi [7.5, 15],
while for value ranges [81, 100] and [90, 100] that [90, 100] f [81, 100] and [81, 100] fi [90, 100].
Fig. 6.2 illustrates the relevant positioning of the values for the relations between v and v′.
Based on this relevant position we can start building the subtyping relation for Assertion
elements: having two value ranges on e.g. a monotonic dimension, the one that is further
on the “right” part of the axis in Fig. 6.2 (towards the larger values) can (potentially)
replace the other, and therefore it can be considered a super-type of the latter.
In order to demonstrate this we consider the case of two value ranges for availability,
with v = [80, 100] (availability more than 80% on average) and v′ = [90, 100] (more than
90%); from above, it holds that v fi v′. The basic observation here is that a service consumer
that can accept availability in the v = [80, 100] range can also accept availability in the
v′ = [90, 100] range since it does not affect his assumptions about the QoS characteristics
of the service. Following the basic idea behind subtyping as described in Section 6.2.1, any
value range v′ with a maximum of 100 and a minimum of more than 80 can be considered
a super-type of v in this manner. Reasoning on a similar fashion we can conclude that for
monotonic dimensions it holds that: v ≤ v′ ⇔ value op value′, op ∈ {=, <, s, fi,m, o}.
The inverse reasoning can be applied for antitonic dimensions: super-types are po-
sitioned further on the “left” side of the axis in Fig. 6.2, or more formally: v ≤ v′ ⇔
value op value′, op ∈ {=, >, f, si,mi, oi}.
These observations are summarized in Definition 11 which rules the subtyping between
Assertion elements:














Figure 6.2: QoS values relations
Definition 11
Assertion Subtyping
An Assertion element eassert = (name, dimension, dimtype, value, role) is a
subtype of another Assertion element
e′assert = (name
′, dimension′, dimtype′, value′, role′)
iff:
eassert ≤ e′assert ⇔ name ≡ name′ ∧ dimension = dimension′ ∧ dimtype = dimtype′
∧
{
value ≤ value′ ∧ role = role′ = promise
value′ ≤ value ∧ role = role′ = obligation
with
value ≤ value′ ⇔ value op value′,
{
op ∈ {=, <, s, fi,m, o} (monotonic dimensions)
op ∈ {=, >, f, si,mi, oi} (antitonic dimensions)
As in the case of Definition 9, the two elements are connected by the subtyping relation
iff they share the same name, dimension and dimension type. The properties promise and
obligation in the Intention domain, as defined in Chapter 4, drive the interpretation of
the value range subtyping. In the case that the assertions are offered as promises to the
service consumers then the subtyping of the values follows the reasoning discussed above
– otherwise the reasoning is inversed.
Consider for example the non-functional description of the PopService as discussed
in Chapter 4. The ASD records for the non-functional characteristics of the service are:
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eassert1 = (assert1, availability,monotonic, [80, 95], promise)
eassert2 = (assert2, latency, antitonic, [15, 30], promise)
eassert3 = (assert3, reliability,monotonic, [90, 100], promise)
easet1 = (aset1)
epfl1 = (pfl1)
r(easet1 , eassert1) = (aset1, assert1, AND, [1, 1])
r(easet1 , eassert2) = (aset1, assert2, AND, [1, 1])
r(easet1 , eassert3) = (aset1, assert3, AND, [1, 1])
r(epfl1 , easet1) = (pfl1, aset1, OR, [1, 1])
Assertion elements eassert1 - eassert3 are QoS characteristics that the service guarantees
to uphold when invoked, and as such they have the promise property. The changes to the
QoS profile of the service introduced by Change Scenario I result in the following records:
eassert1 = (assert1, availability,monotonic, [80, 95], promise)
e′assert2 = (assert2, latency, antitonic, [7.5, 15], promise)
e′assert3 = (assert3, reliability,monotonic, [81, 100], promise)
e′aset1 = (aset1)
e′pfl1 = (pfl1)












) = (pfl1, aset1, OR, [1, 1])
By their definition, latency is an antitonic dimension (lower values are better) and
reliability is monotonic (the closer to 100%, the better). From these facts we can deduct
from Definition 11 that eassert2 ≤ e′assert2 and e
′
assert3
≤ eassert3 (with eassert1 remaining
unchanged) since:
1. assert2 = assert2∧latency = latency∧antitonic = antitonic∧promise = promise∧
([15, 30] mi [7.5, 15]⇒ [15, 30] ≤ [7.5, 15])⇒ eassert2 ≤ e′assert2
2. assert3 = assert3 ∧ reliability = reliability ∧monotonic = monotonic ∧ promise =
promise ∧ ([81, 100] fi [90, 100]⇒ [81, 100] ≤ [90, 100])⇒ e′assert3 ≤ eassert3
In case that these assertions had the obligation property, signifying that they are
expected to be fulfilled by an external party (requiring in this case from a service that is
being consumed to offer the defined value ranges for availability, latency and reliability)
then by Definition 11 we can see that the relations are inversed: e′assert2 ≤ eassert2 and
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eassert3 ≤ e′assert3 . This reflects the fact that the service can always lower its expectations
from its environment (its consumers and the services it consumes) while it has to offer
better QoS to its consumers.
Definition 11 supplements Definition 9 with the necessary constructs for comparing
Assertion elements. In order to be able to reason on the organization of Assertions into
Assertion Sets, and Assertion Sets into Profiles using the lType logical relationship
we need to further supplement Definition 9 accordingly:
Definition 12
Assertion Set and Profile Subtyping
An element e, either an Assertion Set or a Profile element, is a subtype of
another element e′ (of the same concept) iff:
e ≤ e′ ⇔

∀ei ∈ S, r(e, ei, OR,mul) ∈ S,∃e′i ∈ S ′/
r′(e′, e′i, OR,mul
′) ∈ S ′ ∧ ei ≤ e′i ∧mul ⊆ mul′
∀e′i ∈ S ′, r′(e′, e′i, AND,mul′) ∈ S ′,∃ei ∈ S/
r(e, ei, AND,mul) ∈ S ∧ ei ≤ e′i ∧mul ⊆ mul′
Definition 12 combines the logic behind Definitions 9 and 10 in a recursive fashion.
Any Assertion Set eassert is a subtype of another Assertion Set element e
′
assert iff
its Assertion elements are subtypes of the respective Assertion elements of e′assert by
Definition 11. The difference between the two legs is in the nature of the AND and OR
lType relationships. The first leg of Definition 12 allows for more OR statements to be
added – and therefore more options to the respective assertion set. The second leg on the
other hand allows for AND statements to be removed – making the assertion set more
generic by providing less restrictions in the form of QoS characteristics to be fulfilled. When
applied to Profile elements, Definition 12 starts examining each Assertion Set under
the Profile in a similar fashion; more options (OR relationships), where each option is
also more general than before, denotes a super-type.
For the PopService for example we know from above that eassert1 ≤ e′assert1 (due to
the reflexive property of the relation), eassert2 ≤ e′assert2 and e
′
assert3
≤ eassert3 . From this
we conclude that easet1 6≤ e′aset1 due to e
′
asssert3
and therefore also epfl1 6≤ e′pfl1 : by offering
less reliability to its consumers, PopService is asking them to accept less QoS than it
had initially promised and therefore breaks their expectations. If easssert3 had remained
unaffected or removed completely (and just decreased its latency, as expressed by element




second leg of the definition and therefore epfl1 ≤ e′pfl1 .
6.3 Reasoning on Service Evolution
Having established a type theory for all the layers of an ASD, it becomes possible to use
the subtyping relation of ASD records to check for the compatibility of service versions.
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Reasoning about this decision is quite straightforward: by combining Definitions 7 and 9
(as extended for each layer by Definitions 10 and 12) we can check whether both cases
of compatibility are satisfied using the definition of subtyping for ASDs. The following
sections discuss how this can be achieved, starting by classifying changes based on whether
they respect Definition 7 or not.
6.3.1 T-shaped Changes
In Section 5.3 we defined a change set ∆S as a set of change primitives (fundamental
modifications) that when applied to an ASD S it results into a new version S ′. We classify
the change sets with respect to compatibility:
Definition 13
T-shaped changes
A change set ∆S is called T-shaped , and we write ∆S ∈ T where T is the
set of all possible T-shaped changes, if and only if, when ∆S is applied to a
service description S it results into a fully compatible with S service description
S ′ = S ◦∆S, that is, S <c S ′.
Corollary: It holds by definition: ∀∆S ∈ T : S <c S ◦∆S and ∀S ′,S <c S ′ : ∆S ∈ T.
The term “T-shaped change” refers to the relation between the two aspects of com-
patibility as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. As long as a change set ∆S results in a horizontally
or vertically compatible (or both) version of a service, then it belongs to the set T of all
possible T-shaped changes. Constraining the evolution of services is therefore reduced to
deciding whether ∆S ∈ T.
Reasoning on a change set is performed in three steps:
1. Calculation of the new version of the service by applying the change set to it S ′ =
S ◦∆S.
2. Distribution of the elements of S and S ′ in subsets Spro and Sreq, and S ′pro and S ′req,
respectively (following Definition 6).
3. Use of Definition 7 to check whether ∆S ∈ T or not.
The first step is an application of the definition of the change sets and can be performed
trivially. For the second step, the creation of the pro and req subsets we initially select all
elements of input or output type in Fig. 4.1, starting with elements like Messages. Then,
by taking advantage of the relationships between elements in Fig. 4.1, we propagate this
property to all elements that are connected to them, following the direction of the arrow
of the relationship. Then, we “mark” both the relationship and the connected element
with the same type (input or output) and we continue this process until there are no more
relationships to traverse.
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Spro Sreq
Structural layer
Message elements with property
role=output or fault &
Message elements with property
value role=input &
all Information Type elements
that are related to them
all Information Type elements
that are related to them
Behavioral layer
Activity elements with property
act=invoke or act=reply
Activity elements with property
act=receive
Operation Conditions elements
with property role=post- &
Operation Conditions elements
with property role=pre- &
all Constraint elements that are
related to them
all Constraint elements that are
related to them
Table 6.2: Distribution of ASD elements Spro and Sreq sets
Table 6.2 summarizes the elements that are in the Spro or Sreq subset. A record can
be in both subsets. An Information Type element for example can be used as a part
in both an input and an output message of the service. This does not affect the rest of
the reasoning: the element (and its relationships) will be handled as two distinct elements
depending on whether we are reasoning on the Spro or the Sreq subset. For the last step,
determining if a change set is T-shaped, the Compatibility Checking Algorithm (Algorithm
1) is used.
The first two steps of Algorithm 1 correspond to the two legs of Definition 7: the first one
(lines 1 to 6) checks for the the covariance of input and the second one (lines 7 to 12) for the
contravariance of output. For that purpose they use the definition of subtyping for records
in different layers of the ASD as discussed in the previous section. The third step (lines
13 to 18) and fourth step (lines 19 to 24) ensure that the behavioral and non-functional
aspect of ASDs in terms of Protocol and Profile elements also respect compatibility. It
is necessary to perform these extra check since:
1. Protocol elements, eprt elements are neither in the Spro, nor in the Sreq subset.
This omission is by design: protocols include both input and output type elements,
and therefore applying Definition 7 to them is not directly possible. Nevertheless,
protocol subtyping as described by Definition 10 provides us with the means to check
whether the protocols contained in S are also covered by the protocols of S ′.
2. Profile elements epfl – as all other elements and relationships in the non-functional
layer – are not distributed in the Spro or Sreq subsets. This is due to the fact that
the QoS characteristics promised and expected by the service, as encoded in the
epfl elements, are defined on combinations of input and output (e.g. latency). For
this reason they have to treated separately, using Definition 12 (and therefore also
Definition 11) to allow the replacement of Profile elements only by more “general”
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Algorithm 1 Compatibility Checking Algorithm
1: {*** Step 1 – Sreq records ***}
2: if ∀s′ ∈ S ′req,∃s ∈ Sreq, s ≤ s′ then




7: {*** Step 2 – Spro records ***}
8: if ∀s ∈ Spro,∃s′ ∈ S ′pro, s′ ≤ s then




13: {*** Step 3 – (behavioral) protocols ***}
14: if ∀eprt ∈ S, ∃e′prt ∈ S ′, eprt ≤ e′prt then




19: {*** Step 4 – (non-functional) profiles ***}
20: if ∀epfl ∈ S, ∃e′pfl ∈ S ′, epfl ≤ e′pfl then




characteristics (that is, their super-types).
The following section uses the change scenarios defined in Chapter 3 in order to better
illustrate how reasoning on T-shaped changes is performed using Algorithm 1.
6.3.2 T-shaped Changes: Change Scenarios I-III
Change Scenario I
The first of the change scenarios results in changes in both the structural and non-functional
layers of PopService. More specifically and as discussed throughout the previous sections,
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S ′ differs from S by the following records:
r′(epod, edi) = (PODocument,DeliveryInfo, s, [1, 1]) (in the structural layer)
e′aset1 = (aset1)
e′pfl1 = (pfl1)












) = (pfl1, aset1, OR, [1, 1]) (in the non-functional layer)
for which we have already established in the previous that
• r′(epod, edi) ≤ r(epod, edi), with r(epod, edi) ∈ Sreq and r′(epod, edi) ∈ S ′req
• epfl1 6≤ e′pfl1 since e
′
assert3
≤ eassert3 ⇒ easet1 6≤ e′aset1
By combining the above we get that the change set ∆SI required by the scenario is not
T-shaped: both Steps 1 and 4 of the compatibility checking algorithm (Algorithm 1) are
violated since r′(epod, edi) ≤ r(epod, edi) and epfl1 6≤ e′pfl1 , respectively. In service versioning
terms, this signifies the need for the creation of a major version of the service, requiring
the consumers of PopService to adapt or migrate to the new version.
This scenario illustrates the case for shallow changes: by trying to minimize errors and
improve the performance of the service, the service developers unintentionally generate
additional development effort for the service consumers. While this cost may appear small,
it is impossible to predict the actual impact of such a change for SBAs consuming the
service if a re-engineering effort is required. Furthermore, it has to be considered that
the creation of the new version of PopService must be accompanied by the execution
of an appropriate decommissioning plan for the existing version to facilitate the transition
to the new version (as discussed in Chapter 5). This plan comes with additional costs in
communicating the change to the consumers and running two active versions of the service
(and their supporting implementation) in parallel for the transitional period. The costs of
implementing Change Scenario I therefore may outweigh its benefits and in this case it has
to reconsidered.
Change Scenario II
This scenario has two major effects on the PopService: it changes its interaction protocol
by replacing the simple sequence with a pick activity, and adds a new operation to the
structural description to support the additional entry point. We already showed in Section
6.2.3 that with respect to the Protocol elements it holds that esequence ≤ e′pick and thus
passes Step 3 of the algorithm. Algorithm 1 therefore returns ’Yes’ if it passes Steps 1, 2
and 4.
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The addition of the receivePOSync operation to the WSDL of the service depicted
in Listing 3.4 is mapped in ASD notation to the addition of element e′recsync to S, to-
gether with its (structural) relationships r′(e′recsync, emsg) and r
′(e′recsync, emsgack) to the ex-
isting POMessage and POMessagesAck messages, respectively. Furthermore, from Section
6.2.3, the elements e′pick, e
′
seq1




ReplyPOAck and the respective relation-
ships have to be added. In addition, the esequence is removed and replaced by epick. For
these elements it holds e′recsync, e
′
ReceivePOSync ∈ S ′req and e′ReplyPOAck ∈ S ′pro. Since according
to Definition 9 it holds
• ∅ ≤ e′recsync,
• ∅ ≤ e′ReceivePOSync,
• ∅ ≤ r′(e′recsync, emsg),
• ∅ ≤ r′(e′recsync, emsgack), and
• ∅ ≤ r′(e′ReceivePOSync, e′recsync)
and the rest of S ′req is unchanged, then Step 1 of Algorithm 1 passes to the next step. Since
no existing element that belongs to Spro was affected by the change set ∆SII then Step 2
also passes. Step 3 has been already confirmed to pass and since there was no change in
the non-functional aspect of the service then Step 4 return ’Yes’ and therefore ∆SII ∈ T.
In other words, despite the major changes required to the service description, this scenario
requires only a minor version of the service to be created.
In contrast to Change Scenario I, Scenario II is shallow. This means that the new version
of PopService S ′ can be implemented and deployed by replacing the previous version
without any effect to existing consumers. Both new (using the synchronous communication
capability) and old (using the asynchronous one) consumers can interact with the service
using the same service interfaces. No particular decommissioning plan is necessary, and
no additional costs (further than the development of the new service) are required. Being
able to reason that Change Scenario II is T-shaped therefore guarantees that the effort
and impact of implementing the change is minimum.
Change Scenario III
It is trivial to show that ∆SIII , the addition of a time stamp to all incoming and outgoing
messages defined by Change Scenario III is not T-shaped. For that purpose it suffices to
show that there exists a record in S ′req or S ′pro that does not respect Definition 9.
The element denoting the PODocument in Listing 3.1 for example was defined
in Chapter 4 as the element epod = (PODocument, document) with relation-
ships r(epod, eoi) = (PODocument,OrderInfo, s, [1, 1]) for the OrderInfo part and
r(epod, edi) = (PODocument,DeliveryInfo, s, [0, 1]) for the DeliveryInfo part. The




(PODocument, T imeStamp, s, [1, 1]) with new element e′ts = (TimeStamp, dateT ime)
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representing the time stamp information. From Definition 9 we can conclude that
e′pod ≤ epod. This means then that ∃s′ = e′pod ∈ S ′req, @s ∈ Sreq, s ≤ s′ and Step 1 of
Algorithm 1 fails for e′pod; therefore ∆SIII 6∈ T. Again, this calls for a major version of the
service to be created and deployed.
As in the case of Change Scenario I, Change Scenario III therefore requires service
consumers to migrate or adapt to the new version. Contrary to Scenario I however, in this
case it is not possible to avoid the cost of such transition. The requirement for change and
even the decommissioning period comes from “above”. Both service provider and service
consumers must share the costs of this transition. Change Scenario III is an example of
a deep change: a regulatory modification leads to a series of changes across the service
chain, with an unknown impact to its members.
6.4 Comparison with Existing Approaches
The proposed approach builds a theory for service compatibility and shows how the com-
patibility between different versions of the service can be preserved. In the following we
qualitatively evaluate our proposal by comparing it with the guideline-driven preventive
service approaches and examining its novelty and relevance to the service-specific aspects
of SBAs.
6.4.1 Compatible Change Patterns
In order to compare our theory with the existing approaches we need to examine whether
it is possible to (at the bare minimum) generate the T-shaped change sets that correspond
to the backward compatibility preservation guidelines in Table 6.1. The results of this
procedure are summarized in Table 6.3 which contains a number of compatible patterns of
change sets . Some of these patterns correspond to the backward-compatibility preservation
guidelines in Table 6.1. The rest of the patterns define guidelines that are not contained
in Table 6.1 and are indicated by being written in italics (in the right-most column). Each
pattern is accompanied by an explanation on the reasoning that leads to the T-shaped
property4.
In particular, ∆SP1 corresponds to the guideline of adding optional message data types
to input. As shown, ∆SP1 is T-shaped irrespective of whether the data types (represented
by an it element) are added to a message that belongs to the provided or required set – in
either input or output. That is because if it is the former case, then it does not affect the
reasoning on Step 1 of the compatibility checking algorithm; if it is the latter case, then
due to the fact that an optional relationship (with minimum multiplicity 0) is a super-type
of the “empty” relationship by definition, and given that the rest of S remains unaffected,
then it also passes Step 2. ∆SP1 is therefore more general than the corresponding guideline.
∆SP2 is also T-shaped under all cases following a similar reasoning.
4In the table and the following discussion we will write msg denoting a Message element, and it for
Information Type and op for Operation elements, respectively.
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∆SP3 on the other hand is T-shaped only if the deleted operation has only input
messages and under the assumption that these messages can be ignored without affecting
either the producer or the consumer. The respective guideline explicitly forbids this change
set by being too conservative for the sake of safeness. Our approach shows that such a
modification to a service would not necessarily break existing consumers. If the receipt of
the message is part of a larger communication protocol though, then this change set may
not be T-shaped due to the respective constraints on behavioral layer.
∆SP4 and ∆SP5 work in a different manner. They allow making the input messages and
their associated data types more flexible (by allowing a more general multiplicity domain
in their relationship). This implies that the service can accept more incoming messages or
a wider message payload than before. They also restrict the output messages accordingly.
This means for example that the change from the service version in Listing 3.6 to the one
in Listing 3.1 is T-shaped (since the multiplicity domain of the former is more general than
that of the latter), but not the other way around.
∆SP6 and ∆SP7 are not contained in Table 6.1 due to their specific nature: building on
the same assumption as ∆SP3, they accept as T-shaped the addition of a non-optional data
type to an output message and the removal of a message data type for input messages.
As with the other patterns, the reasoning is the same: as long as the consumer or the
producer respectively can ignore the “additional” message payload then the compatibility
is preserved. Further T-shaped change sets can be generated in a similar fashion.
The set of T-shaped change sets that can be produced by enumerating all possible
change sets and checking them for compatibility is therefore a super-set of the guidelines-
based one in Table 6.1. Enumerating all possible T-shaped change sets, even by starting
with a simple meta-model as that of Fig. 4.1, is too lengthy of a process to be presented
here and beats the purpose of this service compatibility theory. Nevertheless if necessary
or desired, it is shown that this process is feasible.
6.4.2 Novelty
The proposed approach applies and extends a well tested and tried theory to software
development practices to address service compatibility issues in service engineering. More
specifically, it interweaves different aspects of type theory (structural, behavioral and non-
functional) in a common framework for the description and consistent evolution of services.
In that respect, it is broader and more powerful than the existing approaches on service
evolution summarized in Table 5.1 that focus mainly on structural changes.
The independence from the specifics of a technology inherent in our approach allows
for it to be applied to different service-enabling environments. Moving from WSDL 1.1 to
WSDL 2.0 for example requires only the update of the ASD Meta-model, keeping the rest
of the compatible service evolution model intact. In order to achieve this transition using
the guidelines-based approaches we would have to redefine them, in order to accommodate
the changes in the new specification.
Furthermore, the use of a common meta-model that brings together structural, behav-
ioral and non-functional aspects of services allows for a uniform treatment of and efficient
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reasoning about the compatibility of different service versions. Type theory-based ap-
proaches like [42], [43] and [44] have attempted a similar treatment for component-based
systems. However, the lack of a meta-model for the description of components and the
emphasis on the method signatures as the basic interaction mechanism with the component
led to very fine-grained compatibility theories with limited applicability. Using a high-level,
coarse-grained description model allowed us to build a more generic and efficient reasoning
mechanism.
This reasoning can additionally be used in conjunction with alternative approaches for
compatible service evolution like the semi-automatic generation of adapters – mediating
software that resolves the mismatches between services and clients (as discussed in Chapter
2). In addition, the approach is extensible in that it allows for the proposed theoretical
model to capture hitherto independent research threads which are relevant to service evo-
lution such as contracting [131] (as we will discuss in the following chapter) and compliance
checking [164] (which is outside the scope of this work).
The service compatibility theory and the compatible service evolution model presented
in the above can serve as the foundation for developing sound and novel methods for
designing and developing consistent service versions such as design techniques for change
management as the ones mentioned in [112]. These methods are applicable to deep service
changes and as such they are outside the scope of this work. Nevertheless, the work
developed here can be perceived as the starting point for more complicated service evolution
management solutions.
6.4.3 Relevance
The approach presented in this work is designed primarily with the field of service engi-
neering and SBAs in mind. It achieves this by critically assessing, fusing together and
extending select parts of existing theories (e.g. type theory) and techniques (e.g. software
versioning) from diverse fields. The compatible service evolution model presented here re-
lies on appealing properties of existing paradigms – such as component-based development
– like information hiding, modularization and separation of concerns. It also extends those
properties with features that are specific to services such as loose coupling, composition
at the process level, asynchronous message-based invocation and coarse-grained interfaces
that operate on a process level. The more representative SOA-specific points will be briefly
described and contrasted with existing approaches like component-based development in
the following:
1. Type of Communication: Evolving services in the compatible service evolution model
use both synchronous and asynchronous communication to perform computations.
While simple services can be developed using a request-response RPC-style syn-
chronous behavior with fine-grain interactions, process-based services, i.e. composed
services, require a more loosely-coupled asynchronous mode, which is typical of
message-based systems. This can be contrasted with component-based development
approaches, which are RPC-based.
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2. Type of Coupling: Evolving services in our model make use of abstract message
definitions to mediate their binding with respect to each other. This means that they
focus on message definitions rather than method signatures which is the norm with
component-based development approaches. This supports general-purpose message
definitions such that the application code can independently handle the complexity
of processing specific message instances that may change. This approach renders
service interfaces reusable.
3. Type of Interface: The approach discussed in this work concentrates on coarse-
grained interfaces between service providers and clients. By using this approach,
the only assumption a service client makes is that the recipient will accept the mes-
sage being sent. The client makes no assumptions about what will happen once
the message is received. This is very specific to services. For instance, in the Au-
tomotive Purchase Order Processing scenario from Chapter 3, an inventory service
would expose the inventory replenishment function and associated parameters. In
contrast, a component-based development approach concentrates on object-level in-
terfaces, as it will expose an entire inventory object with all its interfaces, as well as
a replenishment object with all its interfaces. This requires the client to make many
assumptions about the communication with the provider on a very low level.
4. Type of Invocation: The proposed approach deals with services that can be invoked
under different categories, e.g. manufacturing or logistic services. Here the SBA may
choose the most appropriate service on the basis of QoS by e.g. using parameters such
as response times, throughput, availability and so on. This again is contrasted with
component-based development approaches that focus on locating services by name.
In summary, the compatible evolution model ensures that service clients using a specific
service that is upgraded in accordance with the preservation of compatibility do not ex-
perience disruptive changes. Otherwise service changes will most certainly result in severe
application disruption, requiring radical modifications in the very fabric of the client ser-
vices or the way that service-based applications using an upgraded service perform. In this
way, service changes are always controlled, allowing services to evolve gracefully, ensure
service stability, and handle structural, behavioral and non-functional variability.
6.5 Summary
Due to the overloading of the term compatibility in service (and not only) literature we
started this chapter by first informally and then formally defining the term. For that
purpose we integrated different definitions from programming languages, component-based
systems and language producing theories into a concise service compatibility definition. We
examined how service compatibility is supported by existing approaches in the field and
we found them lacking. As a result we developed a service compatibility theory based on
type theory to support the compatible evolution of services.
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The developed theory provided us with the necessary conditions for ensuring the com-
patibility of service versions. Change sets that respect the compatibility of service versions
are called T-shaped and are by definition shallow. We also showed how to reason on the
evolution of services by the means of an algorithm that checks whether a change set is
T-shaped. This reasoning is performed in a uniform way across all layers of the service
(structural, behavioral and non-functional) as it has been demonstrated using the change
scenarios introduced in Chapter 3. The effect of each scenario with respect to the effort
required for implementing the change has also been discussed in relation to the shallow
and deep nature of the change.
As a final step, the proposed approach was evaluated in a qualitative manner by com-
paring it with existing approaches. The comparative analysis performed showed that our
approach is more general and fine-grained than similar proposals, having a theoretical
foundation to rely on for producing its results instead of using best practices. We also
showed that while conceptually similar approaches have been proposed before, the service
oriented context that it is applied to makes it more suitable and efficient. Furthermore,
some interesting extensions of the proposed theory were discussed. One of these extensions,
the service contract formation and evolution, is discussed in the following chapter.
Chapter 7
Service Contracts
I watch the ripples change their size
But never leave the stream
David Bowie in his “actor” persona
Each thing is growing and decaying at the same time, only at different rates.
Balthasar Holz
The discussion in the previous chapter focused on the vertical compatibility aspect
– that of the replaceability or substitutability (depending on the viewpoint adopted) of
service versions. This chapter emphasizes the horizontal aspect, that of interoperability,
while discussing the compatible evolution of services. More specifically, in Chapter 6 we
discussed service compatibility as a pre-condition for shallow changes. In the following we
show how we can expand the allowed changes to not necessarily compatible change sets
(according to our previous definition), that, in addition to the T-shaped ones, ensure that
the change to a service is shallow.
In order to achieve this goal we introduce the notion of contracts between service
providers and service consumers. Contracts allow us to reason on the evolution of services
in a horizontal, provider-to-consumer manner, whereas T-shaped changes reasoned in a
vertical, provider-to-provider and consumer-to-consumer manner. Contractually-bound
service evolution is as such better equipped to deal with interoperability issues than com-
patible service evolution, which focused on the replaceability/substitutability aspect. This,
however occurs at the expense of additional reasoning, coupling, governance overhead and
technical infrastructure.
The rest of this chapter briefly discusses service contracts and their life cycle. Using
the example of a consumer for the Purchase Order Processing Service (PopService), we
present how to form a contract between two interacting parties by re-using and extending
tools we already developed in the previous chapters. We then show how contractually-
bound service evolution can occur, and in which ways it can be more flexible than com-
patible service evolution. Furthermore, we discuss how even the contracts themselves can
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evolve, enabling further the bounds of the possibilities for service evolution. We conclude
this chapter by critically evaluating the proposed approach, discussing its advantages and
disadvantages and close with a short summary of the chapter.
7.1 Service Contracts Life Cycle
Service contracts1 are bilateral agreement between service providers and consumers that
formalize the details of the provisioning of service (contents, protocols, delivery process,
quality characteristics etc.) in a way that meets the mutual understandings and expec-
tations of both parties [131], [132]. A service contract in this context is an intermediary
between providers and consumers, expressed in the form of an ASD representation.
A service contract has a life cycle that runs in parallel with the service life cycle and
consists of various phases from creation to decommissioning. For the purposes of this
discussion we generalize the contract life cycle model developed in [153] for QoS contracts
(also known as SLAs), shown in Fig. 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Contracts Life Cycle
The stages of the life of service contracts in this model are in summary:
• Contract Template Development : the blueprint of a contract (expressed for example
as an ASD) is developed.
• Contract Advertisement : the blueprint is published to a service registry (if available),
or otherwise simply deployed together with the service.
• Negotiation: interested service consumers enter into negotiation with the provider to
define the characteristics included in the contract and acceptable values for them.
• Contract Formation: a contract is formed between the service provider and the
interested service consumers.
• Agreement & Deployment : the contract is accepted from both parties and it is de-
ployed on both parties and/or to an external contract broker.
1Not to be confused with the behavioral contracts defined by Castagna et al. [144] and used through-
out the previous chapters. Even though we use their terminology for the subcontracting relation, their
definition of a contract is essentially unilateral and for that purpose it was discussed in Chapter 4.
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• Execution & Monitoring : the performance of the service is monitored either indepen-
dently by the two parties, or externally by a third trusted party and the compliance
to the contract terms is checked. Renegotiation of the contract terms is performed if
major deviations are observed.
• Archive: the contract is decommissioned, signaling either the deprecation of the
service, or its redesign and the subsequent restart of the contract life cycle.
Of particular interest for our purposes is the contract formation, that can be further de-
composed in three phases:
1. Matchmaking : different service versions are checked against the requirements of the
service consumer and only the most suitable ones are selected.
2. Provider Selection: from all suitable service versions, the most appropriate one with
respect to the consumer’s requirements is selected.
3. Contract Configuration: a contract is formed and finalized between the two parties.
Since our goal is to show how contracts can be formed and used as an intermediary
for service evolution we focus on the matchmaking and configuration phases. Selection of
the provider is handled implicitly through the matchmaking, since the contract formation
model we develop in the following filters out all non-suitable versions in the matchmaking
phase. Any version that comes out of this process can be used for contract configuration,
if so required. The reader is referred to [130] for a wider discussion and alternative models
for each of these stages.
For the purposes of showing how evolution can be facilitated through contracts we use
the theory we developed in [131] that ties up with the service description and compatibility
theories we discussed in the previous. For illustrative purposes we use the PopService
defined in Chapter 3 and the Change Scenario I, that as we saw in the previous chapter,
is not T-shaped. Since service contracts require two interacting parties we need to define
a consumer for this service.
7.2 Interlude: A Consumer for the Purchase Order
Processing Service
Based on the PopService we assume the existence of a PopClient, a dedicated SBA
that uses PopService but operates under less strict QoS requirements. More specifically:
On the structural layer, PopClient uses Listing 3.1 but due to shipments to multiple
delivery locations, the SBA designers chose to always send the delivery address (assuming
Listing 7.1). This does not affect the interoperability of the client with the service since
DeliveryInfo is optional for the PopService.
On the behavioral layer, PopClient complements the protocol of PopService by
invoking it with a purchase order and awaiting for a reply. Assuming that BPEL is used





<xsd :e l ement name="OrderInfo" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd :e l ement name="DeliveryInfo" type="xsd:string"/>




Listing 7.1: PopClient Message Schema (version 1.0)







<v a r i a b l e s>
<v a r i a b l e name="PO" messageType="ns:POMessage"/>
<v a r i a b l e name="POAck" messageType="ns:POMessageAck"/>
. . .
</ v a r i a b l e s>
<sequence>
<invoke name="SubmitPOAck" partnerLink="Service"
opera t ion="receivePO" portType="ns:POPServicePortType"
i nputVar iab l e="PO" c r e a t e I n s t a n c e="yes"/>
. . .
<r e c e i v e name="ReceivePO" partnerLink="Service"
opera t ion="receivePOCallBack" portType="ns:POPServiceCallBackPortType"
v a r i a b l e="POAck"/>
</ sequence>
</ proce s s>
Listing 7.2: PopClient BPEL file (version 1.0)
As for the non-functional layer, while PopClient respects the security requirements
set by the service, it has more relaxed expectations about the QoS characteristics of the
service, as summarized in Table 7.1. More specifically, it expects availability anywhere
between 80 and 90% of the time (meaning that it can also accept larger values of availability
without however obligating the service to provide them), latency between 20 (or less) and
60 seconds and minimum of 75% reliability.
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Property Value
Availability minimum 80% and maximum 90% of the time
Latency Minimum 20 secs, maximum 60 secs
Reliability Minimum 75% across the board
Authentication HMAC-SHA1 signature
Data Encryption Base64Binary
Table 7.1: PopClient Non-functional Properties
7.2.1 ASD Representation of the Consumer
Since one of the fundamental assumptions in this work is that everything is described a
service, we use the ASD notation developed in Chapter 4 to represent PopClient (that
is, as we did for representing PopService). In order to distinguish the service from the
client we use SP and p to denote the PopService ASD and its records, and SC and c to
denote the PopClient ASD and its records, respectively. The non-functional layer of the
ASD of PopClient for example consists of the records:
cassert1 = (assert1, availability,monotonic, [80, 90], obligation)
cassert2 = (assert2, latency, antitonic, [20, 60], obligation)
cassert3 = (assert3, reliability,monotonic, [75, 100], obligation)
caset1 = (aset1)
cpfl1 = (pfl1)
r(caset1 , cassert1) = (aset1, assert1, AND, [1, 1])
r(caset1 , cassert2) = (aset1, assert2, AND, [1, 1])
r(caset1 , cassert3) = (aset1, assert3, AND, [1, 1])
r(cpfl1 , caset1) = (pfl1, aset1, OR, [1, 1])
The PopClient ASD contains the same dimensions as the ASD for the PopService
but with an inversed role: while PopService promises to offer Availability between
80 and 95% of the time, PopClient expects to be offered Availability between 80 and
90%. Records cassert1-cassert3 have for this purpose the obligation property, as defined in
Chapter 4. By these means, SC denotes that PopClient is expecting the other party
(in that case the PopService) to respect the stated value ranges and offer the respective
quality dimensions within these ranges.
A similar inversion also occurs to the other aspects of the PopClient ASD: the be-
havioral description of the client is similar to the behavioral description of the service but
where the service is awaiting for input (in a receive Activity) the client is providing output
(with an invoke Activity). The structural elements that are used an input-type message
payload for PopService are output-type for PopClient (following their role in Listing
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7.2) and so on. The consumer ASD can be therefore perceived as the result of a partial
inversion of SP that created a “complementary” to SP ASD, SC.
7.2.2 Change Scenario IV
As with the PopService, we also assume that the client evolves at some point in its
life time. In particular, we assume that as part of the monitoring of the performance of
the PopService conducted by the manager of the PopClient it was realized that the
QoS characteristics originally required were set too low. For that reason, and in order to
operate under a more realistic assumption about the operational capabilities of the service
the client QoS characteristics are revised upwards as shown in Table 7.2.
Property Value
Availability minimum 80% and maximum 95% of the time
Latency Minimum 20 secs, maximum 30 secs
Reliability Minimum 85% across the board
Table 7.2: Change Scenario IV – PopClient Non-functional Properties
The (new) ASD for the PopClient therefore would contain the following records:
c′assert1 = (assert1, availability,monotonic, [80, 95], obligation)
c′assert2 = (assert2, latency, antitonic, [20, 30], obligation)


















) = (pfl1, aset1, OR, [1, 1])
It can be shown that ∆SIV 6∈ T, that is, the change scenario is not T-shaped according




from Definition 11, and therefore cpfl1 6≤ c′pfl1 according to Definition 12 for Profile
elements.
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7.3 Contract Formation
The description of the PopClient exhibits a symmetry between the service provider and
client with respect to the offerings and the expectations of each party. In the following we
use this observation for constructing a service contract between them. Services providers
and clients play different roles in an interaction (both producers and consumers of messages)
and they may use more than one services for their purposes. This means that we need
a way to identify which records of their ASDs are participating in the interaction, and
characterize them accordingly. For that reason we define two views on ASDs.
7.3.1 ASD Views
We define two orthogonal views on the ASD S (Fig. 7.2): the xpe/xpo (expectation/expo-




































Figure 7.2: ASD Views
Provided/Required View This view has been already used in the previous chapter
(Definition 6). In particular, the division enforced by this view (Fig. 7.2b) is quite straight-
forward: it provides the means to cleanly separate input from output in a service repre-
sentation (irrespective of whether it acts as a provider or a client). More specifically:
• Provided Spro : contains the output-type records of the service.
• Required Sreq : contains the input-type records.
From Section 6.3 and for Listings 3.1, 3.2 and Table 3.1, for example, for the records
of the PopService we have already established that:
{pdi, poi, ppod, r(ppod, pdi), r(ppod, poi), pmsg, r(pmsg, ppod), pReceivePO} ∈ SP req
{pres, ppoack, r(pres, ppoack), pSubmitPOAck} ∈ SPpro
This distribution is inversed for the ASD SC of the PopClient service: since the client
has to invoke the service using the receivePO operation with POMessage payload, then
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the Message element cmsg is an output type for the client, that is, cmsg ∈ SCreq. In similar
fashion, all its records in the structural and behavioral layers will be in the inverse subset
with respect to SP : {cdi, coi, epod, . . . } ∈ SCpro and {cres, cpoack, r(cres, cpoack), . . . } ∈ SCreq.
It can be deduced from the above that the pro/req view is partial. There are records
of an ASD S that can not be classified into one of these subsets. Protocol elements for
example, due to the fact that they may contain both input and output records are not
into one of these sets. We classify these records as belonging in the Snet subset (from their
neutral role):
• Neutral Snet = S − {Spro ∪ Sreq} : contains the records that do not belong in the
provided or required (sub)sets.
It therefore holds by definition that Spro ∪ Sreq ∪ Snet = S.
Expectation/Exposition view This view (Fig. 7.2c) classifies the records within an
ASD with respect to whether they are offered as an interface to the environment or they
are “imported” into the ASD, by referring to ASD records of other services. In the former
case, the service acts as a provider; in the latter as a client of other services (both in the
cases of service composition and SBA construction). Records of a service representation
can therefore fall into one of the following categories:
• Exposition Sxpo : the published set of records that describe the offered functionality
of the service.
• Expectation Sxpe : the private set of records describing the functionality offered by
other service providers to the service.
The WSDL document of PopService for example in Listing 3.1 contains the informa-
tion on how to access the records that constitute the Purchase Order Processing service and
what information is exchanged while accessing it. From the perspective of the provider of
the service, this document specifies what the provider will offer to the service customers: if
the receivePO operation is invoked using the POPServicePortType and the message pay-
load defined, the result will be an acknowledgement string. The elements of the document
are in that sense in the xpo subset of the service provider.
On the other hand, when a consumer of this service like PopClient builds an SBA
based on the service, the consumer refers to what it perceives to be a set of records that
allow it to access the service. To put it simply, the client is built on the premise of a
particular ASD of the provided service, being bound for example to Listing 3.1. Those
records are therefore contained in the xpe subset of the consumer ASD. What becomes
apparent from this is that the same records can either be expositions or expectations; it
only depends on the adopted viewpoint.
Ideally, the perceived ASD and the actual ASD of the provided service are the same
– and that is so far the fundamental assumption in service interactions. But changes to
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either side, as we will discuss in the following sections, could lead to inconsistencies – in
other words, incompatibilities – between those two.
In case the client is exposing functionality as a service itself, the xpe records are private
to the extent that they are not (necessarily) published to its clients. As with the pro/req
set distribution, if a record comes from the ASD of a consumed service but used as part
of the xpo set (i.e. it is published in the ASD of the service), then the record is duplicated
and appears in both sets. In contrast though to the pro/req view, this one is complete:
Sxpe ∪ Sxpo = S since a record can either be “native” to the service or “imported” to the
ASD from another service.
Combining the views Since the two views are orthogonal, they can be used in con-
junction to define the records of a service representation (Fig. 7.2a):
Sxpe ∪ Sxpo = Spro ∪ Sreq (∪ Snet) = S
In principle, only a part of the offered service functionalities may be used by a specific
client; on the other hand, a client may depend on a number of disparate services in order
to achieve its goals. Thus we need a way to identify and isolate the parts of the interacting
parties that actually contribute to the interaction. For this purpose we will denote explicitly
with P ⊆ Sxpoprovider and C ⊆ Sxpeconsumer the subsets of the provider and consumer ASDs



































Figure 7.3: Service Interaction
In the case of the PopService and PopClient for example, we have:
• SPxpe = ∅ (for the PopService)
• SCxpo = ∅ (for the PopClient)
• P = SPxpo and C = SCxpe
Fig. 7.3 exhibits a symmetry between the records P and C sets. In the following sections
we are going to build on this symmetry in order to form a contract between provider P
and consumer C. Contract formation in our work is driven by the compatibility between
the exposition records in P and the expectation records of C. In Chapter 6 we developed a
theory of compatibility based on the subtyping relation between records of service versions.
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Since both providers and consumers are being represented in the ASD notation we can re-
use this theory for formally describing this compatibility between the records of P and
C.
A critical observation here is that the records in the C set differ in principle by
the respective records in the P set in their properties. In the case of PopSer-
vice and PopClient for example, the Assertion elements passert1 , passert2 , passert3 and
cassert1 , cassert2 , cassert3 are defined on the same dimensions but from different perspectives.
passert1 , . . . express the QoS characteristics offered by the PopService, while cassert1 , . . .
codify the expectations of PopClient with respect to the QoS of the consumed service.
By the discussion on non-functional subtyping in Chapter 6 we can see that cassert1 , . . .
are subtypes of passert1 , . . . since the latter value ranges are more generic that the former
ones. Applying the subtyping relation for assertions (Definition 11) though is not directly
possible since they have different role properties. For this purpose we are defining the
inversion operator on service records:
Definition 14
Inversion Operator
For a record s ∈ S, the inversion s is defined as:
• For an element e = (name, att1, . . . , attk, pr1, . . . , prl) it holds:
e = (name, att1, . . . , attk, pr1, . . . , prl)
where

input = output ∨ input = fault
output = input, fault = input
invoke = reply ∨ invoke = receive
reply = invoke, receive = invoke
post− = pre−, pre− = post−
promise = obligation, obligation = promise
prj = prj otherwise
• For a relationship r(es, et) it holds:
r(es, et) := r(es, et)
Inverting an element emsg = (msg, input) for example results into emsg = (msg, output)
or emsg = (msg, fault) (both transformations are acceptable). For Assertion el-
ement eassert = (assert, dimension, dimtype, [min,max], promise) it holds eassert =
(assert, dimension, dimtype, [min,max], obligation), etc. Using Definition 14 we can ap-
ply not only Definition 11, but also all the other subtyping relations we defined in the
previous chapter to check for the compatibility of records in P with their (inversed) coun-
terparts in C.
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The inversion operator affects also the distribution of records: if s ∈ Spro then s ∈ Sreq,
and vice versa. Similarly, s ∈ Sxpe ⇒ s ∈ Sxpo. Since records are characterized by
a pair of (pro/req, xpe/xpo) dimensions, then the operator inverses this characterization
too: s ∈ Sxpepro ⇒ s ∈ Sxporeq , and so on. It is also possible to invert whole subsets; by
writing SPxpo = SCxpe for example we denote that ∀p ∈ SPxpo, ∃c ∈ SCxpe : p = c.
Using the subtyping relations we developed for the evolution of services, and the inversion
operator defined here we develop in the following sections a method for the matchmaking
and contract configuration between service providers and consumers.
7.3.2 Matchmaking
For the purposes of matchmaking service provider and client ASDs we define a binding
function ϑ that reasons horizontally across the records of parties P and C:
Definition 15
Service Matching
A service matching is a binding function ϑ : P ×C → U ,U = P ∪ C defined as
ϑ(x, y) = {z ∈ U/

x ≤ z ≤ y, x ∈ Preq, y ∈ Cpro
y ≤ z ≤ x, x ∈ Ppro, y ∈ Creq
yprt ≤ zprt ≤ xprt, xprt ∈ P , yprt ∈ C
ypfl ≤ zpfl ≤ xpfl, xpfl ∈ P , ypfl ∈ C
}
where xprt, yprt are Protocol elements and xpfl, ypfl are Profile elements. As
with Algorithm 1 in Chapter 6, these additions are necessary since Protocol
elements have relationships with both pro and req elements and non-functional
records (Profiles, Assertions and Assertion Sets) do not belong in either
of the Spro,Sreq sets.
Binding function ϑ is acting in the same manner as a schema matching function would.
Schema matching aims at identifying semantic correspondences between elements of two
schemas, e.g., database schemas, ontologies, and XML message formats [165], [166]. It
is necessary in many database applications, such as integration of web data sources, data
warehouse loading and XML message mapping. In most systems, schema matching is man-
ual or semi-automatic; a time-consuming, tedious, and error-prone process which becomes
increasingly impractical with a higher number of schemas and data sources to be dealt
with. In our case though, the matching function relies on the subtyping relation (Defi-
nition 9 and its extensions of the behavioral and non-functional layer) to automatically
identify elements on either party that are semantically related to each other according to
their respective schemata.
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For the structural aspect of PopService and PopClient services for example, we
have:
ϑ(pdi, cdi) = {zdi}, pdi = zdi = cdi pdi ∈ Preq, cdi ∈ Cpro
ϑ(poi, coi) = {zoi}, poi = zoi = coi poi ∈ Preq, coi ∈ Cpro
. . .
ϑ(pres, cres) = {zres}, cres = zres = pres cres ∈ Creq, pres ∈ Ppro
ϑ(ppoack, cpoack) = {zpoack}, cpoack = zpoack = ppoack cpoack ∈ Creq, ppoack ∈ Ppro
. . .
ϑ(r(ppod, pdi), r(cpod, cdi)) = {r(zpod, zdi)},
r(ppod, pdi) ≤ r(zpod, zdi) ≤ r(cpod, cdi) r(ppod, pdi) ∈ Preq, r(cpod, cdi) ∈ Cpro




. While for the
other records ϑ returns singletons (sets of one element), for the structural relationship
between the purchase order document and delivery info Information Type it returns two
possible values. Both values in the {r(zpod, zdi)} are acceptable according to the definition
of ϑ.
For the behavioral aspect we need to check the elements pReceivePO ∈
SP req, pSubmitPOAck ∈ SPpro and their inversions in the client cSubmitPOAck ∈
SCpro, cReceivePO ∈ SCreq, and the protocols pseq and cseq:
ϑ(pReceivePO, cReceivePO) ={zReceivePO}, pReceivePO = zReceivePO = cReceivePO
ϑ(pSubmitPOAck, cSubmitPOAck) ={zSubmitPOAck}, cSubmitPOAck = zSubmitPOAck = pSubmitPOAck
ϑ(pseq, cseq) ={zseq}, cseq = zseq = pseq since σ(cseq) = σ(pseq)
So far, and due to the fact that PopClient is using PopService “as-is”, the subtyping
relation in Definition 15 resulted almost always in equalities. Due to the difference between
the QoS characteristics expected from PopClient and the ones offered by PopService,
applying the ϑ to the Assertion elements results in sets with more than one value. In
order to demonstrate this, we start by looking at the relations of the Assertion elements
in sets P and C using the definition of assertion subtyping (Definition 11) from Chapter 6:
assert1 =assert1 ∧ availability = availability ∧monotonic = monotonic
∧ promise = obligation ∧ [80, 90] s [80, 95]⇒ cassert1 ≤ passert1
assert2 =assert2 ∧ latency = latency ∧ antitonic = antitonic
∧ promise = obligation ∧ [20, 60] oi [15, 30]⇒ cassert2 ≤ passert2
assert3 =assert3 ∧ reliability = reliability ∧monotonic = monotonic
∧ promise = obligation ∧ [75, 100] fi [90, 100]⇒ cassert3 ≤ passert3
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From these, and from Definition 12 for the subtyping of Assertion Set and Profile
elements, we can conclude that cpfl1 ≤ ppfl1 since it holds cassert1 ≤ passert1 ∧ cassert2 ≤
passert2 ∧ cassert3 ≤ passert3 ⇒ caset1 ≤ paset1 ⇒ cpfl1 ≤ ppfl1 . Definition 11 actually provides
many choices in picking the value of z in Definition 15. As long as we can satisfy the
y ≤ z ≤ x conditions we can allow any value range for the Assertion represented by z.
In specific:
ϑ(passert1 , cassert1) ={zassert1}, cassert1 ≤ zassert1 ≤ passert1 passert1 ∈ P , cassert1 ∈ C
ϑ(passert2 , cassert2) ={zassert2}, cassert2 ≤ zassert2 ≤ passert2 passert2 ∈ P , cassert2 ∈ C
ϑ(passert3 , cassert3) ={zassert3}, cassert3 ≤ zassert3 ≤ passert3 passert3 ∈ P , cassert3 ∈ C
where
zassert1 = (assert1, availability,monotonic, [min,max], promise),
min ∈ [80, 90], max ∈ [90, 95]
zassert2 = (assert2, latency, antitonic, [min,max], promise),
min ∈ [15, 20], max ∈ [30, 60]
zassert3 = (assert3, reliability,monotonic, [min,max], promise),
min ∈ [75, 90], max ∈ [100, 100]
For zassert2 = (assert2, latency, antitonic, [15, 40], promise) for example it holds that
assert2 = assert2 ∧ latency = latency ∧ antitonic = antitonic
∧promise = obligation ∧ [15, 40] oi [20, 60]⇒ cassert2 ≤ zassert2
assert2 = assert2 ∧ latency = latency ∧ antitonic = antitonic
∧promise = promise ∧ [15, 40] si [15, 30]⇒ zassert2 ≤ passert2
⇒ cassert2 ≤ zassert2 ≤ passert2
This flexibility in choosing the actual values for the binding function ϑ allows us to
define different contract configuration policies as we discuss in the following.
7.3.3 Contract Configuration




A service mapping is a Contract R defined by a triplet R =< P , C,Θ >
between two parties P and C, where Θ is defined as the image of P and C
under ϑ, i.e. Θ = {ϑ(p, c)/p ∈ P , c ∈ C}. The records z that comprise R are
called the clauses of the contract.
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The service mapping therefore consists of the results of the service matching for all
possible record pairs in the provider/client ASDs and is formulated by reasoning vertically
through the parties. The contract that is produced by this mapping identifies and repre-
sents the mutually agreed ASD records that will be used for the interaction of the parties.





































Figure 7.4: Contract Configuration
The definition of contract R between two parties as a service mapping < P , C,Θ >
allows for a straightforward formulation of the contract: given the two parties’ ASDs P
and C, each of which defines the records through which the interaction is achieved, Θ can
be calculated directly by applying the binding function ϑ to them. Contract formation
therefore implicitly depends on producing P and C from the service provider Sxpoprovider and
client Sxpeconsumer ASDs respectively.
Due to the fact that the service provider is unaware of the internal workings of the ser-
vice client (represented by the Sxpeconsumer set) the process of contract formation is consumer-
driven; more specifically, the steps to be followed are shown in the Contract Formation
Algorithm (Algorithm 2).
Table 7.3 shows one of the possible contracts that can be formed between PopService
and PopClient. The direction of the subtyping relation here depends on the distribution
of the records of the services in the pro/req subsets. The formation, storing and reasoning
aspects of the proposed solution can be incorporated in the service governance infrastruc-
ture that supports each party. In that respect, contract formation is an aspect of service
governance.
7.3.4 Configuration Policies
Since ϑ may return one or more possible values, depending on the subtyping “distance”
of the records in P and C, a minimum level of insight on the client side is required in
selecting values from the binding function ϑ for the construction of Θ . Different policies
of the configuration of the contract are possible:
Conservative selection policies opt for the values contributed by the client to the calcu-
lation of ϑ, trying to protect the client from possible changes to the producer.
Liberal selection policies on the other hand pick the values contributed by the provider
and allow for the possibility of the client evolving more freely in the future.
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Algorithm 2 Contract Formation Algorithm
1. The client decides on the functionality offered by the provider that will be used (if
more than one is offered).
2. The set of records from Sxpoprovider that fulfill this functionality are identified and asso-
ciated with the P set.
3. The identified records are either copied to the (initially empty) C = Sxpeconsumer set or
the existing C set is used.
4. The image of P and C under ϑ is calculated. If the resulting set is empty then the
image is attempted to be re-calculated using alternative values from ϑ (or canceled,
in case all possibilities have been exhausted); otherwise the contract R =< P , C,Θ >
is produced.
5. The consumer submits the formulated contract R to the producer for posterity and
begins interaction with provider.
Mixed selection policies combine values from the provider’s and client’s side.
For the contract between PopService and PopClient in Table 7.3 for example,
we opted for a mixed policy, allowing values from both the provider and the client to
appear in the contract R. The type of policy to be followed is therefore largely a design
and governance issue and has to be dealt as such. The solution presented assumes that
producers and consumers have the means to form, exchange, store, and reason on the basis
of contracts. In absence of these facilities from one or both parties the interaction between
them reverts to the non contract-based modus operandi, using only T-shaped changes. The
exchange of contracts requires the existence of a dedicated mechanism for this purpose that
is not part of the service representation.
7.4 Service Evolution with Contracts
The previous sections discussed how to form a contract between interacting parties in an
atemporal manner – similarly to the representation of a service by a non-versioned ASD.
In the following we introduce the evolution of the parties in the equation. We show how
service contracts are allowing for more flexibility in the evolution of services, and how they
can themselves evolve while facilitating the interoperability between providers and clients.
In particular, in the initial ’static’ state of two interoperating parties P and C, and after
a contractR =< P , C,Θ > has been formed and accepted between them, it holds in general
that P ≡ C (assuming a very simple client), and by the definition of the contract construct,
P ≡ Θ ≡ C, as we have seen in the previous section. But since either party can, or at least
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Layer P R C
Structural
pdi ≤ pdi ≤ cdi
ppod ≤ ppod ≤ cpod
r(ppod, pdi) ≤ r(ppod, pdi) ≤ r(cpod, cdi)
. . .
Behavioral
pReceivePO ≤ pReceivePO ≤ cReceivePO
pSubmitPOAck ≥ pSubmitPOAck ≥ cSubmitPOAck
pseq ≥ pseq ≥ cseq
Non-functional
passert1 ≥ cassert1 ≥ cassert1
passert2 ≥ cassert2 ≥ cassert2
passert3 ≥ cassert3 ≥ cassert3
Table 7.3: Contract example between PopService & PopClient
should be able to, evolve independently of the other, shifts from this state can occur. When
changes for example occur to the provider, then it may hold that P ′ 6≡ Θ ≡ C, or for the
consumer side P ≡ Θ 6≡ C ′, or both. These latter states reflect situations of incompatibility
between producer and consumer and they have to be prevented from occurring in order to
avoid the occurrence of deep changes in the context of the interacting parties.
The introduction of a contract between them allows us to reason about the contribution
of each party to the interaction without directly affecting the other party, ensuring that
each party is able to evolve independently but transparently, that is without requiring
modifications, to each other. In this sense, version of the parties that comply to the
contract between them are shallow, irrespective of whether they are compatible to the
previous version or not according to Definition 7 in Chapter 6.
7.4.1 Contractually-bound Evolution
Taking advantage of the ability to reason exclusively on one party given an existing con-
tract, without the need for the other party to participate in this reasoning, exemplifies the
notion of independence in evolution. In order to show how this is accomplished we will
first formally define what it means for an evolving party to respect, or to be compliant
with an existing contract:
Definition 17
Compliance to Contract
A party, e.g. provider P ′, is said to be compliant to a contractR =< P , C,Θ >
with a consumer C denoted by P ′ R C iff
∀z ∈ Θ/∃p′ ∈ P ′, ϑ(p′, c) = z, c ∈ C
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Corollary: P ′ violates R, and we write P ′ 2R C, iff ∃z ∈ Θ/∀p′ ∈ P ′, ϑ(p′, c) 6= z, c ∈ C.
This definition allows for a simple algorithm to check for the compliance of a new
version of a party in the producer-consumer relationship: as long as there is a mapping
produced by ϑ to all clauses of the contract from the elements of the new specification, the
two versions are equivalent or compatible with respect to the contract – or more formally:
Definition 18
Contract-based Compatibility
A service contract R is called
1. backward compatible and we write C 7→R C ′ iff P R C ∧ P R C ′,
2. forward compatible and we write P 7→R P ′ iff P R C ∧ P ′ R C, and
3. (fully) compatible iff it is both backward and forward compatible:
C 7→R C ′ ∧ P 7→R P ′
Lemma T-shaped change sets always lead to compatible service contracts:
∀∆P ∈ T⇒ P 7→R P ◦∆P
and
∀∆C ∈ T⇒ C 7→R C ◦∆C
Proof. The truth of this lemma can be shown constructively by starting from P and assum-
ing a T-shaped change set ∆P . From Algorithm 1 we know that ∀p′ ∈ P ′req,∃p ∈ Preq, p ≤
p′ and consequently, by Definition 15, z ∈ ϑ(p′, c), z = ϑ(p, c) since c ≤ z ≤ p ≤ p′. There-
fore, ∀p′ ∈ P ′pro it holds ∀z ∈ Θ/∃p′ ∈ P ′, ϑ(p′, c) = z, c ∈ C – and working in a similar
manner if p is a Protocol or Profile element. By its definition then, P ′ R C. Similarly,
for backward compatibility-preserving changes it holds ∆C ∈ T⇒ C ′ R P .
Layer P ′ R C
Structural
r′(ppod, pdi) ≤ r(ppod, pdi) ≤ r(ppod, pdi) ≤ r(cpod, cdi)
. . .
Non-functional
passert1 ≥ cassert1 ≥ cassert1
p′assert2 ≥ passert2 ≥ cassert2 ≥ cassert2
passert3 ≥ p′assert3 ≥ cassert3 ≥ cassert3
Table 7.4: Change Scenario I – using the Contract of Table 7.3
Compliance to service contract is therefore a more general notion that service compat-
ibility. Table 7.4 for example demonstrates the effect of applying Change Scenario I as
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defined in Chapter 3 to PopService. As we discussed in the previous chapter, ∆SI 6∈ T
because r′(ppod, pdi) ≤ r(ppod, pdi) and p′assert3 ≤ passert3 (as also shown in Table 7.4). Nev-
ertheless, it can be seen that the contract R formed in Table 7.3 is forward compatible
with respect to the changed service ASD P ′ since
1. r′(ppod, pdi) ≤ r(cpod, cdi)⇒ ∃z/r′(ppod, pdi) ≤ z ≤ r(cpod, cdi), and
2. cassert1 ≤ passert1∧cassert2 ≤ p′assert2∧cassert3 ≤ p
′
assert3
⇒ caset1 ≤ p′aset1 ⇒ cpfl1 ≤ p
′
pfl1
and therefore ∃z/cpfl1 ≤ z ≤ p′pfl1 .
This means that for at least the particular client (PopClient) ∆SI can be applied to
PopService without any side-effect. ∆SI is therefore shallow under the condition that
all existing clients are compliant with service contract R.
7.4.2 Contract Evolution
The previous section discussed the criteria under which changes to one party can leave
the contract between them intact, essentially ensuring that these changes are shallow.
This does not necessarily mean that all changes that do not respect this criteria are deep.
The existing interaction between the parties can be preserved in certain cases despite the
necessity to modify the contract due to changes to one or both of the parties involved.
Contracts can therefore be compatible with each other too:
Definition 19
Contract Compatibility
A contract R′ is called
1. backward compatible with respect to (w.r.t.) another contract R and we
write R 7→b R′ iff ∀p ∈ P/∃z′ ∈ Θ ′,∃c′ ∈ C ′, z′ = ϑ(p, c′),
2. forward compatible w.r.t. another contract R and we write R 7→f R′ iff
∀c ∈ C/∃z′ ∈ Θ ′,∃p′ ∈ P ′, z′ = ϑ(p′, y), and
3. (fully) compatible w.r.t. another contract R and we write R 7→c R′ iff it is
both backward and forward compatible: R 7→c R′ ⇔ R 7→b R′∧R 7→f R′
Contracts are therefore backward/forward or simply compatible with respect to another
contract if they contain compatible (in the sense of subtyping) terms. Fig. 7.5 illustrates
the case of backward compatibility.
Applying for example Change Scenario IV to PopClient leads to a non-compatible
contract R as shown in Table 7.5. The stricter QoS characteristics imposed by the client
are breaking the compliance with the contract and for that reason they should not be
allowed according to the discussion in the previous section. It becomes though possible to
allow this change if a new version of the contract itself is formed and exchanged between
parties.














Figure 7.5: Contract Evolution – Backward Compatibility
Layer P R C ′
Non-functional
passert1 ≥ cassert1 ≤ cassert1 ′
passert2 ≥ cassert2 ≤ cassert2 ′
passert3 ≥ cassert3 ≤ cassert3 ′
Table 7.5: Change Scenario IV – Contract breaking
As shown in Table 7.6, it is possible to re-generate the contract between PopService
and PopClient in order to allow for the modification of the client. It holds that R 7→b R′
and therefore P can interoperate with C ′ without any changes on any side (apart from
modifying the contract between them), as shown in Fig. 7.5. Allowing therefore to evolve
the contract between them allows for even greater degrees of flexibility in the evolution of
the services – always at the expense of overhead though.
Layer P R′ C ′
Non-functional
passert1 ≥ cassert1 ′ ≥ cassert1 ′
passert2 ≥ cassert2 ′ ≥ cassert2 ′
passert3 ≥ cassert3 ′ ≥ cassert3 ′
Table 7.6: Change Scenario IV – Evolution of the Contract
Contrary to the case of contractually-bound evolution of the interacting parties, evolu-
tion of the contract itself requires of the parties to exchange a new contract and replace the
old contract with the new one. This creates an additional communication overhead that
nevertheless has to be weighted against the cost of possible inconsistencies in the current
and future interactions of the parties due to discrepancies between contract versions.
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7.5 Discussion
The introduction of contracts between interacting service providers and clients discussed
in the previous sections is essentially an alternative model of service consumption. Instead
of the one (service)-to-many (consumers) model adopted by the major services description
languages and consequently by the technology vendors, service contracts promote a many-
to-many model of interaction. Each consumer – or each cluster of consumers, if it it is
assumed that their contracts can be aggregated based on overlap – has a separate contract
with the service provider, in addition to the published service description.
Maintaining information about the expectations of each consumer allows as described
for additional flexibility in the evolution of both the provider and the consumers. Depend-
ing on these expectations, more cases can be classified as shallow than those that we could
deduce using (only) T-shaped changes. As a matter of fact, there is as much leeway for
evolving the service provider as the difference between the expectations of the client and
the expositions of the provider. Even the contract itself can evolve to accommodate the
needs of either party under certain conditions.
Furthermore, the method of contract formation that we presented can be fully auto-
mated with the addition of a mechanism for choosing values for the binding function ϑ.
Assuming that negotiation has already occurred in order to define the QoS characteristics
to be used [167], and the complete requirements of the consumer are expressed in ASD
notation, Algorithm 2 returns one (or even more) possible contracts between the parties.
These contracts can be further used for monitoring and compliance enforcement if SLAs
are not in place (or in addition to them).
On the downside though, this model of interaction comes with its own disadvantages.
The formation of a contract with each consumer essentially increases (instead of decreasing)
the coupling of the service with them, as pointed out by [9]. Contract formation implicitly
increases the amount of information assumed by each party in the interaction and exposes
a part of the inner workings of the consumer to the provider. Allowing as much flexibility
as the consumer can handle means also that the service provider is bound to the consumers’
needs instead of the service owner’s. This results in loss of autonomy on the provider’s
side. Preserving this feature may be deemed more important than flexibility by the service
provider.
Furthermore, it can be easily seen that the required reasoning on a per client basis does
not scale with the number of clients. Even by grouping the consumers into clusters, the
amount of contracts to be created and maintained tends to grow dramatically with the
amount of evolving consumers. A robust service governance infrastructure has to already
be in place in order to facilitate the management of all these contracts. This infrastructural
overhead has to be added to the one for forming and exchanging contracts on both the
provider and consumer side. The cost of such an overhead is not negligible and may be a
serious obstacle in applying the contract-based interaction of services as discussed here.
On a closing note, a potentially interesting extension to the service contracts discussed
above is the introduction of temporal conditions of availability to them. As in [114],
service providers can include in the contract information about the expected life time and
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the deprecation policy of the service version that they are using. This information can
be critical in the case of service compositions where the decommissioning of a consumed
service may require the reengineering of the composition from scratch.
7.6 Summary
This chapter opened with a brief introduction to another overloaded with definitions term,
that of service contracts. While different takes on what a service contract entails were
presented, the definition adopted was that of a previous work of ours. A contract in this
context is an intermediary between service providers and consumers, manifesting in the
form of an ASD representation. We discussed the life cycle of such a contract using the
life cycle of SLAs as a guide and we scoped the discussion to the contract formation stage.
In particular, we showed how we can reuse the service representation and ASD sub-
typing we defined in the previous chapters in order to perform the matchmaking, provider
selection (implicitly as part of the matchmaking) and contract configuration stages of the
contract formation. Using the example of a consumer PopClient for the PopService,
we showed how the ASD can be fragmented under different views depending on the purpose
of each record and how subtyping can be used to automatically match the records of the
provider’s and consumer’s ASDs.
This matching was then integrated into a service mapping process that configures a
contract R between the provider and the client. Different configuration policies and their
impact in this process were discussed as part of contract formation. Having established
the framework for producing contracts we showed how these contracts can leverage the
evolution of both providers and consumers by allowing more flexibility than previously
assumed under the T-shaped property. It was also shown that under certain conditions,
even the contract itself can evolve without affecting the interacting parties.
Finally, we performed an evaluation of the proposal and we concluded that while the
benefits of the introduction of contracts are many, the trade-off required is not acceptable
in the general case. The model for the interaction and evolution of services discussed
in this chapter can be applied to organizations with a robust service governance support
mechanism in place. In that sense it can not replace the compatibility theory we presented
in the previous chapter but only supplement it.
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Chapter 8
Validation
The ultimate, the most sacred form of theory is action.
Nikos Kazantzakis
What are the figures, what are the facts, what do people mean when they talk
about things?
as heard on the Monty Python’s Flying Circus
In this chapter we aim to validate the compatible service evolution model that we
proposed in Chapter 6. As we discussed in the introduction (Chapter 1), the validation of
our work is performed on three levels:
1. The logical consistency level, ensured by the formal underpinnings of the proposal.
2. The usability of the approach, which is exhibited by the use of a running scenario
throughout all the previous chapters.
3. The realization of the solution.
This last type of validation is performed by means of proof-of-concept prototyping and by
experimentation while replicating the theoretical results. Since the other validation types
have been performed as part of the discussion in the previous chapters, in this one we focus
on the realization aspect.
More specifically, we start the discussion by presenting our prototype implementation
of a tool for the modeling and compatibility checking of service ASD versions. We then
use this implementation as part of a validation experiment that enables us to confirm
the feasibility of our proposal and its applicability to current Web services standards.
Towards that goal we reuse the change scenarios presented in Chapter 2 that we referred
to throughout the previous chapters. Since we need to compare our findings with the
backward compatibility guidelines for reference (Table 6.1 in Chapter 6), the emphasis is
on the structural layer.
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8.1 Prototype
For the implementation of the Service Representation Modeler (SRM) tool we decided to
use widely supported, open source and free tools. The SRM provides two key facilities
required for the experimental validation of our proposal [168]: a graphic editor for defining
ASD models of service versions and a reasoning module that compares two ASD models
and checks them for compatibility as discussed in Chapter 6.
We start the presentation of the SRM tool by discussing the underlying technologies
that power the prototype, before showing how these technologies are put to use for its
implementation and presenting its functionality.
8.1.1 Underlying Technologies
Eclipse1 is a free, open-source, cross-platform, multi-language software development plat-
form providing an integrated development environment and an extensible plug-in system.
It is written mainly in Java but it allows the development of applications in many different
languages by means of the various plug-ins. One of those plug-ins is the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF) [169]. EMF is a modeling framework and code generation facility that
enables application development based on structured data models. EMF provides the tools
and runtime support to produce Java classes for the model, along with a set of adapter
classes that enable the viewing and editing of the model.
EMF models are defined in the ecore format, which is essentially a wrapper for an
XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) document. XMI2 is an Object Management Group
(OMG) standard for exchanging meta-data information in XML. The most common use
of XMI is for serializing UML models, but it can also be used (as in our case) for the
serialization of models of other languages (meta-models) too. One of the ways of defining
EMF models is the Emfatic language that provides a simple textual syntax for this purpose.
Based on an ecore meta-model, EMF allows in conjunction with the Graphical Modeling
Framework (GMF) plug-in to automatically generate editors for handling models of the
language described by the ecore file.
Given the low-level operations provided by the EMF, it was opted to overlay it with the
Epsilon3 plug-in that provides model-specific tasks such as model validation, comparison
and model-to-model transformation. Epsilon allows for the injection of EMF ecore models
in textual form (using the Emfatic specification language) into pure ecore meta-models. It
also incorporates the EuGENia tool that automatically generates the models required for
implementing a GMF editor from an annotated ecore meta-model.
This set of technologies formed the basis for the prototype implementation of the SRM






The first step for the implementation of the SRM tool consists of the definition of the
meta-model to be used for the representation of the services in the prototype. For that
purpose we used the bottom layer of the ASD Meta-model (Fig. 4.1). The various elements
and relationships of the structural layer were encoded in the Emfatic language as shown in
Listing 8.1. We annotated the Emfatic specification of the meta-model with GMF-specific
instructions that are used in the latter stages for generating the graphical editor aspect of
the SRM.
@gmf . node ( label="name" , f i g u r e="rounded" , label . placement="external" , c o l o r=
"135,206,250" , border . width="4" , s i z e="200,220" )
class Operation {
a t t r S t r ing name ; a t t r EEnumOp messagePattern ;
@gmf . compartment ( foo="bar" , l ayout="list" )
va l Message [+] content s ;
}
@gmf . node ( label="name" , f i g u r e="rectangle" , c o l o r="193,255,193" )
class Message {
a t t r S t r ing name ; a t t r EEnumMes r o l e ;
@gmf . l i n k ( t a r g e t . deco ra t i on="arrow" , s t y l e="dot" , t o o l . d e s c r i p t i o n="
Relationship between Message and InfoType" )
r e f InfoType [+] Message2Info ;
}
Listing 8.1: Emfatic specification of the ASD Meta-model (fragment)
We then used the injection facilities of Epsilon to convert the Emfatic specification of
the meta-model into an ecore-type meta-model that can in turn be translated into a number
of different views using the EuGENia tool. Fig. 8.1a shows for example the EMF tree editor
view of the meta-model, while Fig. 8.1b shows the UML class diagram representation of
the meta-model (that confirms the validity of the encoded meta-model when compared
with Fig. 4.1). Based on this ecore meta-model, we automatically generated the Java code
required for supporting the graphical editor of ASD models and the reasoning module.
These two facilities of the SRM tool are presented in the following.
8.1.3 Functionality
Fig. 8.2 shows an example of the ASD model of a service (more specifically, that of the
PopService) loaded in the graphical editor of the SRM prototype. The editor was au-
tomatically generated by EuGENia and provides the tools for creating and modifying a
graphical representation of ASDs. It achieves this by offering a Palette panel (on the right-
hand side of Fig. 8.2) containing widgets corresponding to the various structural elements
in the ASD Meta-model. By selecting one of these widgets and pointing in the white canvas
area the respective element is added to the ASD model of the service. Adding the name,
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(a) EMF editor view (b) UML class diagram view
Figure 8.1: SRM Meta-model in ecore format
properties, relationships and the Spro/Sreq distribution of the element is done through the
Properties perspective (at the bottom of Fig. 8.2).
The consistency of each ASD model (as discussed in Chapter 4) can be validated against
the ASD Meta-model by the use of the action menu, accessible for example in Linux by
right-clicking the respective model diagram component in the navigation panel (left part
of Fig. 8.2) and opting for the Validation action. Unfortunately the graphical editor in its
current state does not allow for the automatic transformation of WSDL documents into
ASD models. All service models discussed in the following were created manually through
the editor. We are currently though working on this functionality.
The reasoning module of the SRM tool was implemented as a fully functional Epsilon
program. We started by translating Algorithm 1 into a set of rules for the records of the
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Figure 8.2: SRM prototype – graphical editor
structural layer as follows:
op ≤ op′ ⇔name = name′ ∧messagePattern = messagePattern′
msg ≤ msg′ ⇔name = name′ ∧ role = role′
r(op,msg) ≤ r′(op′,msg′)⇔op ≤ op′ ∧msg ≤ msg′ ∧mul ⊆ mul′
. . .
This unrolling of the rules allowed us to encode the compatibility checking in an algo-
rithmical manner and provide it as a module of the SRM prototype. The module takes as
input two ASD models and compares them, checking for compatibility as shown in Fig. 8.3.
The results are currently returned in the Epsilon console perspective inside Eclipse but we
are currently working on exporting them in XML format and visualizing them using the
graphical editor.
Fig. 8.3 shows the results of such a comparison between two ASDs, checking for compat-
ibility on a record-per-record basis. If all checks are successful then the reasoner concludes
with a Pass, otherwise it returns Fail. In the particular case the reasoning module returned
a Fail since an Information Type to Information Type relationship was found to violate
Algorithm 1. In the following section we are using this facility to confirm that the theoret-
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Figure 8.3: SRM prototype – reasoning module
ical analysis that we performed while checking for the T-shaped property in the previous
chapters agrees with the algorithmical implementation we presented.
8.2 Validation Experiment
In this section we validate the compatible service evolution model we presented in Chapter
6 by using the SRM prototype. In particular, we present the experimental setup that
allowed us to validate our proposal along two dimensions:
• by confirming the theoretical results as produced by the model through the SRM
reasoning module, and
• by comparing them with the respective evolutionary experiences using current Web
services-supporting technologies.
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The first dimension provides us with evidence towards the validity of our theory. More
specifically, by automating our theoretical compatible service evolution model in an imple-
mentation, we demonstrate that the model is realizable. The second dimension allows us
to evaluate the efficacy and applicability of our model. For this purpose we compare it to
the compatibility capabilities offered by the dominant Web services description language
specifications and their implementation technologies.
In the following we discuss the parameters of the experimental setup, the results of the
experiment and their interpretation. These results are then used in the discussion on the
realization of service evolution with respect to the dominant Web services standards.
8.2.1 Setup
The validation experiment is decomposed in the following steps:
1. Identification of the most widely accepted Web services description language specifi-
cations relevant to our service representation model.
2. Selection of an appropriate Web services deployment environment from the State of
the Art to host our experiment.
3. Emulation of the implementation of an evolving service in the deployment environ-
ment.
4. Design and analysis of the T-shaped property for a selection of the evolutionary
scenarios for the service.
5. Deployment of the different versions produced by the evolutionary scenarios.
6. Development of an SBA client for the initial version of the evolving service.
7. Monitoring of the behavior of the client and the service deployment environment
when the client attempts to interact with each service version.
8. Comparison of the results of this process with the T-shaped property analysis.
In Chapter 4 we presented various service representation standards in our effort for de-
veloping a service representation model suitable for our compatible service evolution model.
As we discussed though, despite the existence of many service description languages like
WSOL and OWL-S, the undisputed in terms of acceptance and technological support Web
service description standards is the WSDL specification. Looking into suitable deployment
environments we opted for the very popular stack of the Apache Axis2 Web services en-
gine4 (version 1.4.1) hosted in an Apache Tomcat servlet container5 (version 6.0.14). Both
4http://ws.apache.org/axis2/
5http://tomcat.apache.org/
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Figure 8.4: PopService deployed in Axis2 service container
solutions are developed by the Apache Software Foundation, are open source, and have
been embedded in solutions like the JBoss Application server6.
For the choice of the emulated service and given the use of the PopService through-
out the previous chapters we decided to adopt it for this evaluation process. As a first
step we augmented the existing WSDL file of PopService (Listing 3.1 in Chapter 3)
with endpoint-specific, protocol-binding information. We then used the WSDL2Java code
generation tool7 in the Axis2 toolkit to generate a skeleton of the service from the initial
version of the service, to which we added the necessary business logic for implementing
the functionality of the service. We compiled, packaged and deployed the resulting Web
service in a Tomcat instance, with the results shown in Fig. 8.4.
Since we need the service to evolve, we applied a similar procedure to the WSDL files
for Change Scenarios I to III, also defined in Chapter 3, and created deployable packages
of the three versions of the service. In order to simplify the experiment we opted not to
deploy them in parallel with the initial version of the service, but to deploy each version on
demand. All service versions are sharing the same namespace identifier8 and their version
identifier is retrievable by the getVersion operation offered by PopService (Fig. 8.4).
Having different namespace identifiers for each version would break the client by default,
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From Chapter 6 we know that applying change sets ∆SI ,∆SII and ∆SIII to the initial
version of the PopService S0 (resulting in service versions SI ,SII and SIII , respectively)
is T-shaped only for ∆SII . In order to investigate all available aspects of the evolution of
PopService we create three more change scenarios by inverting these change scenarios:
∆SI is the change set that when applied to SI results to the original version of the service:
SI ◦ ∆SI = S0. Similarly, by applying ∆SII and ∆SIII to SII and SIII , respectively, we
revert to the original version S0. By repeating the analysis performed in Chapter 6 we can
deduce that:
• ∆SI is T-shaped – it can be easily shown since it results into a more general (in sense
of accepted input) service.
• ∆SII is not T-shaped because of the removal of an interaction path from the inter-
action protocol.
• ∆SIII is not T-shaped since it requires the removal of the time stamp information
from both the input and the output of the service, resulting in the latter case in a
more general record in the S0pro set (which contradicts Definition 7).
In order to confirm these results with the SRM tool we prepared the different versions in
the graphical editor incorporated in the prototype. We then ran the reasoning module on
each pair of versions in the change scenarios and recorded the results (Table 8.1).
Developing an SBA to act as the client of the service was also achieved by using the code
generation tool provided by Axis2. Starting from the WSDL file of the service we generated
a skeleton for a simple service client in Java. Based on the provided transformation of
the messages data types into classes we wrote a short business logic that invokes the
PopService on a standard endpoint with a sample payload and waits for the call back
invocation of the service (as in the case of the PopClient service in Chapter 7). The
client logs all outgoing and incoming messages and events.
A version of the client was generated for each of the four initial versions required for
all change sets:
1. S0 for ∆SI ,∆SII , and ∆SIII ,
2. SI for ∆SI ,
3. SII for ∆SII , and
4. SIII for ∆SIII .
We then proceeded to run each client version against two deployed versions of PopSer-
vice as defined by each change scenario: the initial version of the PopService (e.g. the
client generated based on version S0 for the change set ∆SI , the one based on SI for ∆SI ,
etc.) and then the resulting version of the change set. During each invocation we were
monitoring the server and client logs in order to find out whether the service is invoked
successfully and returns the expected acknowledgement message, or whether the service or
the client breaks. The results of this process and their analysis follow.
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8.2.2 Results & Analysis
Table 8.1 summarizes the findings of our experiment. More specifically:
Change
Scenario
Modification T-shaped SRM Check Client/Service break-
ing
I S0 ◦∆SI = SI No Fail Yes (if DeliveryInfo is
not submitted)
I SI ◦∆SI = S0 Yes Pass No
II S0 ◦∆SII = SII Yes Pass No
II SII ◦∆SII = S0 No Fail No (if using only the
asynchronous operation)
III S0 ◦∆SIII = SIII No Fail Yes
III SIII ◦∆SIII = S0 No Fail Yes
Table 8.1: Experimental validation results
• The SRM reasoning module produces the expected from theory results.
• The service or client break in (almost) all the cases that a non-T-shaped change
scenario is applied. The only exception is the case of change scenario II, i.e. the
inversion of the change scenario II, in which the synchronous communication capa-
bility of the service is removed. Since the client is not using this capability then it
is not affected by it. If the client was using the synchronous communication then it
would break.
• All T-shaped change scenarios result in compatible (non-breaking) behavior on the
client side – as expected.
The experimental results therefore agree with the theoretical predictions with respect to
the compatibility of the evolving service. We can thus conclude that our compatible service
evolution model is shown to be realizable. However we can not claim that our theoretical
model is validated by all possible experimental cases. In Chapter 6 we discussed that while
theoretically consistent and sound, our approach deviates from the empirical proposals by
allowing changes that are not covered by the backward preservation guidelines.
More specifically, as shown in Table 6.3, the service compatibility theory we developed
allows, in addition to the guidelines in Table 6.1, for the removal of an operation (if it uses
the one-way message pattern), the modification of operations (if it respects the covariance
and contravariance principles), the modification of data types (to more general in input
and more specific in output) and the addition and removal of mandatory data types (for
output-type and input-type messages, respectively). While the removal of an operation
has been handled by change scenario II and the modification of data types by change
scenarios I, I, III and III, the other patterns have also to be checked.
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For this purpose we focused on the addition and removal of mandatory data types –
covering in this way also the modification of operations and data types that are essentially a
combined addition and removal of the respective record(s). We started from an alternative
version of the PopService shown in Listing 8.2 that, as in the case of Change Scenario
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Listing 8.2: Alternative PopService Message Schema
As per the theory, we added an obligatory data type in the outgoing message (Comment)
– containing an acknowledgement text from the service provider, and removed the oblig-
atory data type TimeStamp, as shown in Listing 8.3. From Table 6.3 we know that this
change set is T-shaped. When we replicated the experimental procedure we described
in the previous and we deployed the two service versions we found out that the service
client broke, contrary to the theoretical prediction. Similar results were observed when
receivePO operation was modified. These results confirm the empirical guidelines pro-
posed for backward compatibility (Table 6.1) but seem to contradict the compatible service
evolution model we developed in the previous.
We deemed therefore necessary to investigate further this discrepancy between theory
and practice. Our intuition was that the problem stems from the processing of the XML
messages in both service provider and client sides. This belief was further reinforced by
Ian Robinson’s discussion on breaking changes where he describes a similar situation for a
community-designed service [9]:
The service community in this example is frustrated in its evolution because
each consumer implements a form of “hidden” coupling that naively reflects
the entirety of the provider contract9 in the consumer’s internal logic. The
9By the term contract, the author denotes a service representation in our terminology.
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Listing 8.3: Alternative PopService Message Schema – Change Scenario V
consumers, through the use of XML Schema validation and static language
bindings derived from a document schema, implicitly accept the whole of the
provider contract, irrespective of their appetite for processing the component
parts.
This discrepancy manifests when either side tries to (unnecessarily) validate the incom-
ing and outgoing messages against a schema that is no longer valid – but not necessarily
incompatible. This validation is a substitute for the inability of the enabling technologies
to dynamically drop information that they do not understand. In both cases, if both par-
ties could ignore the data types that are not in their message schema (that is, TimeStamp
for the service provider and Comment for the service client) and validating the rest of the
message, then the result would be an agreement with the theoretical projection.
Essentially, the service compatibility theory proposed by this work assumes an object-
like representation of the services and bases its principles on a technology-agnostic treat-
ment of services. When applied to the “reality” of a low level implementation of a service
it is confined by the limitations of the technologies used. A work-around for enabling
these types of changes is to intercept the messages and apply to them an appropriate
transformation using a technology like XSLT10 or Schematron11 as discussed in [9].
Nevertheless, it is our belief that this issue is better handled on the level of service de-
scription languages rather by building ad hoc work-arounds. For this purpose in the follow-
ing we distill the results of this experimental process, and the conclusions from throughout
the rest of this work in order to discuss how our proposal can be realized on the level of
service standards.





In order to evaluate the level of preparedness of service description language specifications
for implementing compatible service evolution we surveyed their latest versions and adjunct
documents for mechanisms that support evolution. In particular, we referred to the WSDL
2.0 Primer [157], the BPEL 2.0 specification [118] and the WS-Policy 1.5 specification [119].
All the surveyed specifications with the exception of WSDL, do not contain a discussion on
versioning that, as we have discussed in Chapter 5, is a requisite for service evolution. The
WSDL 2.0 Primer on the other hand simply discusses evolutionary strategies for evolving
services in a non-normative manner, incorporating the strategies found in [106].
More specifically, by examining WSDL 2.0, we observe that the language is actually
much more restrictive than our approach with respect to service evolution. It concentrates
on the guidelines for backward and forward compatibility as presented in Table 6.1. Essen-
tially this means that only additional operations, optional data and new service endpoints
or additional wiring protocols are enabling compatible service evolution. The authors of the
specification though acknowledge the fact that changes in the message content depend on
the type system used to describe them. The weak typing approach taken in the processing
of messages (most commonly XML) and the static binding of service and client implemen-
tations to WSDL documents leaves little space for improvement given the limitations of
existing technologies and standards for Web services.
To surmount these limitations the compatible service evolution model proposes:
1. A uniform model for the representation of message content, interaction protocol and
QoS dimensions.
2. A strong typing system coupled with this representation model that allows for more
flexibility in what constitutes a compatible change, based on a rigorous theoretical
foundation.
3. A versioning approach that complements the theoretical aspects of this work and
provides for robustness in unambiguously identifying service versions and recording
the historical process of the development of a service.
The above points would require the current WSDL specification working in tandem
with BPEL & WS-Policy in order to integrate all aspects of service description into a
tightly connected set of documents along the lines of our approach. While both BPEL
and WS-Policy can refer to WSDL elements in their documents, the integration of the
three languages is quite loose on purpose. This fact, in combination with the weak tech-
nological support for the other standards in comparison to WSDL, has dissuaded many
service providers from exposing any more information than what is contained in a WSDL
document.
As we have already discussed though, WSDL is very limited in the amount of infor-
mation that it is carrying with respect to the needs of consumers. Providing a tighter
integration of the three specifications by allowing to refer to elements of the the other
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specifications in a document (and not only to WSDL elements from the other two) would
be a definite improvement. A vertically integrated document that combines all three speci-
fications like for example the serialization of an ASD model – or alternatively implementing
a generic meta-model for the description of service like the OASIS SOA Reference Archi-
tecture [122] – would leverage this effort. This would also require support in terms of
service implementation and deployment technologies in order to succeed.
Furthermore, a stronger typing system than the current one has to be used both on the
level of XML processing (a flavor of which the WSDL, BPEL and WS-Policy languages
are) and on the level of the respective standard specifications. The model of simple XML
parsing backed by XML Schema validation currently used in most Web services technologies
stifles evolution and creates unnecessary coupling in both service provider and consumer
sides. Despite the use of extensibility (as discussed in Chapter 6), it is very difficult to
design for compatible service evolution without the possibility of ignoring the parts of a
message that are not understood by the message consumer.
We therefore propose that the parsing and validation model should be replaced by
the automatic marshaling of the messages (that is, the transformation into the respective
objects) and the check for compatibility on the level of records (using for example Algorithm
1). Static bindings should be replaced by reflection-based bindings to interface classes.
These classes are able to accommodate the subtyping of the messages and representations
through the use of inheritance (in static languages like Java) or a combination of inheritance
and dynamic binding of types (in dynamic languages like Ruby12). This would in turn
translate into a more suitable for evolution technological foundation for SOA in the form
of service containers and middleware that enable the application of our proposal.
Finally, the use of XML namespaces for version identification should be replaced by
(or combined with) a more robust versioning mechanism, like the provisioning for version
attributes as part of the service description document. While very practical and easy to
implement, namespace-based techniques depend exclusively on the service developer to be
realized as shown by our validation experiment. This dependence increases the propensity
for errors and miscommunication. Furthermore, using a different namespace identifier for
each modification unnecessarily breaks the service clients and increases the maintenance
cost by introducing additional versions.
As we discussed in Chapter 5 though, namespaces are a very useful mechanism for
ensuring that service clients consume only a compatible service version. Used therefore
in conjunction with our previous recommendation for a stronger type system and with
the versioning strategy already discussed (with major versions signified by new namespace
for major revisions and minor revisions subsumed under one version), they can leverage
the management of service evolution. Introducing in the language specification versioning
attributes at least on the level of the document, would provide a more natural way of





The previous sections discussed the validation of our proposal by means of a proof-of-
concept prototype implementation and an experimental procedure using this prototype.
This process complements the theoretical aspect of the validation supported by the formal
underpinnings of our proposal, and the practical aspect via the use of a running scenario
that unifies the demonstration of applicability throughout this work.
The implementation of the Service Representation Modeler (SRM) prototype provided
two functionalities that are required for validation purposes: a graphic editor for defining
ASD models representing different service versions, and a reasoning module that compares
two ASD models and checks them for compatibility using the theory developed in the
previous chapters. SRM was developed using the Eclipse framework that provides a wealth
of plug-ins for the manipulation of different types of models and the automated generation
of graphic editors for the models.
The SRM tool was implemented by describing the structural aspect of the ASD Meta-
model in a suitable textual language and its consequent transformation into a data meta-
model that Eclipse can manipulate and visualize directly. Based on this facility we de-
veloped the graphic editor for defining ASDs. Furthermore, using a model transformation
plug-in of Eclipse called Epsilon we unrolled the compatibility checks discussed in Chapter
6 into a fully realized program that performs the compatibility check for two given models.
The feasibility of our compatibility evolution model and the validity of the implementation
were confirmed in the experiment we performed by showing that the reasoning module
replicated the theoretical results produced by pen and paper.
In particular, as part of the experimental validation we emulated the implementation
of different versions of the PopService as defined by the change scenarios in Chapter 3
and the inversions of these scenarios (resulting back to the original version). By deploying
the different versions into a Web service container and automatically generating a client
for each version we aimed at checking whether the client would break in accordance with
the T-shaped property. The results confirm the validity of our approach for the set of
scenarios we chose. Expanding the procedure to a different scenario though led to some
disrepancy between the theoretical and practical findings.
More specifically, it was found that for some cases the client was breaking despite
the fact that the change is T-shaped. We investigated further and we discovered that
this discrepancy is due to the simple message parsing/validation model based on weak
typing used by the majority of services technologies. For that purpose, and in combination
with the overall findings of this work, we proposed three significant modifications to the
services specification languages: the tighter integration of the specifications for different
layers, a marshaling/compatibility checking model based on strong typing to replace the
parsing/validation one used currently, and finally, the addition of versioning information
in the service description documents to facilitate the management of service versions.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions & Future Work
On those stepping into rivers the same, other and other waters flow.
attributed to Heraclitus of Ephesus
“What’s next,” these days, is always a cloud, not a single arrow.
Warren Ellis
9.1 Summary
Software services are subject to constant change and variation. On one hand, service-
orientation increases an organization’s agility and decreases the cost of change by minimiz-
ing the dependencies between services and allowing them to be recomposed on demand. An
organization can only fully realize these benefits, however, if its services are able to evolve
independently of one another. On the other hand, services have also to cope with fixing
bugs and other errata, dealing with changing requirements, providing desirable variations
and performing readjustments to fit their implementation. Such changes can happen at
any stage in the service life cycle and they may have an unpredictable effect on the service
stakeholders. Being therefore able to control how changes manifest in the service life cycle
is essential for both service providers and service consumers.
Towards this goal, this work presented a framework that assists service developers in
controlling and managing service changes in a uniform and consistent manner. For this
purpose we distinguished between shallow (small-scale, localized) changes and deep (large-
scale, cascading) changes and we opted to deal with shallow changes. In particular, we
provided service developers the theoretically supported means to deduce and appropriately
constrain the effect of changes to a service, so that the changes are shallow. Since, due
to the encapsulation of services, changes to the service implementation are transparent to
the service consumers and are of concern only when they have an impact on the service
interfaces, we focused on changes to the description of services.
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While there are enough existing works dealing with the management of change in soft-
ware there are not many that are concerned with the evolution of services. The vast
majority of the existing approaches in the field are either adopting an adaptive method-
ology, aiming to resolve conflicts and mismatches in the service description as soon as it
appears, or they are trying to control service evolution by restricting applied changes to a
set of prescribed change patterns. The goal in both cases is to preserve the compatibility
of services (both with their consumers and between versions). In the case of the latter
category, to which our work belongs, compatibility is usually enforced by a set of empirical
and technology-specific rules that dictate which changes are classified as compatible. No
theoretical foundation that justifies these rules is provided, and any change in the language
of service description will require the modification of these guidelines.
For these reasons we presented in the previous chapters our proposal for a formally-
backed compatible service evolution model. This model is based on a technology-agnostic
notation for the representation of services in the form of Abstract Service Descriptions
(ASDs) that we also introduced. The ASD model comes equipped with mappings to
some of the most popular WS-* standards (WSDL, BPEL and WS-Policy) but it is not
capable of representing any versioning information. After a survey of existing approaches
on service versioning we concluded that the proposed techniques and strategies are sufficient
for our purposes. As a result we proceeded to augment the ASD notation accordingly with
versioning identification mechanisms so that we can uniquely identify service versions in
the development continuum.
Using these results, we defined service compatibility both informally and formally and
developed a theory for the compatible evolution of services. As part of the discussion we
defined the notion of T-shaped changes (that is, resulting in compatible service versions)
and we showed how to reason on service versions in order to decide whether their changes
are T-shaped or not. Service compatibility was identified as a sufficient condition of en-
suring that only shallow changes occur to services. We validated our compatible service
evolution model in practice by means of a proof-of-concept prototype implementation and
an experimental procedure. Based on the findings of this validation we provided a se-
ries of recommendations for the improvement of service description languages towards the
direction of service evolution. We also presented an alternative model for managing the
evolution of services using bilateral agreements between service providers and consumers,
that expanded beyond the notion of T-shaped changes.
The rest of this chapter concludes this work by assessing our findings against the re-
search questions posed in the introduction, presenting the key contributions of our work,
evaluating the overall effort and its limitations and briefly discussing future research direc-
tions.
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9.2 Research Results
Research Question #1
What is the State of the Art in service evolution and how is evolution treated
in relevant research fields? What are the techniques, theories and lessons that
can be taken from the literature and the industrial practice?
The State of the Art in service evolution has been primarily established in Chapter
2. Relevant works have been classified according to how they approach evolution with re-
spect to compatibility in corrective (adaptation-based) and preventive (change-restrictive)
approaches. A number of approaches that are indifferent to compatibility and aim at sup-
porting evolution without considering shallow or deep changes have also been identified.
Due to the purpose of this work these approaches are of lesser interest.
Corrective approaches have been further classified into service adaptation and adapter
generation works. Service adaptation is further distinguished into interface adaptation ap-
proaches, where the signature of the service is modified to adapt to a new environment, and
composition adaptation approaches that focus on composite services and attempt to recom-
pose or replace consumed services to achieve the adaptation goal. While adaptation-based
techniques are limited by the adaptation scenarios that can be treated automatically, they
can leverage the compatible service evolution by ameliorating identified incompatibilities.
They can therefore be used in conjunction with the compatible service evolution model
discussed in this work to adapt to non-T-shaped changes.
The majority of preventive approaches investigated in this work, from both the industry
and the academia has been found to suffer the same weakness. In particular, they all use
an implicit notion of (backward) compatibility in order to define what type of changes
are allowed to occur to a service. They rely on empirical guidelines for the definition
of compatibility, that while widely acceptable from the practitioner’s perspective, they
lack the validation capability of a formal method and they depend on the specifics of
the technology used for representing services (most notably WSDL). This clear need is
addressed by this work.
In terms of other relevant fields, and apart from providing the motivation and estab-
lishing the context of this work, investigating into software evolution also made clear that
a different set of tools than the traditional ones are required for managing the evolution of
large distributed systems like a service chain. Versioning techniques from SCM are for ex-
ample irreplaceable, experiences from versioning Component-Based Systems (CBS) carry
essential lessons, and theories from object-orientation can be updated suitably for use in
service evolution. They all have to be evaluated however against their applicability in a
loosely-coupled, strongly encapsulated environment.
Research Question #2
How can evolving services be represented in a uniform across service layers
manner? What are the dominant trends in service interface description and
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how do they incorporate service evolution?
Our investigation into service interface description initiatives have turned up with mixed
results. WSDL is one of the most popular specifications for vendors and researchers alike
and forms the backdrop for all discussions on service representation. It covers though only
one aspect of services (the structural) and it does not include the facilities for handling the
evolutionary process natively. Due to the heavy reliance on XML it is possible to employ a
number of smart techniques for uniquely identifying a service version (namespaces, custom
attributes, registry metadata and combinations of the above). Combined with a set of
assumptions about the versioning strategies to be followed, these techniques have been
proven very successful in the field of service engineering.
Nevertheless these solutions are far from optimal. The limitation of WSDL to the struc-
tural layer was attempted to be addressed by the development of the WS-* technological
stack but the overabundance of proposed solutions led to a standstill. Furthermore, the
lack of backing from the industry and the consequent limited adoption, has sentenced a
number of academic standards for service representation to limited acceptance. For these
reasons, in this work we opted to align our research with initiatives like the OASIS SOA
Reference Architecture and define a technology-agnostic formal model of service represen-
tation in the form of ASDs that covers all service aspects instead of “inventing” yet another
service description language.
Furthermore, we observed that the versioning techniques that have been deployed so far
have always been circumstantial adjuncts to the service signatures and not an integrated
aspect of the service life cycle. It remains the responsibility of the service developers
and managers to understand the assumptions used and to process the versioning informa-
tion. Versioning-supporting mechanisms must therefore be incorporated into the service
description languages specifications in order to become a standard in the development and
deployment of services.
Research Question #3
What exactly constitutes service compatibility? A theoretical and practical def-
inition of compatibility in the context of services is required to allow the defi-
nition of when evolving services are compatible.
Compatibility is one of those terms that has been so overloaded with definitions that
it is too difficult to choose the most appropriate one for our purposes. For that reason
we opted to integrate two different aspects of compatibility that one encounters in the
literature. More specifically, we differentiate between vertical compatibility, referring to
the property of versions to be interchangeable under controlled conditions, and horizontal
compatibility, denoting the interoperability of two services, one acting as a provider and the
other as a consumer. Since the vertical aspect can be seen as the property of preservation
of the horizontal one (and vice versa), we defined the concept of T-shaped compatibility
combining both aspects.
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During the interaction with another service or client, a service acts as both a language
(in terms of messages) producer and consumer. That leads to the traditional decomposi-
tion of compatibility into forward (with respect to the evolution of the message producer)
and backward compatibility (with respect to the evolution of the message consumer). Full
compatibility is the combination of both forward and backward compatibility. In order
therefore to give a clear definition of service compatibility we have to incorporate both as-
pects of compatibility (vertical/horizontal and forward/backward). As a result, in Chapter
6 we defined service compatibility as the satisfaction of the covariance criterion for the
part of the service that acts as language producer (meaning that the output can only be
specialized) and the contravariance criterion for the part that acts as language consumer
(i.e. the input can only be generalized). Full service compatibility is thus the satisfaction
of both criteria.
Research Question #4
What are the conditions that enable compatible service evolution? How does the
definition of service compatibility interact with the evolution of services? How is
it possible to constrain the type of changes to a service to a set of compatibility-
preserving ones? What are the benefits of this evolutionary model with respect
to the State of the Art?
Equipped with our definition of service compatibility we can equate compatible service
evolution with the satisfaction of the criteria set by the definition. Checking for compat-
ible service evolution is reduced to algorithmically checking whether the covariance and
contravariance properties are respected during the evolution of the service. Change sets
(groups of primitive changes that are applied together to a service) can thus be categorized
to T-shaped (preserving service compatibility) and non-T-shaped. Our approach is not only
able to replicate the (backward) compatibility preservation guidelines that are ubiquitous
in other approaches but it can also produce much more refined results in reasoning about
service evolution.
Constraining the types of changes to compatibility-preserving ones requires the ability
to reason on versions of service descriptions. For this purpose we updated the classic type
theory from object-oriented languages by fitting it into our service representation model
and extending it to cover all three aspects of services. More specifically, of particular
interest for service compatibility is the subtyping relation between records, signifying their
specialization and generalization. While it is straightforward to define this relation for the
structural aspect, we had to resort to existing approaches that define equivalent relations
for the other layers (i.e. behavioral and non-functional).
A version of type theory suitable for service representations was the outcome of this
process. This theory allows us to compare two versions of services on the basis of their
constituent records and conclude whether one can conditionally replace the other. This
replacement, as driven by the definition of service compatibility, is only allowed towards
more general input and more strict output. In that sense, our model of compatible service
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evolution is essentially an application of Postel’s Law1:
Be conservative in what you do; be liberal in what you accept from others.
Research Question #5
Is service compatibility equivalent to shallow changes? Are there alternative
models of shallow changes outside of the service compatibility one? Can the
restrictions to the allowed changes to a service be relaxed? What are the
benefits and disadvantages of such a solution?
In Chapter 7 we have demonstrated by construction that there are indeed alternative
models for ensuring that the changes occurring to a service are shallow. For that purpose
we used the concept of service contracts, i.e. bilateral agreements between service providers
and clients in the form of intermediate service representations. For the purpose of forming
and configuring the contracts we used the subtyping relation we discussed in the previous
chapter and a similar reasoning as the one for checking for compatibility. Service evolution
using contracts is only constrained by the capability of both parties to respect the contract
between them while manifesting changes.
The compatible service evolution model we presented in Chapter 6 required no special
effort for managing the evolution of services beyond that of being able to reason on change
sets. The introduction of service contracts however requires additional provisioning. In
particular, the infrastructure for and the capability of forming, configuring and exchanging
and maintaining contracts has to be put into place at possibly significant expense. Fur-
thermore, service contracts are not a magic bullet for unbound service evolution. Basically,
the service becomes implicitly coupled to its clients since its evolution depends on their
capacity to withstand changes. Flexibility is therefore traded for coupling and overhead.
Research Question #6
How can the proposed solution be validated practically? Can the theoretical re-
sults be replicated by a prototype? What are the limitations of the proposed so-
lution? A proof-of-concept implementation is required in order to demonstrate
the realization of the solution. Furthermore, an evaluation of its realization
with respect to existing technologies and standards is necessary.
Chapter 8 discusses the validation of the proposed compatible service evolution model
in practice. This validation is performed by verifying the theoretical findings through an
experimental procedure using the prototype implementation of the Service Representation
Modeler (SRM) tool. More specifically, the SRM prototype, developed using the Eclipse
platform, provides two key functionalities for validation purposes: a graphic editor for
defining service representation models and a reasoning module that implements our service
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robustness_principle
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compatibility theory. Based on this prototype we defined a procedure for checking the
validity of our proposal using the change scenarios used throughout the rest of this work.
For this purpose we created a mock implementation of each service version in the change
scenario and we deployed them in a Web services container. We then automatically gener-
ated a simple service client for each of them and used the client to check if it “breaks” by
invoking different service versions. The results of this procedure confirmed the theoretical
analysis of service compatibility performed both on paper and by the SRM prototype.
We also expanded our validation procedure to modifications that are not covered by
the State of the Art on service evolution, but which they should be (according to our theo-
retical model and the prototype implementation). The results of this secondary validation
showed a discrepancy between the theoretical prediction and the actual behavior of the
service client with respect to compatibility. After the required investigation was performed,
it was deduced that this discrepancy is due to the technological limitations imposed by
the implementation of the major Web services description language specifications. In par-
ticular, the inability of the message processing mechanisms to drop information that is
not contained in the original message schema for application safety purposes is a serious
hindrance to the service compatibility theory achieving its full potential. For that purpose
we provided a set of specific recommendations about how the major service specification
languages can be modified to accommodate service evolution in a more natural and efficient
way.
9.3 Contributions
The results of this work address the need for a comprehensive, theoretically-supported
model for the management of service evolution. A set of theories and models that unify
different aspects of services into a common reference framework for the representation,
versioning and evolution of services has been developed for this purpose. This framework
pushes forward and redefines the State of the Art in service evolution. It achieves this
by replicating and formally validating the empirical findings and best practices for service
evolution. At the same time it outlines a number of possibilities for service evolution that
are not currently covered by existing standards and technologies.
The major results of this work with respect to the State of the Art in service evolution
and service science are:
A technology-agnostic uniform formal model for the representa-
tion of service interfaces and their different versions.
In Chapter 4 we presented a service representation model based on Abstract Service
Descriptions (ASDs). The developed service representation model seamlessly integrates
the different aspects of services (structural, behavioral and non-functional) into one model.
The ASD Meta-model (Fig. 4.1) aggregates the concepts from the meta-models of WSDL,
BPEL, WS-Policy and the other representation initiatives discussed in the chapter like
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the OASIS Reference Architecture, the CDBI-SAE Meta Model for SOA and the SeCSE
facet-based specification approach. The ASD representation model is not meant as a new
service description language but as a formalism for the representation of services.
The formalization of the ASD notation is founded on the structural layer, extending
the semantics of the UML class diagram notation for describing the dependencies between
the elements of this layer. This foundation is then extended accordingly with a mapping
to behavioral contracts for the behavioral layer, and with the capacity for representing
QoS characteristics in the form of ordinal QoS dimensions. The formal foundation enables
the use of type theory for reasoning on the evolution of ASDs and forms the basis for
the discussion on all following chapters. It also allows the definition of ASD consistency,
denoting the well-formedness of ASDs according to a set of invariants (namely: validity
with respect to the meta-model, reachability of elements and property preservation).
An example of this relation of the ASD model with the rest of this work can be demon-
strated by its use in recording the historical aspect of service evolution. By introducing
versioning information to the level of ASD records (elements and relationships) we are able
to uniquely identify particular instances of records in the development continuum. Since
ASDs are defined as the sets of records that they contain, versions of services manifest as
versioned ASDs. For each service version it is thus possible to track down the history of
both the service (in terms of the sets of changes that were applied to it) and its constituent
records (by going through their individual versioning histories).
A theory and model for the compatible evolution of services.
The major contribution of this work is the identification and formalization of the condi-
tions under which services can evolve while preserving their compatibility. The conditions
are expressed as permitted sets of changes (being T-shaped in our nomenclature) that
can occur safely to a service. T-shaped changes respect the definition of service compat-
ibility we presented in Chapter 6 as the combination of the properties of covariance and
contravariance.
Algorithm 1 presents a straightforward compatibility checking algorithm for evaluating
these properties. The reasoning required is performed on the basis of versioned ASDs
and uses the updated and extended subtyping relation that we developed for this purpose
(Definitions 9, 10 and 12). We demonstrated the applicability of the compatible evolution
model by checking the change scenarios to the PopService that we described in Chapter
3. Based on the results of this checking we proposed different evolutionary scenarios for
each case.
Furthermore, the proposed model has been compared to the relevant approaches in
preventive evolution. Table 6.3 compares for that purpose the set of T-shaped patterns
of change that correspond to (and go beyond) the compatibility preservation guidelines
that are used in the State of the Art. It is thus shown that our theory replicates the
empirical guidelines, while at the same time it allows for types of changes (under given
conditions) that are too specific to be included in the guidelines. Through this procedure
we also showed that the proposed model can be used to generate possible shallow changes
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in addition to checking to them for compatibility.
In addition, the proposed model was evaluated with respect to its novelty and relevance
to service orientation. In terms of novelty, it was shown that it integrates a set of existing
and widely-adopted theories like type theory into a common framework of reference for
the compatible evolution of services. The existence of an underlying meta-model and the
coarse granularity of the ASD representation model differentiates our proposal from similar
works in the component orientation domain in terms of its feasibility and efficiency. The
focus on shallow changes is further justified by the leveraging of the SOA-specific properties
supported by the model, like the document-based communication, the loose coupling, the
coarse interfaces and the context-free invocation of services.
A contract-based model of service interaction and evolution.
In Chapter 7 we reused the tools we developed for managing the compatible evolution of
services in order to provide an alternative model of service interaction and evolution in the
form of service contracts. Service contracts are introduced between service providers and
consumers as bilateral agreements that specify explicitly the expectations and obligations
of both parties. The formation of the contract can be handled automatically by using the
subtyping relation we have already defined on the combination of the service provider’s
and client’s representation of the service (in ASD notation). Human input is required only
for the configuration of the contract terms, but this can also be avoided by a priori defining
appropriate configuration policies.
Based on service contracts, an alternative evolution model was proposed that expands
the permitted set of changes and provides more flexibility in evolution. Using a similar
reasoning as in the case of compatible service evolution we showed that services in either
side of the interaction (that is, both providers and clients) can evolve beyond the T-shaped
property, while still being shallow. The contract between them can also be subject to
change as a result of the change to one party, assuming that it does not disrupt the other
side. We provide the reasoning mechanisms for all the necessary checks by remixing and
applying the ASD formalism capabilities and the subtyping relation on ASDs. Neverthe-
less this flexibility is gained at the expense of increased coupling, additional governance
requirements and communication overhead.
An identification of the limitations of existing specifications and
technologies with respect to service evolution, and a proposal for
their improvement.
The dominant language specifications for Web services description were evaluated on the
basis of their support of compatible service evolution using the findings of this research as a
benchmark. As a result, a proposal for their improvement was put forward. In particular, it
was concluded that the existing languages lack support for compatible service evolution in
three important dimensions: the loose coupling between the languages for the description
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of the different service aspects, the weak typing system used for the validation of incoming
messages and the dependence on a too coarse-grained mechanism for versioning in the form
of version identifiers in (XML) document namespaces.
Towards the direction of improving them, we provide a series of recommendations for
each one of these dimensions. More specifically, we propose the tighter integration of the
service description languages (both in the level of specification and implementation) by
allowing constructs from other languages to appear in the document of a language (and
not only of WSDL constructs appearing in BPEL documents for example). A new type
of service description document incorporating the three aspects of services (structural,
behavioral and non-functional) as discussed in the previous could help, provided that it
has the appropriate technological (and of course political) support from the industry.
With respect to the model of processing incoming messages, we propose the substitu-
tion of the unnecessarily strict model of parsing and validation of the messages against
the original message schema (before marshaling – that is, translating – them into objects)
by a marshaling/compatibility checking one. This will enable for further flexibility than
currently provided for service evolution, and will allow the realization of our service com-
patibility theory on the level of specification and implementation technologies. In addition,
the presence of a version identifier that is understood by the underlying technological so-
lutions, in conjunction to the namespace identifier mechanism for major revisions, would
enable a more fine-grained management of service versions.
9.4 Evaluation & Limitations
As we discussed in Chapter 1, providing service developers with the means to control the
evolution of services belongs conceptually to design science. As such, the evaluation of this
work is performed along the lines of requirements for effective design science research. For
this purpose we use the guidelines proposed in [14]. More specifically:
Problem Relevance As previously discussed, SOA increases an organization’s agility
by encapsulating business functions in reusable services. An organization can only fully
realize the benefits of SOA, however, if its SOA instantiation enables services to evolve
independently of one another. The existing works on service evolution management are
based on empirical findings and best practices, usually relying on the specifics of the
technologies used to achieve their purposes. This fact makes these approaches vulnerable
to technological shifts. As a remedy to this situation we propose to base service evolution
management on a theoretical foundation that enables a technology-agnostic approach of
the issue. This is a clear and important need that this work is geared to address by focusing
on controlling service changes so that they are shallow. Deep changes, while being also
very interesting and relevant are out of the scope of this work.
Design as an Artifact In summary, this work proposed a series of viable artifacts in
the form of:
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• a formal model for the representation of services (in the form of the Abstract Service
Description (ASD) model) and service versions (through versioned ASDs),
• a method for evolving services in a compatible manner with the compatible service
evolution model and the T-shaped changes,
• an instantiation of this method in the form of a prototype, the SRM tool, and
• an alternative method for the compatible evolution of services using service contracts
between service providers and consumers.
Each of these artifacts was defined in a formal setting and explained using the industrial
case presented in Chapter 3.
Research Contributions The research discussed in this work contributes both with the
design artifacts themselves (presented above) and with the developed formal foundations
in the form of a theory of service compatibility. The contributions of this work have been
presented exhaustively in Section 9.3.
Design Evaluation The utility, quality and efficacy of the proposed methods for the
compatible evolution of services has been evaluated using experimental and descriptive
methods. More specifically:
• Due to the innovative nature of our approach which combines theoretical with em-
pirical aspects we opted to evaluate our approach using the scenarios driven from
the industrial case of the PopService. In Chapters 6 and 7 we demonstrated the
impact of changes with varying complexity to the consumers of PopService, de-
scribing how to avert consumer disruption through the application of the service
compatibility theory.
• The proposed method of controlling service compatibility was compared and con-
trasted with existing approaches in Chapter 6. We concluded that our approach
replicates and refines the results of the existing approaches.
• In Chapter 8 we designed and executed an experiment to validate our (theoretical)
findings in a simulated environment of evolving service providers and consumers. The
prototype focused on the structural layer of services, working exclusively with WSDL
descriptions. The experiment showed some discrepancy between theory and practice
which was investigated further and explained accordingly.
Research Rigor The methods for preserving service compatibility produced by this
work are based on type theory. Type theory has a rigorous mathematical foundation that
has been validated both theoretically and empirically through many years of research. This
powerful foundation allowed us to develop a proof-of-concept prototype that demonstrated
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the realization of our proposal. Nevertheless we preferred to put emphasis on the applica-
bility of our approach and did not pursue to prove the mathematical rigor of the extensions
to type theory we proposed. In particular, as we will discuss in the future work section,
we need to prove the closure and completeness properties of our proposal.
Design as a Search Process The produced design artifacts update and expand tested
and tried solutions for the services environment. The ASD service representation model
abstracts information from the meta-models of widely accepted WS-* languages. The ver-
sioned ASDs discussed in Chapter 5 build on the methodology and terminology championed
by the SCM community, updating it accordingly for the ASD model. The compatible ser-
vice evolution model combines type theory with the ASD model in order to show how
services can evolve in a compatible manner. The work on service contracts remixes the
service compatibility theory and provides an innovative approach to contracting that re-
mains faithful to the original ideas about binding agreements between interacting parties.
The results of this research therefore progress significantly models and methods from the
existing knowledge base to accommodate the requirements of the SOA field.
Communication of the Research The material in the previous chapters provides in-
formation that while interesting for both technical and managerial audiences, they are
more suitable for the former type. The discussion revolves around a rigorous mathemati-
cal framework which provides explicit mappings to popular services standards like WSDL,
BPEL and WS-Policy. Furthermore, the theoretical foundations are presented on the basis
of the scenarios drawn from the industrial case scenario and it is easy to demonstrate their
applicability. The introductory chapter motivates the need for a comprehensive service
evolution management solution and rationalizes the choices made in achieving this solu-
tion. In addition, a discussion on the service providers’ and consumers’ benefits and costs
of our proposals takes place in Chapters 6 and 7. Nevertheless, a concrete method for
estimating the cost of a change is unavailable and the discussion remains on the level of
informed arguments. Such a method, despite being out of scope for this work, would be of
further interest for managerial purposes.
9.5 Future Work
As previously discussed, due to the emphasis on the applicability and realization of our
proposed solution we have relied on existing theories to ensure the rigor of our research.
Nevertheless, since we extended these theories in significant ways in the previous chapters
we also have to demonstrate that our extensions are equally rigorous. In particular, in order
to fully confirm our hypothesis equating shallow changes with compatibility it is required of
us to prove that the set of shallow changes is closed under compatibility-preserving change
sets. Furthermore we also need to prove that our approach is complete in the mathematical
sense by showing that it can generate all possible compatible change sets. Fragments of
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these proofs are scattered throughout the discussion of Chapter 6 but they have to be
collected and formally put together in the immediate future.
The next important action item is the incorporation to the SRM prototype of behavioral
and non-functional layer capabilities and the implementation of all envisioned functionali-
ties. More specifically, the prototype, as described in Chapter 8 is able to reason only on
the structural aspect of service description. While this functionality was sufficient for the
purposes of validating our theoretical results, the capability of reasoning on the other layers
is essential for the full instantiation of our proposal. Furthermore, the option to import
ASD models directly from WSDL, BPEL and WS-Policy documents using the mappings
discussed in Chapter 4 and to visualize the results of the compatibility check will also be
added to the SRM capabilities.
These changes will allow us to provide service developers with a comprehensive toolset
for controlling the different aspects of service evolution. Towards this goal, the SRM
prototype can be significantly augmented by connecting it with a suitable revision control
system which will manage the versioning of service descriptions as discussed in Chapter
5. The integration of the reasoning capabilities of SRM with the version recording and
communication facilities like those provided for example by the VRESCo environment [102]
would create a complete service evolution management solution.
Furthermore, we believe that an observational evaluation of our research results would
be appropriate in addition to the descriptive and experimental evaluation already per-
formed. The application of the SRM prototype in one or more appropriate industrial case
studies would allow us to draw useful conclusions about the efficacy of both the prototype
and our work in general. Of course this process would also allow us to further improve and
extend our solution. An organization with a diverse and evolving service portfolio would
be the ideal testing grounds for our proposal.
Finally, the evaluation of our proposal on service contracts was limited to the descriptive
type given the absence of a suitable implementation. In order therefore to provide a more
rigorous evaluation and improve the quality of our work we have to provide a prototype of
the necessary infrastructure for service contracts. In contrast though to the SRM prototype,
and as discussed in Chapter 7, a simple toolset is not sufficient for these purposes. We
have to provide service providers and consumers with a complete solution that is able
to a) form contracts between parties given their descriptions, b) perform all the contract
compliance and compatibility checks, and c) store and communicate the different events in
the contract life cycle (creation of a new contract, update or decommission of an existing
contract). While many components of the SRM prototype can be reused in building such
system, its complexity and scale would call for a separate research effort.
Applications & Extensions
Apart from the open issues of this research effort that need to be resolved in the short-
to medium-term, we also plan to work on applying the design artifacts produced towards
different directions. In the following we discuss some of the possible applications and
extensions that we have identified.
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The ongoing paradigm shift towards a complete transition to Software as a Service
(SaaS), fueled by the cloud computing initiatives [170] provides opportunities for applying
and fine-tuning our proposal for controlling service evolution. The transformation of appli-
cations into services and the abstraction from their supporting hardware and systems using
the cloud metaphor enables and justifies one of the basic assumptions of this work: that
everything can be described a service. Applying the developed solutions for controlling the
evolution of cloud-enabled services can have a profound impact on the adoption of cloud
computing in environments of high volatility like today’s enterprises.
Furthermore, the compatible service evolution model proposed is not necessarily limited
to the Web services approach to service orientation. The theories and models developed
could also be applicable to RESTful services [171], that is, services that are built using the
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) paradigm [172]. Due to the lack of an interface
description language for REST however, RESTful services lack a common representation
meta-model that would allow a direct application of our approach to them. Nevertheless,
in conjunction with expressing their interfaces in WSDL 2.0 as discussed in [173], we could
investigate the extensions of our work in that direction.
Another interesting avenue of future research is the application of our service compat-
ibility theory to the area of service discovery [174]. Discovering an appropriate service
becomes essential, and at the same time more complex, with the increase of the number
of available services and the availability of different versions of the same service. Similarly
to our approach for forming contracts between service providers and consumers, we can
drive the discovery and selection of service providers using service compatibility. Generally
speaking, given two Web services, the similarity between their interfaces depends on the
set of changes to be performed on the interface of the first service to obtain the second
one. Changes could be the introduction of new functionalities or modification/deletion of
existing ones, but only some of them are able to maintain the compatibility between two
versions. Based on this kind of information, we can extend a current Web services match-
maker, named URBE [175], by considering the compatibility among service interfaces while
calculating the similarity degree for the matchmaking.
One of the key points for extending our work further is the identified synergy with
adaptation-based works. More specifically, as discussed in Chapter 6, the presented ap-
proach belongs to the preventive evolution works, constraining changes to a service to the
T-shaped ones in order to preserve compatibility. There are however a number of non-T-
shaped changes that can be converted into shallow through the use of an adapter to “mask”
the effects of the change. In this context, our theory of compatible service evolution can
be used for the initiation and the termination of the adapter generation procedure.
In particular, the compatibility checking algorithm (Algorithm 1 in Chapter 6) can
be modified in two points. First it should not terminate whenever it finds a record that
violates the compatibility check but it should add the record to a separate set. Second, an
additional step can be incorporated at the end of the algorithm that checks whether the set
of violating records is empty or not. In the latter case an adapter generation subroutine
can be called with the two versions and the identified incompatibilities as input. If an
adapter can be automatically generated given this input then the algorithm is to be run
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again, checking the adapted version against the original one for compatibility. Otherwise,
the change set is to be categorized as deep.
Deep Changes
The management of deep changes is another possible extension point for our work. As
discussed in Chapter 1, for deep changes it is not sufficient to look only at the struc-
tural, behavioral and non-functional but also at policy-induced and operational efficiency
changes. Service compatibility has to be connected with models for service governance and
compliance in order to guarantee a holistic approach in service evolution management.
More specifically, in [7] Papazoglou introduces the notion of a change-oriented life
cycle methodology that addresses the problems of modification and alignment of business
processes expressed as services within a service network [116]. The life cycle provides a
sound foundation for deep service changes in an orderly fashion that allows service to be
appropriately reconfigured, aligned and controlled while changes occur. It also provides
common tools to reduce cost, minimize risk exposure and improve development agility. It
helps organizations ensure that the right versions of the right processes are available at all
times, and that they can provide an audit trail of changes across the service life cycle to
prevent application failures and help meet increasingly stringent regulatory requirements.
Furthermore, in [176] the authors also discuss deep change management, which in that
context entails the timely detection, propagation and reaction to both internal and external
changes. The approach is based on using agents – background processes that monitor the
participant service for relevant changes and notify entities concerned with the change.
While in [176] a bottom-up perspective is adopted, assuming that a change is initiated
by an individual service and then propagated to the enterprises that use the service, [177]
focuses on top-down changes that are initiated by an entire organization and triggered by
new business requirements. Change is handled by a formal model specifying the changes
required by one or more services, and by a change reaction component that applies the
specified change in a consistent manner. The two approaches are combined in [12], where a
Web Services Management System (WSMS) architecture, similar conceptually to DBMS,
is discussed. Deep change management in this case is one of the key components enabling
service management.
Such approaches provide solutions for the organizational issues of change that this work
has not dealt with. In combination with the compatible service evolution model presented
in the previous chapters, and the extension of our work to include service adaptation (as
discussed above), we can take the next step in the effort for developing a solution for the
holistic and efficient management of service evolution. By bringing these three aspects
together, we will be able to provide service stakeholders with the means to track the
effect of proposed and applied changes, estimate the benefits of re-shuffling their service
portfolio and decide the fate of existing and new services. In the context of service evolution
management, this work can therefore be perceived as the stepping stone on the road for
harnessing change.
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Appendix A
Acronyms List
ASD Abstract Service Description
AOP Aspect Oriented Programming
BPEL Business Process Execution Language
BPMN Business Process Model and Notation
CCS Calculus of Communicating Systems




EMF Eclipse Modeling Framework
FSM Finite State Machine
GMF Graphical Modeling Framework
IDL Interface Definition Language
IT Information Technology
O/O Object-Oriented
OMG Object Management Group
QoS Quality of Service
QRM Quality Reference Model
ii Appendix A. Acronyms List
REST REpresentational State Transfer
SaaS Software as a Service
SBA Service-Based Application
SCM Software Configuration Management
SCOR Supply Chain Operations Reference
SLA Service Level Agreement
SOA Service-Oriented Architecture
SOC Service-Oriented Computing
SRM Service Representation Modeler
TAG Technical Architecture Group
UML Unified Modeling Language
VID Version IDentifier
WSDL Web Services Description Language
WSOL Web Service Offerings Language
XML eXtensible Markup Language
XMI XML Metadata Interchange
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